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Letter from the Editor


March 2002 

Dear AppNotes Readers: 

Welcome to the March 2002 BrainShare issue of Novell AppNotes! Chances are you might be reading this 
while attending BrainShare 2002 in Salt Lake City. If so, we hope you take a few minutes to stop by our 
program table and visit with the AppNotes team. Or stop by the DeveloperNet University classroom in the 
Developer’s Den and let us know what you think. The whole team will be at BrainShare throughout the 
week and we look forward to chatting with you and getting your feedback on AppNotes, our new eBooks, 
our DeveloperNet University courses, and Novell and the industry in general. As you probably noticed if 
you watched any of the 2002 Olympic Winter games, Utah is a great place for winter sports. So we 
encourage you to take time to enjoy what our wonderful state has to offer while you are here! 

For this special BrainShare 2002 issue, we have quite an assortment of articles for you. First up is “Novell 
iChain 2.0 Installation and Configuration Quick Start” by Neil Cashell and Shane Johns, followed by 
“What’s New in Border Manager 3.7?” by Scott Jones. Yes, contrary to what some industry writers would 
have you believe, the BorderManager product is alive and being enhanced all the time! 

Next we have an interesting article entitled “Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance in NetWare 6” by 
Sudarshan S and Piyush Rai. From a third-party partner we have “Creating Applets for Novell GroupWise 
with Advansys Formativ” by Grant Johnson. We also have two hands-on articles this month with “How to 
Uninstall Novell Account Manager 2.1 for Windows NT” by Patrice Clements, and “How to Extend the 
NetWare Scripting Environment by Creating UCX Components” by Srivathsa M. 

Add to that all your favorite sections, including Code Break, Net Management, Net Support, and 
Viewpoints (with our Lightweight Access humor section), and we think you’ll agree that this month’s 
issue has something for everyone! 

Since we’ve received a lot of positive feedback on our eBook offerings, we have converted all of our issues 
back to September of 2001 into the eBook format for download. If you don’t have the eBook reader yet, 
there is a link for it on our eBook download page at http://developer.novell.com/research/ebook.htm. This 
reader allows you to view the book, navigate through the content, and  print it out if you so desire. There’s 
even an option to have the eBook reader read the text to you! It’s fun to listen to for a while, but if you’re 
like me, the computer-synthesized voice probably isn’t something you’ll want to listen to for very long. 

For those of you who are unable to attend BrainShare, we still look forward to your feedback. Drop me an 
e-mail and let me know what we can do to better meet your needs with AppNotes and DeveloperNet 
University. My e-mail address is gherbon@novell.com. 

Until next time, 

Gamal B. Herbon 
Editor-in-Chief 
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Novell iChain 2.0 Installation and 
Configuration Quick Start 

NOVELL APPNOTES 

Feature Article 

Neil Cashell 
iChain Escalation Engineering 
Novell, Inc. 
ncashell@novell.com 

Shane Johns 
iChain Escalation Engineering 
Novell, Inc. 
sjohns@novell.com 

This AppNote highlights the new features and enhanced capabilities of Novell 
iChain 2.0 and provides a quick-start installation and configuration guide. For 
additional information about iChain 2.0, visit the product Web site at 
http://www.novell.com/products/ichain. 

Contents: 

• Overview of iChain 2.0 

• New Features in iChain 2.0 

• Installing iChain 2.0 

• Configuring iChain 2.0 

• Configuring the iChain 2.0 User Services 

• Conclusion 

Topics iChain, LDAP, security, Web application development 

Products Novell iChain 2.0 

Audience network administrators, integrators, developers 

Level intermediate 

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with Web applications and security 

Operating System n/a 

Tools none 

Sample Code no 
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Overview of iChain 2.0 

iChain is Novell’s leading-edge solution to provide scalable LDAP-based security 
to your Web servers and critical business applications. The latest release (v2.0) 
includes many new features that enable it to provide the reliable, high-
performance, distributed directory security that enterprise Web services require. 
For Web applications that do not use a secure LDAP directory to govern 
authentication and access control, iChain 2.0 allows you to easily “directory-
enable” those applications. iChain 2.0 also includes pre-packaged Java-based 
services that allow you to provide LDAP-based user self-registration, user 
account/attribute modification, and the ability for users to manage their own 
passwords. 

Architecture 

A minimum iChain 2.0 installation includes three servers: 

• The iChain 2.0 proxy accelerator server 

• An (NDS) eDirectory server (the “Authorization Server”) 

• Any  Web  server 

iChain 2.0 fronts your Web servers and provides user authentication and 
security by validating user identities via the eDirectory Authorization Server 
(see Figure 1). 

Internet 

Firewall Firewall 

Web 
Server 

Application 
Server 

Application 
Server 

Web 
Server 

iChain 
Proxy Server 

Novell 
eDirectory 

Enterprise 
Network 

Public Key
Infrastructure 
Services (PKIS) 

Figure 1: The Novell iChain 2.0 architecture. 
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Authentication and Authorization 

To understand the steps that iChain 2.0 takes to perform user identity validation 
and provide security to your Web services, you need to understand two terms: 

•	 Authentication is the process of determining whether the user is known to the 
system. It is typically performed through some sort of username and password 
validation. 

•	 Authorization is the process of determining what rights the user has (Access 
Control). 

Note: Authorization occurs after authentication is successful. 

Figure 2 illustrates the steps in the iChain authentication process. 

Web 
Server 

Web 
Server 

Web 
Server 

iChain 
Proxy 
Server 

Novell 
eDirectory 

1. User makes a 
request through 

a browser. 

2. roxy checks table 
to see if the user 
is authenticated. 

3-4. Proxy retrieves 
authentication policy 

from eDirectory 

5. Proxy sends request 
for authentication 

to user. 

6. User authenticates 
(password, certifcate) 

7-8. Proxy gets user 
validation and access 
policy from eDirectory 

9. Proxy delivers 
authentication token 

to browser. 

10-11. Access policy 
is enforced and the 
request for data is 

passed on to cache. 

12. The request for data 
is passed on to the 

web servers. 

P

Figure 2: The iChain authentication process. 

Here is a brief explanation of the authentication steps shown in Figure 2. 

1. A user requests a resource via a URL such as “www.test.com”. 

2.	 When the iChain proxy receives the user request, it checks to see if a cookie 
is included in the request. If so, it compares the cookie from the request with 
the user identification table in memory. 

3.	 The DNS name in the request is compared against currently configured 
accelerators to determine if authentication is required. 

4.	 If authentication is required, iChain checks to see what type of authentication 
profile is defined (LDAP, Radius, mutual, and so on). 

5.	 If authentication is required and either no cookie accompanies the request or 
the cookie is no longer valid (invalid ID, timed-out, and so on), iChain 
redirects the user to begin the authentication process to identify themselves 
by the method defined in the authentication profile for that accelerator. 
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6.	 The user sees the iChain login page, which can ask for a username, password, 
certificate, and so on. 

7. The user identity is validated against the LDAP directory. 

8.	 If authentication is successful per Step 7, user authorization (access control) 
begins. Users may successfully authenticate themselves against the directory, 
but not actually have rights to the resource they are requesting. 

9.	 When authentication is successful, iChain sets a temporary cookie in 
memory that will accompany all subsequent requests for that user while that 
user session is still valid. User sessions and cookies become invalid when the 
user session times out or the user logs out or closes the browser. 

10. The authorization access rules are enforced that define what resources the 
user has rights to access. 

11. The user’s session ID and static content is cached at the iChain proxy. 

12. The user’s now authenticated and authorized request is passed to the Web 
server. 

Web-based Single Sign-On 

iChain 2.0 allows a single sign-on (SSO) capability to multiple Web services 
using one of three different methods. 

HTTP Authorization Header (Basic Authentication). iChain 2.0 can forward a 
user’s ID/username and password in the HTTP Authorization Header 
(AuthHeader) to any back-end Web server. The user’s credentials can be in LDAP 
format (comma-delimited, fully distinguished) or in CN (Common Name) format. 
Web servers using Basic Authentication will normally require the credentials in 
CN format. 

Basic Authentication is the authentication mechanism when you see a pop-up box 
asking for a username and password. iChain 2.0 can elegantly and securely single 
sign-on to such services so that your users never are prompted with this pop-up 
box again. 

Object-Level Access Control (OLAC). OLAC provides an option to use logon 
credentials other than username/ID and password. Any eDirectory user attribute 
can be used. For example, instead of the employee’s username, the user’s 
Employee Number can be provided to a back-end Web server for login purposes. 
OLAC parameters are passed either in the QueryString or in the HTTP header. 

Two special OLAC parameters have been defined—ICHAIN_UID and 
ICHAIN_PWD—which can be mapped to any LDAP attribute to modify the 
format of the credentials in the AuthHeader. Note that enabling these two OLAC 
parameters will overwrite the default fully_distinguished_username:password 
combination that is forwarded in the Authheader by default. 
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XML Form Fill. This method uses either encrypted directory attributes or the high 
encryption Secret Store product to store user credentials for Web applications. 
XML Form Fill allows you to single sign-on to any HTML or dynamically 
generated login pages (as opposed to the pop-up box for Basic Authentication). 

New Features in iChain 2.0 

Following are some noteworthy new features in iChain 2.0: 

•	 XML-based Form Fill. Using XML, iChain 2.0 can provide single sign-on to 
virtually all Web-based applications and data, without requiring customized 
programming or plug-ins. 

•	 Advanced authentication. iChain 2.0 gives customers the option of adding 
token-based authentication from leading vendors such as ActivCard, RSA 
Security, and Vasco to their Web-based systems, in addition to the username/ 
password, smart cards, and certificate-based methods currently available. 

•	 Improved management. iChain 2.0 has several new management wizards that 
reduce basic installation time to as little as two hours. 

•	 Increased scalability. Customers can link a virtually unlimited number of 
iChain 2.0 servers together to balance the load created by potentially millions 
of authentication requests, while maintaining uninterrupted service to users. 

•	 Enhanced performance. iChain 2.0 is significantly faster at processing user 
authentication requests, allowing users to quickly connect to Web resources. 

Comprehensive List of Features 

iChain 2.0’s features can be divided into several core services: 

• Proxy Services 

•	 Secure Exchange (SSL’izer). Accelerates and converts a standard HTTP 
Web server page to HTTPS without having to set up and manage server 
keys or modify the Web pages themselves. 

•	 DNS mapping. Allows the iChain Proxy to resolve and secure a URL such 
as “www.novell.com/army” to “army.novell.com”. This hides a 
company’s internal environment from being viewed externally. 

•	 Multihoming. Provides the ability to define multiple internal Web servers 
with the same public (external) IP address and port. 

•	 No Cache Enforcement. Allows an administrator to stop all information 
on a specific accelerator from being cached both on the proxy and the 
browser regardless of whether the origin pages themselves can be cached. 

•	 User Self-Provisioning Services. Allows users to self-register to the 
directory, modify/update their own account information, and manage 
their passwords themselves. 
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• Authentication Services 

•	 Flexible LDAP Authentication. Allows LDAP user verification by several 
different methods, such as fully distinguished-name (DN), common name 
(CN), or any other LDAP user attribute such as “social security number” 
or “email address”. 

• Advanced Authentication. Supports token-based methods and Radius. 

•	 PKI Certificate-based Mutual Authentication. Authenticate via standard 
X.509 certificates, including third-party certificates. 

•	 PKI Certificate Revocation List (CRL). Provides the ability to check a 
CRL when doing certificate authentication. 

•	 Multiple CA Support. Provides the ability to support Multiple Certificate 
Authorities for certificate-based authentication. The administrator must 
specify which certificate authorities iChain will trust. 

• Authorization Services 

•	 URL Exception. Provides the ability to make all areas of a site public 
except for the URLs defined in the exception list. 

• Tunnel for RDP and ICA. Allows a tunnel for RDP and ICA protocols 

• Management Services 

•	 Password Policy Enforcement. Administrators can enforce password 
rules to increase security. This is configured and managed in a single 
location: the iChain Service Object (ISO). Password rules include: 
minimum length, dictionary search, alpha/numeric minimum 
requirements, re-use (history/uniqueness), and grace/expire periods. 

•	 Strong Cryptography. You can configure SSL for strong cipher support 
only (to prevent access from weak SSL browsers), or both strong and 
weak cipher support. This is on a “per iChain box” basis, not on a per 
accelerator basis. Use the “Set authentication strongserverenable = yes" 
console command. 

• Performance and Scalability 

•	 LDAP Failover. Provides the ability to define multiple LDAP directories 
and the search order for defined directories. A configured LDAP address 
that is unresponsive or not available is removed from the “active” list 
until that LDAP address is back up. 

•	 Session Failover (Session Broker). Provides the ability to failover a valid 
user session to another iChain box running Session Broker to provide 
seamless user access and not prompt multiple times in case of hardware 
failure. This feature provides near-unlimited scalability of iChain boxes 
by allowing multiple iChain boxes to be “clustered” together for high-
performance, redundancy, and scalability. 
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Installing iChain 2.0 

The installation of iChain 2.0 is simple. Just insert the iChain 2.0 Proxy Server 
CD into your server’s CD drive and reboot the server. After you type “YES” to 
accept the License Agreement, the installation will proceed automatically. 

Note:	 If you see the message "This is NOT a valid ICS box!!!", type “BLAST” at the DOS 
prompt to begin the installation. 

The server will reboot a few times during the installation procedure. You will 
know the installation is complete when you see a “>” prompt on the System 
Console screen. 

Configuring iChain 2.0 

This section describes how to configure the iChain 2.0 Proxy Server you have just 
installed. 

Initial Setup 

Follow these steps to perform the initial setup of the iChain 2.0 Proxy Server. 

1. Set the LAN adapter IP address. 

After installation, the first LAN adapter on the iChain Proxy Server is 
preconfigured with the IP address 10.1.1.1 and subnet mask 255.255.255.0. 
To manage the server using the browser-based administration utility, you 
will either need to have a client workstation with an IP address on the same 
subnet (such as 10.1.1.2) or you will need to use the command-line interface 
to set the IP address on the iChain Proxy Server. 

Entering the following commands from the iChain proxy server console will 
configure the first LAN adapter with an IP address of 123.45.67.89 and a 
subnet mask of 255.255.252.0: 

unlock


At the Password prompt, press <Enter> (no password exists yet). Then type: 

set eth0 address = 123.45.67.89/255.255.252.0


apply


To verify that the IP address and mask were set correctly, type “get eth0” at 
the console. You should see the eth0 address that you just configured. 

2. Configure the gateway address (if necessary). 

If you are going to configure the iChain Proxy Server from a different 
segment than the one the iChain Proxy Server is on, you will also need to 
enter the following commands to configure the gateway: 

set gateway nexthop = 123.45.69.254


apply
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To verify that the gateway address is set correctly, type “get gateway” at the 
console. You should see the gateway that you just configured. 

3. Restart the server. 

After setting the IP address and gateway, type “restart” at the server console. 

These are the only steps that need to be completed from the iChain server 
console. The remaining steps should be performed from a remote 
workstation via the browser-based, graphical iChain Administration utility. 

Note:	 If the iChain proxy is behind a firewall (as in a Demilitarized Zone, or DMZ, 
scenario), be sure that TCP ports 1100, 1959, and 2222 are open for the IP 
address of the workstation that will be running the Web management utility. For 
external browsers accessing the same iChain proxy server, the firewall should 
allow TCP ports 443 and 80 for the HTTP authentication and data. 

4. Start the iChain Web Administration utility and log in. 

Start the iChain Web Administration utility by pointing your browser to: 

http://YourApplianceIPAddress:1959/appliance/config.html 

You will be prompted to log in as username “config”. Since no password is 
set yet, just click on the OK button. 

5. Enable the mini-FTP server (if you will be using the iChain Wizard in 
ConsoleOne). 

This step enables the mini-FTP server on the iChain 2.0 proxy server, which 
allows the iChain Wizard in ConsoleOne to refresh the iChain proxy server 
when changes are made to iChain objects in ConsoleOne. 

Note:	 Enabling an insecure protocol like FTP can be a security risk on your network. 
We recommend that you enable the FTP server on an IP address which is only 
accessible from a private network such as an isolated hub or crossover cable. 

To enable the mini-FTP server, click on the Configure icon on the left-hand 
side of the iChain Proxy Services Configuration screen, and then click on the 
FTP tab (see Figure 3). 

In the “Server IP addresses” box, select the administration IP address (the 
one you set with the “eth0” command above), then click the Apply button. 
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Figure 3: The iChain Proxy Services Configuration “FTP” page. 

6. Apply the iChain 2.0 Schema Extensions for eDirectory. 

The schema extensions for iChain 2.0 are located on the Authorization 
Server CD. Run START.EXE from the root of the CD. Once this program 
has started, click on “Install iChain Schema” and follow the prompts. Note 
that for iChain 2.0, eDirectory 8.5 or later is required. 

7. Install the iChain 2.0 ConsoleOne snap-ins. 

The ConsoleOne snap-ins for iChain 2.0 are also located on the 
Authorization Server CD. Run START.EXE from the root of this CD. Once 
this program has started, click on “Install ConsoleOne Snapins” and follow 
the prompts. For iChain 2.0, use ConsoleOne version 1.2d.1 (11/30/2000) or 
later. 

8. Register iChain 2.0. 

To register your copy of iChain 2.0, go to the following URL: 

http://www.novell.com/products/ichain/licenseform.html 

After you fill out the online “iChain License Request Form” above and 
submit your request, Novell will send you an e-mail with the license file 
included as an attachment. To install this license, do the following: 
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• Copy the attached license file to a blank diskette. 

•	 Unlock the proxy server by typing “unlock” at the server console. When 
the password prompt appears, press <Enter> (no password has been 
assigned yet). 

•	 Insert the diskette with the license file into the floppy drive of the proxy 
server. 

• At the proxy server console, enter “getlicensefromfloppy”. 

• Reboot the proxy server. 

Configuring Access Control 

Use ConsoleOne to create an iChain Service Object (ISO). Then return to the 
iChain Administration utility, click on the Configure icon, and follow these 
instructions to configure access control. 

Click on the Access Control tab to see the screen shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: The iChain Proxy Services Configuration “Access Control” page. 

Fill in the information on this page as follows: 

•	 ISO Object LDAP Name: Enter the name you used when you created the ISO 
in LDAP format (fully distinguished and comma-delimited). 
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•	 Password Management Servlet URL: Leave this field blank for now (we’ll 
enter a value later). 

• LDAP server addresses: Enter the IP address(es) of your directory server(s). 

• LDAP Port: Enter 389 (the default). 

•	 LDAP Proxy User: Enter the name of your directory’s admin user, in LDAP 
format. This user must have both Browse and Read rights to the directory. 

• Password: Enter the password of your LDAP Proxy User. 

Click the Apply button in the bottom-left corner of the screen to save your 
changes. 

Configuring Authentication 

To configure authentication, click on the Authentication tab to see the screen 
shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: The iChain Proxy Services Configuration “Authentication” page. 

Click on the Insert button to create a new Authentication profile. You will see the 
screen shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: The “Authentication” dialog box. 

Fill in this “Authentication” dialog as follows: 

• Enter a name for your Authentication profile. 

•	 Click the “LDAP authentication” radio button and then click on the LDAP 
Options button. You will see the screen shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7: The “LDAP Options” dialog box. 
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Fill in the information in this dialog as follows: 

•	 LDAP server addresses: Enter the LDAP server address of your directory 
server. This is most likely the same IP address you entered on the Access 
Control tab. 

• LDAP server listening port: Enter 389 (the default). 

•	 If [PUBLIC] has Read rights to your directory, you can leave the “LDAP 
Username” and “Password” fields blank. Otherwise, enter the LDAP Proxy 
User from the Access Control tab. 

• LDAP login name format: 

•	 Select “Use user’s email” when authenticating using the user’s e-mail 
address 

•	 Select “Use distinguished name” when authenticating using the user’s 
fully distinguished name (default) 

•	 Select “Use field name” when authenticating using a defined LDAP 
attribute. Note that this LDAP attribute must be mapped to a 
corresponding eDirectory attribute in the LDAP server’s group object. 

•	 LDAP contexts: Click the Insert button and enter the eDirectory container in 
which your User objects reside. This is where iChain will search for users 
when they attempt to authenticate. (This is how iChain provides contextless 
login. You can list multiple containers here.) 

Click OK to close the “LDAP Options” window, then click OK to close the 
“Authentication” window. Click on the Apply button in the bottom-left corner of 
the main iChain Proxy Services Configuration screen to save your changes. 

Configuring Web Server Accelerators 

In this sense, an “accelerator” is a Web server that your iChain Proxy Server is 
fronting. One iChain proxy appliance can front multiple Web servers 
(accelerators), and you can list multiple Web servers on the Web Server 
Accelerator screen (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: The iChain Proxy Services Configuration “Web Server Accelerator” page. 

From the Web Server Accelerator page, click the Insert button to create a new 
accelerator. You will see the screen shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 9: The “Web Server Accelerator” dialog box. 
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Fill in the information on this screen as follows: 

• Make sure the “Enable this accelerator” checkbox is checked. 

•	 Name: Enter the name of the accelerator. This is simply a descriptive name 
you will use to reference this accelerator. 

•	 DNS name: Enter the public DNS name (not the IP address) that users will 
use to get to your Web server (through the proxy). Your Web servers will 
actually have private IP addresses, probably on a private network, that users 
will not be able to access directly because those Web servers are fronted by 
the proxy. The proxy will have a public DNS name and IP address assigned to 
it (besides its own administrative IP address) that it listens for and then routes 
traffic through itself to the private Web server IP address(s) which it can 
access even though the users can’t access the private (“real”) Web server 
addresses directly. 

Accept the defaults for everything else, except as noted below. 

•	 Web server addresses: Click the Insert button and enter the “real” (private) IP 
address of the Web server. 

•	 Accelerator IP addresses: There should be an IP address listed there that is 
what the DNS name in the “DNS name” box above actually resolves to. Select 
the matching IP address. 

•	 At this point if you simply clicked OK and Apply to save your selections, 
the iChain proxy appliance would be configured to provide caching and 
acceleration of your Web server(s) and would pass user sessions through to 
the Web server(s) without requiring user authentication. You’ll notice that 
there is a “Enable authentication” checkbox near the middle of this page. By 
selecting this checkbox, you can enable the service on the caching appliance 
to require user session authentication before it passes the user session traffic 
to the Web servers behind it. 

Select (check) the “Enable authentication” checkbox, and click the 
Authentication Options button. You will see the screen shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: The “Add Authentication Profiles” dialog box. 

Fill in the information on this screen as follows: 

•	 “Forward authentication information to web server” checkbox: This is the 
entry that tells the iChain proxy to inject the User ID into the Authorization 
section of the HTTP header when it passes traffic to the Web servers behind 
it. If you have servlets or scripts on your Web servers that need to know the 
user session's identity in order to provide customized content back to the user, 
you will want to select this entry. 

•	 Do not select “Prompt for username/password over HTTP”. This tells the 
iChain box to use non-secure HTTP (instead of HTTPS) when asking for a 
user’s username and password during user login. 

•	 Existing profiles: You should see the authentication profile listed here that 
you entered previously on the Authentication page. To move this entry into 
the “Service profiles” box on the right, click the Add button below the 
“Existing profiles” box. The authentication profile should now be listed in the 
“Service profiles” box. 

Click OK at the bottom of this screen to close the “Add Authentication Profiles” 
window, then click OK to close the “Web Server Accelerator” window. Click the 
Apply button in the bottom-left corner of the main iChain Proxy Services 
Configuration screen to save your changes. 

Repeat the above steps for each Web server that you want to be fronted by the 
iChain Proxy Server. 
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Configuring Protected Resources on the ISO 

“Protected Resources” are defined on the Protected Resource tab of the iChain 
Service Object (ISO). A Protected Resource is a URL with a designated access 
level. Protected Resource entries usually look similar to the DNS name entries in 
the Web Server Accelerators you’ve defined on the Web Server Accelerator tab 
in the administration utility. Protected Resources are commonly defined with 
wildcard characters to designate the whole site (URL) or a group of subdirectories 
to have the same access level. 

For instance, if a “DNS name” entry on a Web Server Accelerator was 
“test.novell.com”, then you might have a similar Protected Resource entry on the 
ISO in ConsoleOne that looks like: “test.novell.com/*”. (Here the wildcard 
asterisk “*” character is used to define the base DNS name and any resource under 
this URL). 

The asterisk (“*”) wildcard character means: everything at this URL level and 
below. The question mark (“?”) wildcard character means: only resources at this 
URL level. 

When you define a Protected Resource, you also must define its security level. 
You can select from three different security level designations that give you great 
flexibility and a high level of granularity over the security restrictions for each 
Protected Resource: Secure, Restricted, and Public. Each security level 
designation has different combinations of Authentication and Authorization to 
apply to each Protected Resource. The table below shows the Authentication/ 
Authorization matrix for the ISO Protected Resource security level values: 

Authentication 
(Who is this user?) 

Authorization 
(Access Control) 

Secure Yes Yes 

Restricted Yes No 

Public No No 

Note:	 If authorization is performed, an iChain Access Control Rule object is required. If 
you only need the user to log in (to verify that the person really is a valid user in 
eDirectory), use the Restricted option instead. It is much easier because it does 
not require an Access Control object. 

Follow the steps below to create and configure a Protected Resource. 

1.	 If you haven’t yet created an iChain Service Object (ISO), do so now by 
clicking in the container where you want to put the ISO. This is typically the 
container where your User objects reside. (Use ConsoleOne to create and 
manage the ISO.) 

2.	 After the ISO is created, right-click on the object and select Properties. You 
will see a window similar to Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: The ISO “Protected Resource” page. 

3.	 To create a new Protected Resource entry, click on the button with a plus 
sign (“+”) in the top-right corner of the Protected Resource page. 

4.	 The window shown in Figure 12 is where you define the “URL Prefix” and 
other settings for your protected resource. 

Figure 12: The “Modify Existing Protected Resource” window. 

The URL entry (the “URL Prefix”) is similar to the “DNS name” entry on the 
Web Server Accelerator, but is commonly followed with a wildcard 
designator, such as “/*” to include all content under a certain URL. 
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Note:	 If you don't use a wildcard designator, only the literal URL that you define as the 
“URL Prefix” will be included in the security level for that specific Protected 
Resource. 

Fill in the information in the screen as follows: 

•	 URL Prefix: If the “DNS name” in your Web Server Accelerator was 
“sjohns11.provo.novell.com” and you wanted to define a new Protected 
Resource for your servlet directory, you would enter the following in the 
“URL Prefix” box: “sjohns11.provo.novell.com/servlet/*”. The “http://” is 
already provided for you, so do not enter that part in the “URL Prefix” box. 

•	 Access: Select “Restricted” for this example (which will provide 
Authentication but not Authorization, per the matrix shown above). 

• Leave the “Pass Parameters in the Query String” option selected (the default). 

Click OK to close the window, then click Apply to save the settings. 

AuthHeader Verification 

To test that the user credentials are being passed from the iChain proxy to the 
back-end Web server, use the iChainAuthHeader servlet located in the Tools 
directory on the iChain 2.0 Authorization Server CD. (See the iChainTools.txt file 
for complete instructions.) 

Before running the servlet, make sure the “Forward authentication information to 
web server” option is enabled on the Web Server Accelerator | Authentication 
Options screen for your Web server accelerator. This is what configures the 
iChain proxy to pass the user credentials to the back-end Web servers (via the 
Authorization section of the HTTP header). 

Define this “/servlet/iChainAuthHeader” as a new resource in your ISO in 
ConsoleOne. To obtain the user’s identity, be sure to define this resource as 
Restricted (or Secure, but this requires an ACL object). If you define this resource 
as Public, users will not be asked to log in, and you won’t see the user’s identity in 
this servlet. 

The output of this servlet should look something like Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: The iChain Authorization HTTP Header output. 

OLAC Verification 

OLAC allows you to send eDirectory user attribute data to any back-end Web 
server, either in the QueryString or in the HTTP header. To test OLAC 
functionality, there is an iChainOLAC servlet you can use to verify that OLAC 
information is being passed correctly. There is also an ASP script version of this 
OLAC verification that will run on Microsoft IIS servers. Both the servlet and the 
iChainAuthOLAC.asp script are located in the Tools directory on the iChain 2.0 
Authorization Server CD. (See the iChainTools.txt file for complete instructions.) 

Before proceeding, be sure to select the “Enable Object Level Access Control 
(OLAC)” checkbox on the iChain Administration utility’s Access Control page, 
and click Apply. 

OLAC is configured on the ISO object on a “per Protected Resource” basis. Each 
Protected Resource could send different eDirectory information to different 
back-end Web servers. For example, one back-end Web server might be a 
PeopleSoft HR server that requires the user’s EmployeeID (a number) to log the 
person in; it cannot use the eDirectory user ID because the unique key in a 
PeopleSoft database is the EmployeeID number. Another back-end Web server, 
say an Oracle database, might need the employee’s full name rather than simply 
the CN. OLAC provides the flexibility to pass both back-end Web servers the 
specific eDirectory information they need for user authentication. 

The following example configures OLAC to pass the eDirectory GivenName, the 
Surname (last name), and the CN values to the back-end server. 

On your ISO in ConsoleOne, select the Protected Resource you want to configure, 
then click the fourth button down (the bottom button) on the right to bring up the 
OLAC parameters window shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: The OLAC Parameters window. 

When you click the Plus (“+”) button (to add), the dialog box shown in Figure 15 
will be displayed. 

Figure 15: The “Modify OLAC Parameters” window. 

Configure the parameters as shown below: 

•	 Name: This is the “name” entry in the “name=value” pair that iChain will 
pass in the QueryString. 

• Data Source: This is always LDAP for now. 

•	 Value: Enter the LDAP name of the eDirectory attribute you want to use. If 
you are unsure of the LDAP name of a certain attribute, you can view the 
LDAP-to-eDirectory mapping on the Attribute Map page in the LDAP Group 
object in ConsoleOne, as shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: The LDAP-to-eDirectory attribute map. 

Once you’ve set up the OLAC parameters for your Protected Resource, you can 
view the OLAC screen on the iChain Proxy Server to verify your settings. On the 
iChain Proxy Server, look for one of the screens with a title “Java Interpreter ###: 
com.novell.ichain.” (You’ll have to unlock the proxy console to get to this 
screen). The settings, as configured above, appear on the proxy as shown in 
Figure 17. 

Figure 17: The OLAC console screen. 
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Once OLAC is configured and you’ve verified that the proxy server recognizes 
the values, you can use the iChainOLAC servlet to verify that the OLAC 
parameters are being passed to the back-end Web server. Configure the 
iChainOLAC servlet as a Restricted resource on the Protected Resource tab of the 
ISO object in ConsoleOne. When you access this servlet (after logging in), you 
should see results similar to those shown in Figure 18. 

Figure 18: The iChain OLAC verification servlet output. 

Configuring an XML Form Fill Script 

XML Form Fill is configured on the ISO in ConsoleOne, by clicking on the Form 
Fill Policy tab (see Figure 19). 

Figure 19: The ISO Properties “Form Fill Policy” page. 
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Use the following XML script as a base for your Form Fill Policy: 

<urlPolicy>

<name>test</name>

<url>sjohns11.provo.novell.com/servlet/icLogin</url>

<actions>


<fill>

<input name="username" value="~cn">

<input name="password" value="~password">


</fill>

<post/>


</actions>

</urlPolicy>


For more information and example XML Form Fill scripts, see the iChain 2.0 
Administration Guide (the PDF file on the iChain 2.0 Authorization Server CD). 
The “Form Fill” section includes both simple and complex Form Fill scripts. 

Configuring the iChain 2.0 User Services 

In iChain 2.0, User Services are provided via four Java servlets that offer a 
lightweight and easy-to-manage user self-provisioning environment based on the 
LDAP standard. No Novell Client software is needed. The iChain User Services 
are designed to replace the legacy iChain Community Services, which are no 
longer supported by Novell. 

The four iChain user self-provisioning services include: 

• User self-registration (iChainAddUser servlet) 

• User account modification (iChainModifyUser servlet) 

• Change password (iChainPasswordChange servlet) 

• Password Manager and redirection (iChainPasswordMgr servlet) 

This section outlines how to configure these four servlets. 

Requirements 

In order for these servlets to run, you will need the following installed on the Web 
server: 

• A Java servlet engine 

• Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 1.2.x or higher 

•	 Novell Java LDAP (JLDAP) libraries available from 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk. Look for “LDAP Class Libraries for Java” 
on the NDK—there is one download file for “NetWare and Windows” and a 
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separate download file for “Unix and Linux”. See the installation instructions 
that come with this kit for directions to install the LDAP class libraries to your 
Web server platform. 

Note:	 Though the iChain User Services are functional and usable right out of the box, 
Novell includes the full Java source code for these servlets for those customers 
who require more functionality or more customization than is provided with the 
core user services. 

User Self-Registration 

User self-registration is accomplished by accessing the iChainAddUser servlet. 
Normally you would configure this servlet as a Public resource on the Protected 
Resource page of your ISO object, since you’ll want users who are not yet in your 
directory to register themselves. Figure 20 shows the User Self-Registration 
screen. 

Figure 20: User Self-Registration servlet screen. 

User Account Modification 

Users can authenticate and modify their own accounts by accessing the 
iChainModifyUser servlet. Configure this servlet as Restricted on your ISO 
object. Figure 21 shows the User Account Modification screen. 
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Figure 21: User Account Modification servlet screen. 

Change Password 

Users can access the iChainPasswordChange servlet to change their passwords 
(no more Help Desk calls!) Figure 22 shows the Change Password screen. 

Figure 22: The Change Password servlet screen. 
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Password Manager 

The iChainPasswordMgr servlet provides users a way to change their passwords 
after they have expired. You configure the iChain Proxy Server to use this servlet 
when a user’s password has expired by entering “/servlet/iChainPasswordMgr” in 
the “Password Management Servlet URL” box on the Access Control page in the 
iChain administrative utility. 

Note:	 You must restart the proxy after adding this entry. Simply clicking Apply isn’t 
enough. 

The Password Manager checks (and displays for the user) the number of grace 
logins remaining. If the number of remaining grace logins is greater than 1, users 
have the option to bypass the password change and continue on to their 
destination (see Figure 23). 

Figure 23: Change Password screen showing the number of grace logins remaining. 

If the number of grace logins remaining equals 1, the user is forced to change the 
password (see Figure 24). The Password Manager provides an automatic 
destination redirection once the password is successfully changed. 
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Figure 24: Change Password screen requiring user to change the password. 

Installation of iChain User Services 

In order for iChain User Services to work correctly, seven files must be placed in 
the proper locations: 

•	 Place the four servlets (iChainAddUser.class, iChainModifyUser.class, 
iChainPasswordChange.class, iChainPasswordMgr.class) in the servlet 
directory of your servlet engine. 

•	 Place the iChainAddUser$ISOPasswordTemplate.class file in the same 
directory along with the servlets. 

•	 Place the iChainAppConfig.txt configuration file in the same directory where 
you placed your servlets. 

•	 Place the top.gif image file in your Web server’s root documents directory. 
For IIS, this is C:\InetPub\wwwroot; for Netscape/Novonyx, it is 
Novonyx\suitespot\docs. 

Note:	 Make sure that the directory path where these *.class files reside on your server 
is in the run-time "CLASSPATH" of your servlet engine’s JVM! If not, the servlets 
will fail upon initialization due to the “getClass().getResourceAsStream 
(configFileName)” method call that they make when attempting to read the 
configuration text file when the servlets initialize. 
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Configuration File 
The iChain servlets read a configuration file upon initialization to customize their 
functionality to your environment and to easily provide localization (or 
modification) of all message and error strings. This configuration file also allows 
you to make any LDAP directory attributes available to the user for user account 
creation or modification. The name of this required configuration file is 
iChainAppConfig.txt. 

Note:	 The servlets expect this configuration file to reside in the same directory as the 
servlets themselves (where you place the *.class servlet files). 

You can modify the iChainAppConfig.txt configuration file to match your 
environment. The settings that can be modified or customized via this 
configuration file are: 

• HostName (IP Address of LDAP directory) 

• AdminName 

• AdminPassword 

• UsersContainer (container where users are created during self-registration) 

• iso (iChain Service Object) 

• LDAP directory attributes for user creation/modification 

• Message and error strings 

Here is an example of the format and syntax for making the LDAP attributes of 
“title” (Job Title) and “mail” (Email Address) available to the user during account 
creation or modification: 

# ATTRIBUTES for User Creation or Modification

# Format: <LDAP name>, <"HTML display">, <Required: yes/no>

# Example: givenName, "First Name", yes

# NOTE: "cn", "givenName", "surname", & "userPassword" are

# automatically provided and required by default

# (do NOT list these 4 attributes in this file)

NumberOfAttributes=2

attr1=title, "Job Title", no

attr2=mail, "Email Address", yes


The attributes can be designated as “required” or “not required” when they are 
presented to the user during account creation or modification. 

Auxiliary Class Support.  The iChainAppConfig.txt file does support auxiliary 
class attributes. If the attributes you want to list are in an auxiliary class, you'll 
have to add an extra entry at the end of the “attrX” line as follows: 

attr3=commerceAccountID, "Commerce ID", no, commerceAcct


where commerceAccountID is the LDAP attribute name, and commerceAcct is 
the auxiliary class that this attribute is a member of. 
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HTTP Header Authentication.  In order for the servlets to get the user identity 
and credential information via the Authorization section of the HTTP header, you 
must enable the “Forward authentication information to web server” option on the 
iChain proxy server for the Web server running these servlets. 

The servlets in the iChain User Services are optimized for use with iChain 2.0. 
This means that the work of user authentication is offloaded to the iChain proxy 
server rather than having the servlets themselves perform user authentication. 

Of the four servlets, one of them is designed to be configured as an iChain Public 
resource (users can access this servlet without having to authenticate), and the 
other three servlets are designed to be configured as Restricted or Secure 
resources (user authentication is required before access): 

• iChainAddUser - Configure as Public resource 

•	 iChainModifyUser - Configure as iChain private (Restricted or Secure) 
resource 

•	 iChainPasswordChange - Configure as iChain private (Restricted or Secure) 
resource 

•	 iChainPasswordMgr - Configure as iChain private (Restricted or Secure) 
resource 

The three Restricted or Secure servlets extract the user’s identity from the 
base64-encoded Authorization section of the HTTP header, which is populated by 
the iChain proxy server after the user authenticates. 

Configuring the Password Manager Servlet 

To configure the Password Manager servlet, point to this servlet from the iChain 
2.0 Proxy Server on the Access Control tab in the “Password Management Servlet 
URL” field (in the iChain administration utility). For example: 

/servlet/iChainPasswordMgr


You must restart the proxy server after clicking the Apply button for this to take 
effect. 

Password Dictionary 

To enable support for a Password Dictionary file (which lists passwords that users 
are not allowed to use): 

1.	 Select the ISO object in ConsoleOne and click on the Password Policy tab. 
The screen shown in Figure 25 will be displayed. 
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Figure 25: The ISO Password Policy page. 

2. Select (check) the “Check Password Dictionary” checkbox near the bottom. 

3.	 In the Password Dictionary File field, list the full HTTP URL where the 
Dictionary.txt file resides; for example, http://137.65.215.225/Dictionary.txt. 

The dictionary file is a text file with each word listed on its own separate line. 
For example, the contents of your text file might look like the following: 

A

Aaa

Abc

Ansi

Az

...


Conclusion 

iChain 2.0 is a powerful solution for today’s business requirements. It provides 
reliable, scalable, Web-based security to protect your vital Web services and 
critical business applications. It is based on open standards and allows you to 
easily directory-enable applications that aren’t yet taking advantage of 
directory-based LDAP management and security. 
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Introduction 

Novell BorderManager (NBM) has been providing a powerful Internet access and 
security solution to NetWare shops for over four years. It boasts an install base of 
well over five million, and is ranked by IDC as one of the top five firewall/VPN 
products (see Who’s the Lord of the Rings? Worldwide Firewall/VPN Software 
Market Forecast and Analysis, 2001-2005, December 2001, IDC). NBM has a 
loyal following eagerly anticipating the long list of enhancements to be delivered 
in 2002. 

NBM 3.7 is scheduled to ship in April 2002 and will be followed later in the year 
by an Enhancement Pack. This AppNote examines some of the key new features 
of NBM 3.7 that will offer a stronger level of protection for your network and 
simplify administration. 

Overview of Novell BorderManager 

Novell BorderManager has historically been marketed as a suite of security 
products that solve a variety of different business problems. However, NBM is 
now a component of Novell Secure Access, a truly comprehensive bundle of 
access and security solutions. (For more information on Novell Secure Access, 
see the product Web site at http://www.novell.com/products/secureaccess.) 

Starting with version 3.7, NBM will be a single package (no components or 
“Enterprise Edition”) and will begin to concentrate on its core competencies. This 
allows Novell to focus engineering efforts on the NBM features in highest 
demand. It also sharpens the product definition (as discussed below), which 
simplifies the marketing message and purchasing decisions. 

Internet Access Control and Proxy Cache 

The most popular feature of NBM is the ability to control and monitor the Internet 
activity of employees who are sitting inside the company network. The NBM 
proxy cache can execute Internet access rules based on the identity of each user in 
Novell eDirectory. If the user is already authenticated to eDirectory, he or she is 
automatically authenticated to the NBM proxy. If the user is not authenticated to 
eDirectory, NBM provides a secure interface to log in through a Web browser. 
Activity is logged by user name, providing a detailed record of who did what and 
when. 

For more information about activity logging, see “Understanding Novell 
BorderManager’s HTTP Proxy Logs” in the January 2002 issue of Novell 
AppNotes, available online at http://www.novell.com/appnotes. 
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Virtual Private Networking (VPN) 

The second most popular feature of NBM is directory-integrated VPN. VPN 
provides encrypted links across the public Internet so that users may securely 
access the corporate network from home or on the road. VPN eliminates the need 
to provide remote access dial-up service; the user may be connected to the public 
Internet anywhere, by any means, and still be able to access corporate resources. 
The reduction in cost of ownership is huge. NBM also supports site-to-site VPN 
links, which can securely connect branch offices across the Internet, without the 
cost of expensive WAN circuits. 

Firewall 

The third major component of NBM is firewall services, which includes IP packet 
filtering and Network Address Translation (NAT). Packet filtering functions at 
the Network and Transport layers of the OSI model. It can be used to control 
network traffic to and from specific networks or hosts, based on IP ports and 
transport layer protocols. Packet filtering also allows the control of special 
network traffic such as router discovery protocols. IP packet filtering is the first 
layer of defense at a network border and takes precedence over higher-level 
services such at proxy access rules. 

By including robust firewall capabilities, NBM gives the small or medium 
customer the ability to use a BorderManager server as its Internet connecting 
device. Integrated firewall services also provides maximum flexibility for design 
and placement of proxy and VPN services in lager environments, working 
cooperatively with other firewall platforms. 

Note:	 For more information about the OSI model, refer to Novell’s Networking Primer 
at http://www.novell.com/info/primer/primer.html or Novell’s Introduction to 
Networking, 2nd Edition (Novell Press, ISBN 0-7645-4700-3) available on 
shopNovell at http://shop.novell.com. 

These three core competencies—Internet access control and proxy cache, VPN, 
and firewall—form the basis of the NBM roadmap for 2002 and beyond. The 
following sections discuss how NBM 3.7 provides new functionality in each of 
these areas. 
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Internet Access Control Enhancements 

This section looks at the enhancements being made to the Internet access control 
functions in NBM. 

SurfControl Content Database 

Internet access control, also referred to by analysts as “employee Internet 
management,” consists of two components. The first is the proxy engine itself, 
which handles the “Security 3As”—Authentication, Authorization, and 
Administration. This functionality is typically found in firewall/VPN solutions 
like Novell BorderManager. (Examples of competing solutions include Check 
Point Firewall-1 and Microsoft ISA Server 2000.) 

The second component is a content database against which Internet access rules 
may be defined. This is typically a separate product. Previous versions of 
BorderManager included CyberPatrol as the content database solution (examples 
of competing solutions include Websense and N2H2). CyberPatrol is now owned 
by SurfControl, the market leader in web content filtering (Worldwide 
Security3As Software Market Forecast and Analysis, 2001-2005, October, 2001, 
IDC). With SurfControl, Novell can provide customers with a bigger, better, 
stronger solution for NBM 3.7. 

The SurfControl Content Database will be included as a component of Novell 
BorderManager 3.7. This database consists of seven core URL categories 
containing roughly as many entries as the old CyberPatrol solution. As before, this 
core database may be used by NBM customers perpetually without updates. 

However, compared to before, the motivations to purchase full products from 
SurfControl are significant. Customers may purchase either SuperScout Web 
Filter or CyberPatrol Web Filter directly from SurfControl. These products are 
basically the same under the hood, but they are targeted at different markets 
(corporate and education, respectively). These full-functionality products add the 
following capabilities to the SurfControl Content Database included in NBM: 

• Twenty-three additional URL categories (for a total of thirty) 

•	 Over a million total URLs in the database (more than fifteen times the size of 
the old CyberPatrol database) 

• Daily updates (the old solution offered weekly updates) 

• Real-time Web traffic monitoring, logging, and reporting 

Note:	 Customers may elect to evaluate the full functionality of these new solutions for 
forty-five days by going to SurfControl’s Web site after NBM 3.7 is installed with 
the SurfControl Content Database. 
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Here is the full list of categories included in the SurfControl database: 

• Core Categories: 

• Criminal Skills 

• Drugs & Alcohol 

• Gambling 

• Hacking 

• Hate Speech 

• Violence 

• Weapons 

• Adult/Sexually Explicit 

• Advertisements 

• Arts & Entertainment 

• Chat 

• Finance  & Investment 

• Games 

• Glamour & Intimate Apparel 

• Hobbies & Recreation 

• Job Search & Career Development 

• Lifestyle & Culture 

• Motor Vehicles 

• News 

• Personals & Dating 

• Real Estate 

• Religion 

• Remote Proxies 

• Sex Education 

• Shopping 

• Sports 

• Streaming Media 

• Travel 

• Usenet  News 

• Web-based Email 

For more information on SurfControl, its products and their features, go to 
http://www.surfcontrol.com. 
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Virus Request Blocking 

Code Red introduced a new type of virus to the world—one that uses HTTP and 
requires no human interaction to spread itself. HTTP-based viruses search the 
Internet for vulnerable web servers, automatically infect them, and then turn them 
to searching for other web servers to be infected. Code Red was followed by 
Nimda and others. The total loss from HTTP viruses last year is estimated in the 
billions of dollars. 

Novell BorderManager’s reverse HTTP proxy is a natural point at which to 
identify and stop attempts by infected web servers to spread an HTTP virus. When 
an infected Web server is searching for other machines to infect, the traffic it 
sends follows certain patterns. These patterns may be recorded and used to 
identify traffic from other infected servers, just as virus pattern definitions are 
used to identify traditional viruses. NBM Virus Request Blocking intercepts 
traffic from infected Web servers as they scan your network looking for victims. 
The new NBM proxy has the ability both to identify known threats and to apply 
heuristic logic to identify traffic that is likely to have originated from a new threat. 

For more detailed information on NBM 3.7 Virus Request Blocking, see 
“Blocking Virus Requests in Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Accelerator” in the 
February 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes, at http://www.novell.com/appnotes. 

Third-Party Certificate Authority Support 

NBM’s Web proxy supports authentication via a secure (SSL) Web page for those 
users who are not already logged in to eDirectory and running Client Trust. To use 
SSL authentication, a PKI infrastructure must be in place and available for use by 
NBM. For NBM customers, this has typically meant planning and deploying 
Novell Certificate Server. 

Many customers, however, want to use certificates minted by a non-Novell 
certificate authority (CA), whether it be some other private CA or a recognized 
public CA such as Entrust or VeriSign. An advantage of using a major public CA 
is that most Web browsers already recognize these companies as “trusted root” 
certificate authorities. Therefore, the private CA does not need to be imported to 
browsers as a trusted root. Also, users are not prompted to accept a new certificate 
when they first use NBM’s SSL authentication. This simplifies implementation of 
proxy services and streamlines the user experience. It also reduces support 
overhead, as every pop-up box a user sees is a potential help-desk call. 

Third-party CAs require the customer to submit a valid DNS host name when a 
new certificate is minted for a server. That DNS host name is stored in the 
certificate itself. In previous versions on Novell BorderManager, during SSL 
authentication the proxy identified itself to Web browsers by the proxy server’s 
private IP address. If the proxy was using a third-party CA, an error message 
would display saying that the server name (an IP address) does not match the 
name in the certificate (a DNS host name). This defeated the goal of streamlining 
the user experience. 
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In NBM 3.7, the Web proxy can identify itself to browsers by DNS host name. 
This allows Novell customers to leverage the increased usability of a recognized 
public CA, simplifying browser configuration and reducing help-desk calls. 

For more information on Novell Certificate Server, visit the product Web site at 
http://www.novell.com/products/certserver. 

VPN Enhancements 

This section covers the enhancements being made to the VPN functions of NBM. 

New VPN Client 

NBM customers have been asking for a VPN client that works on Windows 
Millennium Edition (Windows ME) for some time. The challenge with Windows 
ME is that it does not include a full IP stack. Since Windows ME was designed 
purely for home use, Microsoft felt that it did not require the same level of 
networking support as other versions of Windows. This has been a problem for 
VPN vendors because, by definition, VPN clients are outside the office and are 
therefore very often home PCs running Windows ME. 

NBM 3.7 now delivers Windows ME support in the form of a single VPN client 
installation that automatically detects what version of Windows is running and 
installs any needed extra components. The NBM 3.7 VPN client supports 
Windows 98/98SE, ME, NT 4, 2000, and XP Professional. The new VPN client 
also employs Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI) for 
encryption. The VPN client installation will automatically install the correct 
version of NICI if it is not present. 

Personal Firewall 

VPNs are not a security solution—they are an access solution. Client-site VPN 
provides a low-cost, general purpose alternative to maintaining a dial-up service 
and to web portals that don't support legacy network services. The channel 
between the client and the server is indeed encrypted, which does prevent 
exposure of corporate data to intermediary parties. However, when you allow a 
computer to connect via VPN, the client computer itself is most likely 
unprotected. Upon connection to your VPN service, that computer becomes an 
unmanaged entry point into your private network. 

To address this problem, many NBM customers have chosen to distribute a 
personal firewall with the VPN client. Personal firewalls are designed to protect 
workstations against hackers exploiting vulnerabilities in the workstation’s 
operating system or applications. They also prevent communication with Trojans 
or backdoors that may already exist from previous virus infections. The user is 
typically told when an application wants out to the Internet. The user is then asked 
whether the application should be allowed or denied access. Similarly, attempts 
by remote nodes on the Internet to initiate a dialog with the workstation are 
blocked and logged. 
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On a corporate network, these protections are typically provided by centralized 
firewall devices that all IP traffic must pass through, whether inbound or 
outbound. But when a laptop is carried outside the office and connected in a hotel 
room or at home, no such blanket protection exists and the personal firewall is a 
must. Research shows that the majority of NBM customers do not yet require use 
of a personal firewall on VPN client machines. However, this is quickly changing 
as more and more organizations modify their security policies to require them. To 
provide a more holistic client-site VPN solution, NBM 3.7 includes Norman 
Personal Firewall (NPF). 

Like Novell BorderManager, NPF is a multi-level firewall. This means it 
functions at both the traditional Network and Transport layers and also at the 
Application layer. You can allow or deny traffic based on ports, IP node and 
network addresses, URLs, or application name. With NPF, a system administrator 
can create the desired security policy for VPN clients and distribute it with the 
client software in a configuration file. While remote users may alter the 
configuration, they can return it to the corporate default be recopying the 
configuration file. 

NPF also includes advanced web filtering capabilities that can block scripts, 
ActiveX, applets, referrer headers, cookies, and advertisements. This provides a 
powerful extra layer of protection that plugs one of the biggest security holes on 
any PC—the Web browser. Active Web content can provide useful functionality 
in browser-based applications. However, it can also be used to transmit 
proprietary data to servers on the public Internet. Unsuspecting users can expose 
confidential files, machine configurations and software inventories, or a trail of 
their Internet activity for the day. NPF’s ability to block active web content by 
origin server means trusted sites may be accessed at their full functionality, while 
the rest of the world is denied access to private data. 

The advanced capabilities of NPF can be leveraged within the corporate network 
as well as on remote VPN clients. Novell’s ZENworks for Desktops may be used 
to distribute and lock down NPF inside the corporate firewall to provide blocking 
of active Web content that supplements the URL filtering capabilities of Novell 
BorderManager. The result is blocking of known, categorized URLs at the proxy, 
before the target Web server is even contacted, augmented by NFP’s ability to 
block active Web content at the workstation. Like heuristics in a virus scanner, 
this can effectively predict undesirable sites that are not in the proxy’s URL 
database, based on their use of active Web content. 
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Firewall Enhancements 

This section looks at the enhancements being made to the firewall aspects of 
NBM. 

Browser-Based Filter Configuration 

One of the top requests for an NBM enhancement is a simpler, point-and-click 
interface for packet filtering. NBM 3.7 delivers this using Novell iManager. 
iManager is based on an architecture called eMFrame that significantly simplifies 
the creation of snap-ins for eDirectory-based products. At the time of this writing, 
iManager requires NetWare 6. 100% iManager support in NBM should arrive in a 
product update later this year. 

During installation, NBM 3.7 extends the directory schema to add new Server 
object attributes and new classes for IP packet filtering. After the installation and 
a reboot, entering “FILTSRV MIGRATE” at the console prompt moves the IP 
filter configuration from the text files in SYS:\ETC\ into eDirectory. After 
migration, FILTSRV.NLM reads IP filters and exceptions from eDirectory, not 
from text files. (Text files are still used for IPX and AppleTalk filters.) You can 
then use iManager to administer IP filtering. Changes in iManager are 
automatically pushed out to the server and put into effect. 

After the migration of the IP filters and exceptions into eDirectory, you may 
continue to use the old interface to administer the firewall. Like FILTSRV.NLM, 
a new FILTCFG.NLM also reads IP filters and exceptions from eDirectory, not 
from text files. 

Storing the firewall configuration in eDirectory provides functionality unavailable 
in the old model. First, specific filters and exceptions are objects in the Directory, 
which are then associated with Server objects. Multiple servers can be associated 
with a filter, significantly simplifying administration for large environments. 
Second, we expect Directory-based packet filtering to facilitate better clustering 
support for firewall services. Third, canned filter objects could potentially be 
provided with Novell and partner products in an LDIF file. When setting up a new 
network service that requires firewall changes, importing the filter objects and 
associating them with the appropriate servers would take seconds, compared to 
the arduous task of modifying filters in the old C-Worthy utility. 
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Create Filter Exceptions During Installation 

NBM 3.7 removes many of the barriers that previously made installation of 
BorderManager complex and imposing. For example, the install routine requires 
the installer to load INETCFG if it has not been run on that server and to enter the 
correct default gateway if one does not exist. The new install feature that 
customers are likely to appreciate most is the ability to select all NBM services 
that will be in use on the server and have the minimum necessary filter “excepts” 
for those services created automatically. Explicit exceptions will be created for 
each service, not as blanket exceptions as in the past. Stateful inspection will be 
used for all outbound exceptions. This will ensure the tightest possible default 
firewall configuration, ready to pass a port scan test on the first reboot. 

Conclusion 

This AppNote has summarized several of the new features in Novell Border-
Manager 3.7. Features were focused on that fall into the three areas where NBM 
has the greatest technical strengths and value propositions: Internet access control 
and proxy cache, VPN, and firewall. There are a few more cool surprises in the 
box, including a condensed version of Craig Johnson’s A Beginner’s Guide to 
Novell BorderManager 3.x. (If you are not familiar with Craig’s work, check out 
his books and other resources at http://nscsysop.hypermart.net/.) 

Together with BorderManager Authentication Services, the features in Novell 
BorderManager 3.7 are now all truly built on eDirectory. They offer a stronger 
level of protection for your network and simplified administration over previous 
versions. This product revision demonstrates Novell’s commitment to access and 
security solutions and its focus on Novell BorderManager as a key component of 
Novell’s security story. 
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Introduction 

The role of a network adapter can become critical when a server is connected to 
several clients through a single adapter. In such a scenario, the network adapter 
can also become a bottleneck and the cause for a single point of failure. As the 
processing power of the server is increased, this bottleneck becomes more visible. 
The earlier NetWare TCP/IP stack already provides a fault tolerance solution for 
default gateways. With NetWare 6 the TCP/IP stack provides link level 
solutions— load balancing and fault tolerance— which would be available to 
users desiring high availability and uninterrupted flow of traffic. 

This solution is especially important to ISPs and others using high end servers. 

This AppNote describes market solutions to customer problems in this area, 
Novell’s solution, the implementation details of Novell’s solution, and possible 
scenarios in which this solution could be implemented. 

High Availability at Low Cost 

Currently there are a number of solutions available but none of them match 
NetWare’s advantage to the users. The advantage, quite simply, is in the two key 
areas that concern the users: availability of services and costs. NetWare 6 
provides the most reliable solution. 

Before getting into the details of the NetWare solution let’s take a quick look at 
the solutions currently available in the market. These solutions are based on four 
strategies. Each of them is briefly discussed here for their feasibility to address the 
customer concerns mentioned above. 

1.	 Go for higher bandwidth. While this is a logical solution, it is expensive and 
does not address the primary problem— a single point of failure. Higher 
bandwidth does not bring in a distribution of load across multiple adapters. If 
anything, the stress on the adapter increases because of the higher bandwidth. 

2.	 Go for clustering with higher bandwidth. This partly addresses the problem 
of the first strategy but again is extremely expensive. Also clustering 
introduces greater complexity and manageability is difficult. 

3.	 Load sharing across multiple servers. This solution involves redirecting the 
traffic to different servers in a round robin fashion. DNS load balancing 
server is one good example. In this solution the load shared by different 
servers could be different and failure detection and recovery takes a 
considerable amount of time. 
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4.	 Deploy an array of network adapters and aggregate all the links to represent a 
single logical link to the network hosts. This strategy does address the 
problem directly. However, the problem with this strategy is that most of the 
link aggregation technologies are NIC vendor dependant where NIC drivers 
and switches would communicate using proprietary protocol. This poses a lot 
of interoperability issues with other devices. 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has approved the 
802.3ad Port Aggregation standard for LAN, but it requires all NIC vendors 
and switch vendors to adopt the 802.3ad standard in order to ensure multi 
vendor interoperability of link aggregation technology. 

The Novell Solution 

In NetWare 6, Load Balancing is provided across multiple NICs. This is a single 
server solution where multiple NICs share the server load and prove to be 
drastically cost effective. The NetWare solution also includes Fault Tolerance that 
enables the failed NICs to switch back to normal function once they are ready. 
Also, the NetWare solution does not require any extra software, it comes with the 
operating system. To a user this means: 

• Increased throughput 

• High availability 

• Hardware independent 

• Cost effective 

• Simplicity of configuration 

• Multiple IP address support 

Novell’s Solution 

Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance is provided in NetWare 6 by extending the 
stack’s multihoming capabilities. 

Multihoming 

Multihoming is the feature that enables a system to have more than one network 
interface and also ensures that the interface assumes multiple IP addresses on the 
same network. 

It is typically used for all IP networks bound to a router, irrespective of whether 
the networks are bound to the same interface or to different interfaces. Novell’s 
stack supports different kinds of multihoming combinations; between 
Single/Multiple NIC and also between Single/Multiple IP Address. 
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Grouping 

Multiple NICs can be grouped together by assigning the same IP address on all the 
NICs. This group will work as a single logical interface for all the applications 
running on the server as well as the hosts connected to the server using this IP 
address. Load balancing and fault tolerance can be enabled for this group to 
balance the server load on all the NICs and provide uninterrupted service in case 
of NIC failure. 

One of the interfaces in the group is selected as primary and the configuration of 
the group is controlled using this primary interface. The primary interface handles 
the broadcast load on the server. The NetWare configuration utility allows the 
administrator to change the primary interface of the group. 

Even though all the interfaces are grouped to form a logical group, their MAC 
addresses are exposed to the network elements. This would enable the server to 
control both incoming and out-going traffic. 

If the administrator wants to associate more than one address to a group, it is 
possible to use a secondary IP address configuration. In this case the set of IP 
addresses represent a logical group. This is useful if it is required to use a different 
IP address for each service hosted on the server. 

Load Sharing 

NetWare 6 configuration provides an option to enable or disable the load 
balancing feature for a group. When the load balancing option is not enabled for a 
group, the traffic will be shared across the NICs based on the remote host’s IP 
address. Every packet that is going out of the system to a given destination 
address will always be mapped to one of the NICs in the group. The traffic will be 
fairly distributed across the NICs when multiple clients are connected to the 
server. Similarly incoming traffic for a given remote IP address will be mapped to 
the same NIC. 

Load Balancing 

In this configuration both the system tries to balance the load across multiple 
NICs in the group. It is possible to have NICs with different speeds grouped 
together for load balancing and the load balancing algorithm takes individual NIC 
capacity into consideration while distributing the load. 

Fault Tolerance 

With fault tolerance you can monitor the health of the grouped interfaces and 
detect instances of faults such as link failure, NIC failure, and switch failure. Once 
such a fault is detected the load on that interface is diverted to another healthy 
interface. Fault tolerance works along with load balancing to ensure uninterrupted 
connection between hosts and the server. 
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If load balancing is enabled in a system and fault tolerance detects a fault in any 
interface it diverts the traffic to the less loaded interface in the group. If load 
balancing is not enabled in a system and a fault tolerance detects a fault in the 
system it randomly diverts the load on any of the available healthy interfaces in 
the group. Once the failed interface recovers it is put back into the healthy set and 
again the load is redistributed across them. The distribution of load, fail over, and 
redistribution of load (once the failed interface has recovered) takes place in such 
a way that the flow of data is smooth and the TCP/IP connections stay intact 
throughout. The connected hosts will re-map their IP address to MAC address 
mapping by picking up the broadcast messages sent by the server in case of a NIC 
failure and continue to work with out any problems. 

Usage Scenarios 

NetWare 6 is a full-fledged platform that provides infrastructure and support to 
host a variety of net services. In this section we discuss how the multihoming, 
load balancing and fault tolerance features available in NetWare 6 can be 
optimized in different customer scenarios. 

Case 1: Load Sharing using Physical Segments 

Figure 1 shows a scenario of a multihomed server with each NIC connected to a 
different physical segment. In this case, each NIC should be configured with 
different IP addresses of the same or different subnet; and clients can be 
distributed among these NICs by putting them in different segments. 

Multihomed 

Hub Hub 

Server 

Machine Machine Machine Machine Machine Machine 

IP1 IP2 

Figure 1: Load sharing using physical segments. 
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This is a typical multihomed network without fault tolerance support. This can be 
used where different policies have to be defined for different departments and 
when there is a need for physical separation. 

Case 2: Manual Load Sharing using Multiple IP Addresses 

Figure 2 shows a scenario of a multihomed server where all the clients have equal 
access through the network to any of the NICs in the server. In this case, configure 
each NIC in the server with a unique IP address and distribute the clients among 
those IP addresses. 

Multihomed LB & FT enabled 

Switch 

Server 

Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 . . . Host n 

IP 1 IP 2 

Figure 2: Manual load sharing using multiple IP addresses. 

Since IP traffic from the clients will be sent to the NIC which is associated with 
that particular IP address, the load balancing achieved here is by virtue of 
physically distributing the clients across multiple IP addresses. 

When one of the NICs fails, the other NIC takes over that address and clients 
continue to work without any problems. 

Case 3: Auto Load Sharing using Multiple IP Addresses 

The setup is similar to case 2; however, in this scenario clients can be distributed 
among different IP addresses using a DNS load balancer. The DNS load balancer 
should be aware of multiple IP addresses assigned to the server and each time it 
receives a client request it gives one of the IP address (see Figure 3). 
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Multihomed LB & FT enabled 

Switch 

Server 

Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 . . . Host n 

IP 1 IP 2 

DNS Server 

Figure 3: Auto load sharing using multiple IP addresses. 

When one of the NICs fails, the other NIC will take over that address and clients 
will continue to work without any problems. 

Case 4: Transparent Load Sharing using Single IP Address 

Here is a scenario of a multihomed server where all the clients have equal access 
through the network to any of the NICs in the server. In this case, configure all the 
NICs in the server with the same IP address to form a single group. 

Now all the clients will be able to communicate with the server using the same IP 
address and the load balancing feature in the server takes care of distributing the 
load across all the NICs. 
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Multihomed LB & FT enabled 

Switch 

Server 

Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 . . . Host n 

IP IP 

Figure 4: Transparent load sharing using single IP address. 

When one of the NICs fails, the load gets shifted to other NICs in the group. 

Case 5: Application Load Balancing using Virtual IP Address 

In this scenario consider a cluster of proxy servers with multiple NICs connected 
to the same network. In this case, configure all the systems with a virtual IP 
address. Clients can use this virtual IP address to get the proxy service running on 
these servers. Also configure a L4 switch to intercept all the requests from the 
clients to redirect the request to one of the proxy server using the load balancing 
feature. 

The proxy server can process the request and return the data directly to the client 
instead of passing it to the L4 switch. Usually, the out going load on the server 
will be high compared to incoming load. When that is the case the server can use 
multiple NICs to pump the data to the clients.When one of the NICs in the proxy 
server fails, it automatically switches the load to the other NICs (see Figure 5). 
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L4 Switch 

User User User User 

IP1 
Server 

IP2 
Server 

IP3 
ServerProxy 

Internet 

IPvirtual IPvirtual IPvirtual 

Figure 5: Application load balancing using virtual IP address. 

When the server itself fails, the L4 switch detects the failure and can switch the 
load to other servers. Thus, the feature provides two levels of fault tolerance one 
at the server level and another at the NIC level. 

Conclusion 

Even though there are several solutions available in the market Novell gives cost 
effective and vendor independent solution to the problem. The new Multihoming, 
Load Balancing, and Fault Tolerance features are available in NetWare 6 and 
NetWare 5.1 Consolidated Support Pack 7. 
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Topics Advansys Formativ, e-mail, GroupWise custom develop-
ment, third-party add-ons 
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Audience network administrators, integrators, and developers 

Level intermediate 

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with integrated development environments 

Operating System n/a 

Tools none 

Sample Code yes 
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Introduction 

Advansys Formativ introduces applets to Novell GroupWise 6 and 5.5, providing 
a new way for developers and users to automate and extend the GroupWise 32-bit 
Windows client. As more organizations adopt Novell GroupWise as their 
collaboration product of choice, developers are receiving an ever-increasing 
number of requests to automate, extend, and integrate GroupWise. This increasing 
demand is placing more pressure on development teams worldwide. Formativ was 
developed in response to this demand. 

Formativ’s applet language is based on industry standards and open technologies, 
which means that users are able to access greater functionality when building with 
GroupWise. By building solutions directly on top of GroupWise and by using a 
unified development tool, developers can enjoy shorter development cycles and 
have more satisfied users. 

In many cases, Formativ removes the need for developers to be familiar with 
traditional GroupWise APIs, especially the Custom Third-Party Objects (C3PO) 
API. Formativ handles custom toolbar buttons and menu items in the GroupWise 
client. Formativ also provides the capability to assign applets to standard 
GroupWise events, such as “On Send” and “On Compose”. This level of 
integration is achieved without any programming whatsoever. 

Formativ ships with a number of pre-written applets which address common 
GroupWise enhancement requests. These applets include multiple signatures, 
template support, mass e-mailing, personalized mass e-mailing, search and 
replace within messages, holiday importing, and data import/export. The pre-
written applets not only teach developers the basics of creating solutions with 
Formativ, but they also provide immediate functionality out of the box. Source 
code is included to allow users to modify the shipping applets to work as desired. 

Formativ also provides an applet recording facility. Users can simply start 
recording and Formativ will remember the actions carried out in the GroupWise 
client. When the recording stops, an applet is automatically built that can be 
played back as-is, or edited to become the basis for a more complex applet. 

Advansys Formativ is fully Novell eDirectory/NDS enabled and Novell YES, 
Tested and Approved. This means administrators may use Novell eDirectory to 
securely and centrally manage Formativ. 
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Working with Advansys Formativ 

Advansys Formativ is both a development platform and a run-time extension for 
Novell GroupWise 6 and 5.5. It consists of a Custom Third-Party Object (C3PO) 
that provides applet development and execution. 

Formativ consists of four main areas of functionality: 

•	 The applet component, which the Formativ C3PO server creates and executes 
and which runs in the GroupWise process. 

•	 A  set of pre-written applets, representing out-of-the-box solutions for key 
GroupWise enhancements. The applets can be used as-is or they can be 
modified by end-users. 

•	 The development component, providing a new development environment for 
GroupWise. Completely integrated with the GroupWise client, Formativ 
appears as a natural extension to GroupWise. 

•	 The management tools. Formativ is fully eDirectory-enabled and is managed 
centrally using either ConsoleOne or the NWAdmin utility. Corporate applets 
may be stored in the directory. Individual, group, Organizational Unit (OU), 
or Organization (O)-wide client settings are also securely stored and managed 
in eDirectory. 

About Formativ Applets 

This section explains more about the Formativ applets component. 

Standard Applet Language. The Formativ applet language is syntactically 
compatible with Microsoft Visual Basic Script. In addition, the language contains 
over 500 functions and procedures that provide access to GroupWise’s message 
store, user interface, and event system interfaces. The applet language also has 
support for building dialogs and forms. 

Because Formativ’s applet language is a true programming language, users are 
able to use standard programming techniques including variables, control 
structures, error handling, functions, and procedures. For example, the following 
applet creates three new GroupWise e-mail messages in the client. The subject of 
each new message changes to indicate the order in which they were created. 
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Sub Main(Client, GWEvent)


Dim Msg


for x = 1 to 3 


' Create a new visible email message

GroupWise.NewMail


' Access the new message

Set Msg = GroupWise.ComposingItem

if Msg is Nothing then

MsgBox("No composing item available")


else


' Set a custom subject

Msg.Subject = "This message No. " & x

Msg.BodyText = "This is the body text."

Set Msg = nothing


end if

next


End Sub


Based on COM. The Formativ applet language is based on COM (Component 
Object Model). This means applets are able to access any COM-compatible 
services, such as word processors, spreadsheets, databases, CRM (Customer 
Relationship Management), and financial applications. This makes Formativ a 
powerful tool for integrating GroupWise with third-party applications and 
systems. 

For example, an applet may extract address book information from GroupWise 
and create a corporate directory in Microsoft Word using Word’s COM 
automation features. Likewise, you can develop an applet which categorizes 
appointments from the GroupWise calendar and calculates durations and other 
statistics. It can then create a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel to display the results 
for further analysis or presentation. 

Access to Underlying GroupWise APIs. The Formativ applet language provides 
easy access to the native GroupWise application programming interfaces. The 
GroupWise Object API, Administrative Objects API, and tokens are fully exposed 
should they need to be accessed in an applet. The majority of functionality 
traditionally exposed by the C3PO interface is available to Formativ applets. 

Access to GroupWise Information. The Formativ applet language simplifies 
access to GroupWise data. For example, accessing address book information has 
traditionally been difficult, especially when using foreign language versions of 
GroupWise. Field definitions used to identify address book fields are language 
dependent, which makes access complicated. The Formativ applet language 
simplifies address book access via the use of several language-independent 
objects and methods. 
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The following code snippet illustrates adding a new contact to an address book. 
This applet code will work with any language version of the GroupWise client. 

Sub Main(Client, GWEvent)


Dim AddressBooks

Dim AddressBook

Dim oAddressBookEntries

Dim oAddressBookEntry


Set AddressBooks = GroupWise.AddressBooks


On Error Resume Next

Set AddressBook = AddressBooks.Item("Test Book")


if IsEmpty(AddressBook) then

MsgBox("Could not locate that address book")


else

MsgBox(AddressBook.Name)


Set oAddressBookEntry = AddressBook.AddContact("Bill Smith")

with oAddressBookEntry


.FirstName = "Bill"


.LastName = "Smith"


.Organization = "Smith Inc"


.EmailAddress = "bill@Smith.com"


.EmailType = "NGW"


.Address = "This is the address"


.City = "The city"


.State = "The state"


.ZipCode = "The zip"


.Country = "The country"


.Department = "The dept"


.Title = "The title"


.MailStop = "The mailstop"


.Greeting = "The greeting"


.OfficePhone = "555-7777"


.HomePhone = "555-8888"


.CellPhone = "555-9999"


.FaxPhone = "555-0000"


.Comments = "This is the comments field"

end with


end if


Set AddressBooks = nothing


MsgBox("Done")


End Sub
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The Formativ Business Solutions Pack 

Pre-written solutions are included in the Formativ Business Solutions Pack, a set 
of over 20 applets that address common GroupWise enhancement or automation 
requests. The product includes full source code which users and developers can 
examine to learn how to develop using Formativ, or to modify the applets to meet 
their needs more closely. 

The Formativ Business Solutions Pack applets include: 

• Adding notes to GroupWise items 

• Address book publishing using Microsoft Word 

• Anti-spam rule creation 

• GroupWise mail merge 

• Address book searching 

• Forwarding multiple messages 

• Importing appointments into the GroupWise calendar 

• Mass e-mailing 

• Personalized mass e-mailing 

• Templates 

Formativ Development Environment 

The Formativ Admin Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is called 
FormativCentral and consists of an applet editor and GroupWise integration tools. 
The IDE integrates with the GroupWise client, and you can access it from either 
the main GroupWise toolbar or from a menu item. 

Administrators can use the eDirectory management utility to remove the IDE 
from the GroupWise client, thereby providing applet creation only to authorized 
users. You can simplify this restriction by installing the Formativ Client, a run-
time version which can execute only encoded applets that are produced by the 
Formativ Admin. 

FormativCentral, the Formativ IDE, is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Formativ's Integrated Development Environment (IDE). 

The left side of the IDE shows the applet libraries to which this user subscribes. 
An applet library is a collection of applets, stored either on disk or in eDirectory. 
The right side of the IDE consists of a tabbed window with the Applet Editor, the 
Integrations Editor, and the applet Properties Editor as page selections. 

The Applet Editor. The Applet Editor page contains a full-featured editor that 
includes syntax highlighting, an integrated debugging window, and code 
templates, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The Applet Editor page. 

The Integrations Editor. The Integrations Editor page is used to integrate an 
applet with the GroupWise client (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3: The Integrations Editor page. 
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You use the Integrations Editor to add buttons to toolbars, new items to context 
(right-mouse click), and standard menus that execute applets. You can also use the 
Integrations Editor to associate applets with GroupWise events. For example, an 
applet can be automatically executed when an item is sent or composed, or when 
new messages arrive in the mailbox. Over 23 events are supported for the standard 
GroupWise message types. 

You can integrate applets with the GroupWise client by simply pointing and 
clicking. No programming is required, nor do you need any knowledge of the 
GroupWise event system. Integration information is stored within each applet. 
This means the integrations travel with the applets, making integrating new 
applets as simple as making them available to the user. In some cases it may be 
necessary to restart the GroupWise client to activate new integrations; when this is 
the case, the Formativ client advises the user that a restart is required. 

The Integrations Editor is also used to specify whether an applet should appear on 
the new GroupWise Favorites menu and the Run menu. All integrations can be 
disabled from the Integrations Editor. 

The Property Editor. You use the Property Editor page to define the description, 
help hint, and button image for an applet (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4: The Properties Editor page. 
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The Description appears throughout the GroupWise user interface: on toolbar 
buttons, on menu items, as well as on the Run and Favorites menu. The Help hint 
appears in pop-up button bar hint windows and in menu item mouse-overs in the 
GroupWise client. The selected image appears on buttons within the GroupWise 
client, which are defined using the Integrations Editor. A large number of 
predefined images are provided and it is possible to add new images to the 
collection. 

Management Tools 

Formativ is fully eDirectory-enabled. This means that system administrators can 
use eDirectory utilities (ConsoleOne or NWAdmin) to centrally manage Formativ 
applet libraries and assign functional rights to users within their organizations. In 
addition, tools and documentation are provided that makes mass deployment 
simple using ZENworks or the GroupWise AddOn facility. 

Formativ’s eDirectory administration and distribution capabilities include the 
ability to do the following: 

•	 Deploy Formativ to hundreds or thousands of users’ desktops from a central 
location 

•	 Control which Formativ features are enabled for individuals, groups, 
Organizational Units, or Organizations from a central location 

•	 Share corporate applets to individuals, groups, Organizational Units, or 
Organizations from a central location 

New eDirectory Objects 

The Formativ installation extends the eDirectory schema to include three new 
objects, which are used to manage Formativ. No base eDirectory objects are 
modified, which means that, if desired, you can completely remove all Formativ 
eDirectory objects and attributes from the tree. The following types of objects are 
created when you extend the schema for Formativ: 

•	 Configuration objects. These contain information about which applet libraries 
are available to users, as well as the Formativ features which are to be 
available to those users (such as the ability to create applets or to run in 
GroupWise remote mode). 

• Applet Library objects. These are used to store one or more Applet objects. 

• Applet object. An Applet object represents a single applet. 

Each object type is described below. 
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The Configuration Object 

The Configuration Object is used to store and control: 

• The details of one or more applet libraries to which a user will have access 

•	 The Formativ features that are available to a GroupWise user, such as the 
ability to create personal applets 

Every Formativ user who needs access to shared applets in eDirectory must have 
access to a single Configuration object. A user cannot have access to more than 
one Configuration object. 

The Configuration Settings page is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: The Configuration Object properties page. 

You use the Associate button is used to assign the Formativ Configuration object 
to a User, Group, OU, or O eDirectory object. Assigning the Configuration object 
to a target object performs the following functions: 

•	 Removes any old Configuration object references from the target object’s 
“See Also” property 

•	 Adds the Configuration object reference to the target object’s “See Also” 
property 

•	 Ensures that the minimum required rights ( [Entry] Browse, [Property] Read, 
and Compare) are assigned to the target object’s “See Also” property 
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Different users may use different Configuration objects. For example, power users 
may use a Configuration object that allows for applet creation, while other users 
are only able to execute applets that have been allocated to them. 

Administrators may even set up a Configuration object that completely removes 
all Formativ toolbar buttons and menu items from the GroupWise client, leaving 
only buttons, menu items, and event triggers that are defined by the applets to 
which they subscribe. This has the effect of making applet functionality appear to 
be new GroupWise features. 

The Configuration object’s Applet Libraries page specifies which applet libraries 
are available to any user associated with the Configuration object. By using the 
Add or Remove buttons, you can add or remove references to Formativ Applet 
Libraries. Figure 6 shows a Configuration object which makes three applet 
libraries available. 

Figure 6: The Configuration object Applet Libraries page. 

The Applet Library Object 

The Applet Library object is a container used to group Formativ Applet objects. 
For example, you can create an Applet Library object for each OU in the tree, plus 
a master Library object that is shared by all users in the tree (see Figure 6). 

Note: Applet libraries are not related to GroupWise document management libraries. 

The Applet Library object also allows you to specify one or more users, called 
Formativ Library Administrators, who are authorized to create, edit, and delete 
applets within the library (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: The Applet Library object administrators. 

The Applet Object 

The Applet object represents a single applet and is placed in one or more Applet 
Library objects, which the Formativ client creates and manages. Figure 8 shows 
the Applet Properties page for this object. 

Figure 8: The Applet Properties page. 
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When GroupWise starts, Formativ makes local copies of the applets that are 
contained in the eDirectory applet libraries to which the user subscribes. These 
applets are encrypted during the copy process so they cannot be discerned or 
edited by end-users. Formativ executes the local copies to reduce network traffic 
and give maximum responsiveness for end-users. 

Example: Multiple Signatures Applet 

Many GroupWise users have requested the ability to use different signatures when 
creating or replying to e-mail. However, GroupWise presently supports only one 
signature per account. The Multiple Signatures applet example presented in this 
section was written in one day to address this need. This applet demonstrates 
several key features of Formativ, including the ability to: 

• Add toolbar buttons to GroupWise without writing any code 

• Subscribe to GroupWise events without writing any code 

• Access GroupWise messages programmatically 

• Create a custom user interface 

• Use third-party services from within an applet 

Writing the Applet 

The source code for the applet is relatively simple. It was decided that each 
signature should be stored either as a simple text file or as an HTML file. 
Signature files could be stored on a local workstation or in a shared location. If 
desired, the applet could even be modified to extract the signatures from 
eDirectory using calls to the Netware NWDirCtrl ActiveX control. 

The applet needed some “intelligence” to ensure that signatures are inserted at the 
appropriate location in the message (depending on the context in which the 
message is being created). If the user is composing a new message, the signature 
is added to the end of the message. If the user is replying to a message, the 
signature is inserted at the start of the existing message before the original 
message text. 

This was achieved through the GWEvent parameter, which is passed to every 
applet and which contains the active GroupWise context at the time the applet 
executes. The Multiple Signatures applet checks this parameter to see if the 
context is a ‘GW#C#REPLY’, which indicates the user is replying to a message. 

The applet uses one of the built-in user interface elements—a listbox—to display 
the available signatures, from which the user can select the desired signature. The 
applet then uses the COM-based filesystemobject call to physically access the text 
file containing the signature. 
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Integrating the Applet with GroupWise 

It was decided that the applet should be executed automatically when the user 
composes a new e-mail message, or replies to an existing e-mail message. The 
applet does this by checking the On Compose and On Reply events under the mail 
context in the Formativ IDE. Figure 3 shows the Multiple Signatures applet 
selected in the Formativ IDE, with the On Compose event checked on the 
Integrations tab. (Note that other events can also be selected but may not be 
appropriate for this applet.) 

Distributing the Applet 

Since this is a widely requested enhancement, all users in the organization require 
access to this applet. Accordingly, it was added to a corporate eDirectory applet 
library to which all users subscribed. Personal signature files are stored in each 
user’s personal directory on the network and the applet source was modified to 
access these signature files accordingly. On starting the GroupWise client, users 
saw that the new signature capability was automatically available. Since Formativ 
Admin or Formativ Client (run-time) was already installed on each user’s 
machine, there was no need to install or configure any further software on any 
workstation. 

Using the Applet 

The applet is made available to users via Formativ’s eDirectory management 
capabilities, making its operation automatic. When a user either composes a new 
e-mail message or replies to an existing message, the applet executes and the 
signature selection dialog displays, similar to Figure 9. 

Figure 9: The Multiple Signature selection dialog box. 

The user selects the appropriate signature, which is inserted in to the e-mail 
message in GroupWise. The result is illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: The automated signature is placed in a new e-mail message. 

Conclusion 

Advansys Formativ represents a new paradigm for GroupWise development. 
Formativ makes GroupWise development easier, faster, and more cost effective 
than was previously possible. Formativ’s highly integrated architecture makes 
adding GroupWise toolbar buttons, menu items, and subscribing to GroupWise 
events simple, requiring no programming. Formativ’s open architecture makes it 
an ideal tool for integrating GroupWise with other applications. Finally, 
Formativ’s high level of eDirectory integration makes centralized management 
simple, secure, and cost effective. 

For more information about Advansys Formativ, visit the company’s Web site at 
http://www.advansyscorp.com. 
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One of the trickier aspects of upgrading from Novell Account Management 
(NAM) 2.1 for Windows NT to NAM 2.1 for Windows 2000 is the fact that it 
involves an underlying operating system migration: from Windows NT and 
Domains to Windows 2000 and Active Directory. For this reason, there is no 
direct migration path from NAM 2.1 for Windows NT to NAM 2.1 for Windows 
2000. You first need to uninstall NAM 2.1 for Windows NT, then proceed to 
migrate your NT environment to Windows 2000/Active Directory, and finally 
install NAM 2.1 for Windows 2000. This AppNote outlines the proper procedures 
for uninstalling NAM 2.1 for Windows NT. 
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Introduction 

One of the most common questions asked about the new Novell Account 
Management (NAM) 2.1 for Windows 2000 product is: “How do I upgrade from 
Novell Account Management 2.1 for Windows NT to Novell Account 
Management 2.1 for Windows 2000?” 

Although these two products are solving the same problem (managing user 
accounts on multiple platforms), the underlying OS and architecture is very 
different. On one side, you have NT Domains and Windows NT 4.0 servers, while 
on the other side you have Active Directory and Windows 2000 servers. 
Therefore, upgrading from NAM 2.1 for Windows NT to NAM 2.1 for Windows 
2000 implies an operating system migration: migrating from NT Domains/ 
Windows NT 4.0 servers to Active Directory/Windows 2000 servers. 

That’s why there is no direct migration path between NAM 2.1 for Windows NT 
and NAM 2.1 for Windows 2000. First, you need to uninstall NAM 2.1 for 
Windows NT, then migrate your NT Domains and Windows NT 4.0 servers to 
Active Directory and Windows 2000 servers, and finally install NAM 2.1 for 
Windows 2000. 

This AppNote outlines the procedures on how to uninstall NAM 2.1 for Windows 
NT. It is very important to handle this procedure properly, since all the NT 
Domain user accounts stored in eDirectory will have to be transferred back to the 
SAM database. An improper uninstallation of NAM 2.1 for Windows NT could 
result in the loss of all modifications made into the NT Domain since the product 
was installed. As a result, a number of users would most likely no longer be able 
to log in to the NT domain. 

This AppNote covers in detail how to uninstall NAM 2.1 for Windows NT, 
beginning with a review of the preparatory steps, possible disaster recovery 
options, and the product removal procedure itself. 

Preparatory Procedures 

This section outlines the procedures that must be done prior to uninstalling NAM 
2.1 for Windows NT. 

Health Check 

Before starting to uninstall Novell Account Management 2.1 for Windows NT 
(NAM21NT), it is important to perform a basic health check. This check includes 
the following steps: 

•	 Novell Client Version. Check the version of the Novell Client on all Domain 
Controllers of the Domain for which you are going to uninstall NAM21NT. 
Make sure you are running the same client version everywhere. The 
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recommended client version is 4.80+SP3 or 4.81. If you need to install an 
upgraded client, choose the custom installation and deselect every optional 
component, keeping just the client itself. 

Also, make sure all the clients are configured with the same protocol. The 
recommended protocol is IP only. 

Note:	 In the case where some replicas of the partition containing the NT Domain 
objects are located on NetWare 4.x servers, you must have the IPX protocol or 
Compatibility Mode configured. 

•	 SAM Version. Check the version of SAMSRV.DLL on all the Domain 
Controllers of the Domain for which you are going to uninstall NAM21NT. 
Make sure you are running the latest version of this DLL everywhere. 
Currently, the latest version of SAMSRV.DLL for NAM21NT can be found 
in the AM210PT2.EXE patch. To locate this patch, go to the Novell Support 
Web site and search on the filename in the FileFinder section 
(http://support.novell.com/filefinder). 

•	 Directory Health. Check the eDirectory partition where the NT Domain 
object is located and make sure it is healthy (check time synchronization, 
partition synchronization, partition continuity, and so on). See Novell TID 
#10060600 for more information on how to perform an eDirectory health 
check. (TIDs can be found at the Novell Support Web site at 
http://support.novell.com.) 

Name Resolution 

During the uninstall procedure, it is critical for the Novell SAMSRV.DLL to 
easily and quickly find the eDirectory tree where the NT Domain object is 
located. The easiest way to ensure this is to create an entry in the HOSTS file of 
the Domain Controllers. This entry must contain the name of the eDirectory tree 
and the IP address of a server containing a replica of the partition where the NT 
Domain object is located. Preferably, choose a server close to the Domain 
Controller. 

Note:	 These instructions assume you have a pure IP environment. In an IPX 
environment, the Novell SAMSRV.DLL will use the Service Advertising Protocol 
(SAP) to locate a server with a copy of the NT Domain object. In this 
environment, you don’t need the entry in the HOSTS file. 

Disaster Recovery Options 

Before attempting a major operation such as uninstalling NAM 2.1 for Windows 
NT, you should assess the different disaster recovery options and choose the best 
one for your environment. Depending on how critical the data in your NT Domain 
is, you may want to implement some or all of the following disaster recovery 
options. 
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Emergency Repair Disk 

In any case, you should have an up-to-date “Emergency Repair Disk” (ERD) for 
each of your Domain Controllers. Use the RDISK.EXE utility that comes with 
Windows NT to create the ERD disk. This disk will be the only way to recreate 
your NT Domain with the same SID in case of a disaster. 

Recent Backup 

Make sure that you have a recent backup of all the domain controllers. To 
determine whether or not you really need such a backup, ask yourself if it would 
be possible for you to recover from a situation where the server has been 
completely wiped out. If the answer is no, then you need a recent backup of 
that server! 

Clean Copy of the SAM Database 

As an additional security measure in case of a disaster, you may also want to have 
a clean copy of the SAM database. The easiest way to achieve this is to add a new 
Backup Domain Controller (BDC) to your domain. This BDC will retrieve a full 
and up-to-date copy of the SAM database from the Primary Domain Controller 
(PDC), which itself is reading the information from eDirectory. Once the BDC is 
up and running and the full synchronization process is finished (check the Event 
Log), do not install NAM21NT on it. Just shut it down and keep it powered off 
during the whole NAM21NT uninstallation process. 

This additional BDC with a clean and up-to-date copy of the SAM database offers 
you an alternative way of restoring your NT Domain in case of a disaster. This 
will be possible even if all the other Domain Controllers (including the PDC) are 
gone and even if the eDirectory partition holding the NT Domain object is no 
longer accessible. All you will have to do is bring this BDC up and promote it to 
be the PDC of your NT Domain. This process is very quick and will allow you to 
regain your full NT Domain within minutes. At that point, you will need to add 
new BDCs as needed by your environment. 

Removing NAM 2.1 for Windows NT 

You are now ready to remove NAM 2.1 for Windows NT from your Domain. 
During the uninstallation of NAM21NT, make sure no modifications are being 
made to the NT Domain. 

Removing NAM21NT from the BDC 

The first step is to uninstall NAM21NT from the BDC. To do this, run the Domain 
Object Wizard (SAMMIG.EXE, located in the System32 directory). The Wizard 
will detect that NAM21NT is already installed on the BDC and will prompt you to 
uninstall it. Make sure the box is checked to restart the server after the uninstall, 
and then click the Finish button (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Uninstalling NAM21NT from a BDC. 

The Wizard will proceed to replace the Novell SAMSRV.DLL with the Microsoft 
SAMSRV.DLL and reboot the BDC. At this point, the BDC data is no longer 
being redirected into eDirectory. 

Removing NAM21NT from the PDC 

To uninstall NAM21NT from the PDC, you also use the Domain Object Wizard, 
but this time on the PDC. Upon startup, the Domain Object Wizard will give you 
three uninstall options: 

• Uninstall NDS for NT and include new NDS information in the NT Domain 

• Uninstall NDS for NT and update passwords from NDS 

• Uninstall NDS for NT 

These options are shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Uninstalling NAM21NT from the PDC. 
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To ensure against the loss of all modifications made to the NT Domain while it 
was being redirected into eDirectory, you must choose the first option. This option 
will do a “reverse migration” of the NT Domain information from eDirectory 
back into the SAM database. For this, the Domain Object Wizard will install a 
special SAMSRV.DLL. Upon reboot, the PDC will log in automatically to the 
Domain using a special account and the reverse migration procedure will start. 

Figure 3 shows the Domain Object Wizard Reverse Process Log File that displays 
on the screen while the reverse migration is taking place. 

Figure 3: Reverse migration process log file. 

During the reverse migration, you will likely see multiple “Event Type 5716” 
messages generated by NETLOGON in the Event Log of the BDC: 

The partial synchronization replication of the BUILTIN database 

from the primary domain controller <PDC Name> failed with the 

following error.


These error messages are normal during the reverse migration process. 

Also, depending on how many objects you have in the SAM, you might see a 
“System Log is full” error message. This error has no impact on the reverse 
migration process; it merely occurs because the system log file is full. To resolve 
this situation, go into the Event Viewer and manually delete the Events of the 
System Log. To prevent this error from occurring, you can increase the size of the 
System Log before starting the reverse migration process. Another possibility is to 
enable the “Overwrite events as needed” parameter (which can be found in the 
“Log Settings” option under the Log menu of the Event Viewer). 

Once the reverse migration process is finished, the NT Domain Object—as well 
as the Local and Global group objects and the Workstation Object—will be 
deleted from eDirectory (but the User objects will not be deleted). The special 
SAMSRV.DLL will then be replaced by the Microsoft SAMSRV.DLL and the 
PDC will be rebooted one last time. 
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At this point, the PDC information is no longer being redirected into eDirectory 
and all the NT Domain information that was stored in eDirectory has been 
imported back into the SAM database. 

You can check the details of the reverse migration procedure in the 
REVMIG.LOG file located in the System32 directory. This log file contains the 
list of all the objects that have been imported back into the SAM database. 

To verify that the uninstallation procedure went fine, check the Event Log on each 
BDC and verify that you see an “Event type 5717” message generated by 
NETLOGON: 

The full synchronization replication of the BUILTIN database 


from the primary domain controller <PDC Name> completed 


successfully.


In addition to that, you should also see an “Event Type 5715” message generated 
by NETLOGON: 

The partial synchronization replication of the SAM database 


from the primary domain controller <PDC Name> completed 


successfully.


At this point, NAM21NT has been uninstalled from all the Domain Controllers 
and the NT Domain is no longer being redirected into eDirectory. 

Removing eDirectory from the NT Server 

Since you have uninstalled NAM21NT, some of the eDirectory replicas that were 
created might not be needed any more. For example, it could be that some 
eDirectory replicas were created on NT servers only to improve the performance 
of NAM21NT. In that case, it makes sense to remove those eDirectory replicas 
since they are no longer needed. 

First, you need to make sure that the NT server from which you are removing 
eDirectory does not contain a Master replica. If it does, use NDS Manager to 
move the Master replica to another server. Then, run the NDS Services Console 
from the Control Panel. Select the NDS Install Utility, click on the Start button, 
and select the option “Remove Directory Services from this server”(see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Removing Directory Services from the NT server. 

This will remove any replicas from the server and will update the replica ring of 
all the other servers. It will also delete the corresponding Server object in 
eDirectory. 

Now that the NT server is no longer hosting any replica, you need to remove 
eDirectory itself from the NT server. To do this, go into the Control Panel and 
select Add/Remove Programs. From there, select NDS eDirectory and click on the 
Remove button. Follow the prompts. 

Once eDirectory has been removed, you can delete the directory where eDirectory 
was installed (by default, it is C:\Novell\NDS). Finally, use ConsoleOne to delete 
the remaining server-specific objects: Server-PS, LDAP Server, LDAP Group, 
SAS service, SSL CertificateIP, and SSL CertificateDNS. 

At this point, eDirectory has been completely removed from the NT server. 

Remaining Tasks 

At this point, only a few tasks remain for you to take care of: 

•	 Remove the eDirectory tree entry from the HOSTS file of the Domain 
Controllers. 

•	 If needed, you can also remove the Novell Client from the Domain 
Controllers (Control Panel | Network | Services | Novell Client | Remove). 

•	 If you created an additional BDC for disaster recovery purposes, decide 
whether or not you want to keep it. If not, delete the BDC. 
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Conclusion 

Following the recommendations in this AppNote will ensure a smooth 
uninstallation of Novell Account Management 2.1 for Windows NT. In turn, this 
will allow you to migrate from NT Domains to Active Directory. Once the 
migration is finished, you can install Novell Account Management 2.1 for 
Windows 2000 in order to manage the Active Directory user accounts from 
eDirectory. 
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Introduction 

Scripting products such as Novell Script for NetWare (NSN), Perl, Universal 
Component eXtensions (UCX), and Universal Component System (UCS) are part 
of NetWare 6. These products help in easy and quick application development on 
NetWare. The UCX components shipped with NSN which exposes some of the 
common NetWare services and these can be used from scripting languages. The 
capabilities of the scripting infrastructure are not limited. It can be extended to 
provide access to more services. You don’t have to wait for Novell to provide new 
components to satisfy your requirements. Instead, you can create your own 
components by making use of the UCX SDK. You can also distribute your 
component. This article showcases the creation of an UCX component to access 
LDAP services and the usage of this component from the scripting languages. 

Software Requirements 

The following software is required for creation of the UCX component 
demonstrated in this article. The documentation for these products is available at 
the respective URL. 

•	 Novell Script for NetWare available at http://developer.novell.com/ 
ndk/nscript.htm. This contains the UCX SDK and the documentation. 

• NLM development tools such as CodeWarrior or Watcom. 

•	 LDAP SDK for C – NetWare and Windows available at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/cldap.htm. 

Component requirements 

The first step in component creation is the proper identification of the problem to 
be solved or the service to be exposed. Then identify the specific features, which 
are necessary in the component. 

For our example we want to create an UCX component for accessing LDAP 
services that can be used for searching the LDAP directories. 

Component Development 

Component development starts with the proper design. Design of the component 
should be such that the component is easily usable and follows the standard design 
conventions used for the creation of components such as Java Beans, ActiveX 
controls, other UCX components. External interface of the component should be 
easy to use and the complexities of programming to the underlying service should 
be hidden inside the component. This can be achieved by identification of 
properties, methods, events, and relationship between the objects if there are sub 
objects in the component. 
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Now let us consider some of the features required in our component for LDAP 
services. We will name the component as UCX:LDAP. To identify an LDAP 
server, the component should have a server name and server port properties. 
Login and Logout methods are required to bind and unbind from the LDAP 
server. A search method is required to search the directory. The ability to search 
based on the search filter is an additional feature. To represent the search result, 
the component should support a collection of entry objects where each entry 
represents one object in the LDAP directory. 

Based on this we can arrive at the simple object diagram below. 

UCX: LDAP UCX: LDAP.LDAPENTRIES 

UCX: LDAP.LDAPENTRY 

Properties: 
String Server 
Long Port 
String LoginName 

Methods: 
Bool Login (String username, 

String password) 
Bool Logout () 
Entries Search (String Search 

Filter, String SearchBase, 
Int SearchScope) 

Properties: 
Long Count 

Methods: 
Void Reset () 
Entry Next () 
Bool HasMoreElements () 

Properties: 
String FullName 

Figure 1: Object Diagram of LDAP Component.


The design of the component can be explained as shown below.


LDAP component design.


Component Name: UCX:LDAP


This component exposes the following constants:

Search Scope constants:

Constant Name Constant Type Constant Value


LDAP_SCOPE_BASE Integer 0

LDAP_SCOPE_ONELEVEL Integer 1

LDAP_SCOPE_SUBTREE Integer 2


Properties:

String Server Read/Write: Represents the name of the LDAP 


server. Default Value: “”

Long Port Read/Write: Represents the LDAP server port. 


Default value 389.

String LoginName Read Only: The name of the user who is logged


in. Default Value: “”
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Methods:

Bool Login(String username, String password)


This method logs into the LDAP server and sets the

LoginName property. In case of error sets the global error

object and returns false.


Bool Logout()

Logs out of the LDAP server.


Entries Search (String SearchFilter, String SearchBase, Integer SearchScope)


SearchFilter: Standard LDAP search filter expression.

SearchBase: The base context for search.

SearchScope: The scope of search. Can be one of the search


scope constants.


Searches the directory and returns a collection of entry

objects. In case of error, returns NULL and sets the err

object.


LDAPEntries object:

Properties:


Long count Read Only: Number of objects in the collection.


Methods:

Void Reset():Resets the collection.

Entry Next(): Fetches the next element from the collection.

Bool HasMoreElements(): Returns true if the collection contains


some more elements.


LDAPEntry Object:


Properties:

String FullName Read Only/Default Property:


Fully distinguished name of the LDAP object.


Methods:

Nil


The methods Reset, Next, and HasMoreElements in the LDAPEntries object 
ensure the easy navigation through the collection using the For Each <Object> in 
<Collection> syntax of NSN. 

Converting the Design to Code 

The coding involves the declaration of constants, properties, methods, and the 
library procedure for each object.Then the actions specific to the property or 
method have to be incorporated. 
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Declare the Methods 

For each method declare the method signature consisting of the return value and 
arguments as explained in the UCX SDK documentation. Then create an 
UCXMethod list. Ensure that the entries are arranged in the ascending order of 
their name in the method list. 

The following code sample shows the method declarations for the LDAP object. 

// Parameter description : UCX:LDAP Methods

UCXParameter LDAPLoginParams[] = {


{UCX_BOOLEAN_TYPE,"result"},

{UCX_STRING_TYPE,"userName"},

{UCX_OPTIONAL_TYPE, "password"},

{NULL, NULL}


};


UCXParameter LDAPLogoutParams[] = {

{UCX_BOOLEAN_TYPE,"result"},

{NULL, NULL}


};


UCXParameter LDAPSearchParams[] = {

{UCX_OBJECT_TYPE,"entries"},

{UCX_STRING_TYPE,"searchFilter"},

{UCX_STRING_TYPE,"searchBase"},

{UCX_LONG_TYPE,"searchScope"},

{NULL, NULL}


};


enum

{


LDAP_LOGIN,

LDAP_LOGOUT,

LDAP_SEARCH,


};


// Methods

UCXMethod LDAPMethods[] = {


{"LOGIN", LDAP_LOGIN, LDAPLoginParams},

{"LOGOUT",LDAP_LOGOUT, LDAPLogoutParams},

{"SEARCH",LDAP_SEARCH, LDAPSearchParams},

{NULL, NULL, NULL}


};


Declare the Properties 

Declare the properties in the property list. Each entry in the property list contains 
the name, data type and the visibility of the property. These lists are always 
terminated with a null element. The properties declared with visibility 
UCX_PRIVATE are internal to the component and cannot be accessed from the 
scripts. These can be used to store the private information. 
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The following code sample shows the property declaration for LDAP object. To 
preserve the LDAP handle we can make use of a private property 
LDAPHANDLE. The handle can be retrieved from this property and can be used 
in subsequent LDAP calls. 

// Properties

UCXProperty LDAPPropertyList[] = {


{UCX_POINTER_TYPE,  "LDAPHANDLE", UCX_PRIVATE},

{UCX_STRING_TYPE, "SERVER", UCX_PUBLIC},

{UCX_STRING_TYPE, "PORT", UCX_PUBLIC},

{UCX_STRING_TYPE,  "LOGINNAME", UCX_PUBLIC},

{NULL, NULL, NULL}


};


Constant Declaration. Components can expose constants. These constants can 
be directly used from the scripting languages. The following are the search scope 
constants of our component. 

// Constants

UCXConstant LDAPScopeConstants[] = {


{UCX_INTEGER_TYPE,"LDAP_SCOPE_BASE","0"},

{UCX_INTEGER_TYPE,"LDAP_SCOPE_ONELEVEL","1"},

{UCX_INTEGER_TYPE,"LDAP_SCOPE_SUBTREE","2"},

{NULL,  NULL, NULL}


};


Complete the above steps for each object. The following list contains all these 
declarations. 

// LDAPEntries

UCXParameter LDAPEntriesResetParams[] = {


{UCX_BOOLEAN_TYPE, "void"},

{NULL,  NULL}


};

UCXParameter LDAPEntriesNextParams[] = {


{UCX_OBJECT_TYPE, "entry"},

{NULL,  NULL}


};

UCXParameter LDAPEntriesHasMoreElementsParams[] = {


{UCX_BOOLEAN_TYPE, "void"},

{NULL,  NULL}


};

enum

{


ENTRIES_HASMORELEMENTS,

ENTRIES_NEXT,

ENTRIES_RESET


};


UCXMethod LDAPEntriesMethods[] = {

{"HASMOREELEMENTS", ENTRIES_HASMORELEMENTS, LDAPEntriesHasMoreElementsParams},


{"NEXT", ENTRIES_NEXT, LDAPEntriesNextParams},

{"RESET", ENTRIES_RESET, LDAPEntriesResetParams},

{NULL, NULL, NULL}
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};

UCXProperty LDAPEntriesPropertyList[] = {


{UCX_POINTER_TYPE, "SEARCHHANDLE", UCX_PRIVATE},

{UCX_LONG_TYPE,  "COUNT", UCX_PUBLIC},

{NULL,  NULL, NULL}


};


// LDAP Entry

UCXProperty LDAPEntryPropertyList[] = {


{UCX_STRING_TYPE,"FULLNAME",UCX_PUBLIC},

{NULL, NULL, NULL}


};


// Entries private structure to store search handle

typedef struct tagUCXENTRIES{


LDAP *ld;

LDAPMessage *searchResult;

LDAPMessage *lastEntry;

LDAPMessage *nextEntry;


} UCXENTRIES, *PUCXENTRIES;


The next step is to combine all these elements together to create the definition for 
all the classes. You can pass NULL for those fields, which are not required for the 
component. 

The following code sample shows the class list structure of the LDAP component. 

// LDAP class definition

static UCXClass LDAPClassList[] ={


{"UCX:LDAP", 0, 0, 0, 0, &MyLib, LDAPMethods, NULL, LDAPPropertyList, 

UCXLDAPLibProc,NULL},


{"UCX:LDAP.LDAPENTRIES", 0, 0, 0, 0, &MyLib, LDAPEntriesMethods, NULL, 

LDAPEntriesPropertyList, UCXLDAPEntriesLibProc,NULL},


{"UCX:LDAP.LDAPENTRY", 0, 0, 0, 0, &MyLib, NULL, NULL, LDAPEntryPropertyList, 

UCXLDAPEntryLibProc,"FULLNAME"},


{NULL}

};


Now include standard UCX macros, and a main function which registers the 
component. 

// Standard macros

UCXSTDPROCS();

UCXDEFINELIB();

…

UCXENTRY(NWDIR)

{


UCXINITLIBRARY2(LDAPClassList, "LDAP",

"LDAP UCX Component",

"-------------------",

"Copyright 2001-2002 Novell Inc., All Rights Reserved");
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UCXREGISTERLIBRARY();

}


UCXUNLOADERPROC();


Once you are ready with the property/method declaration, the next step is to 
include the necessary code, which gets executed whenever the property/method is 
invoked. This is done through the library procedure. 

How Library Procedure Works 

The communication between the UCX Library Manager and the component is 
through predefined UCX events. Whenever a property or method is invoked, 
UCX library manager sends a relevant event to the library procedure. Handle this 
event to service a particular call. Some of the common event handling activities, 
which are applicable to most of the components, are: 

•	 UCX_EVENT_OBJECT_CREATE for allocation of any private data, 
initialization of the properties to the default values. 
UCX_EVENT_OBJECT_DESTROY for performing necessary 
cleanup.These events can be compared to the constructor and destructor of 
objected oriented paradigm. 

•	 UCX_EVENT_PROPERTY_GET and UCX_EVENT_PROPERTY_SET for 
retrieving and setting the property values. 

• UCX_EVENT_EXEC for servicing a particular method invoke request. 

•	 Dispatching of any unhandled events to the default event handler, 
UCXDispatchEvent. 

The following code sample shows the library procedure for the LDAP component. 

UCX_API UCXLDAPLibProc(void *CP, void *params, CHAR_PTR FN, uint32 Event,

UCXClassLink *ClassLink, void *Object)

{

int index=0;

LDAP *ld=NULL;


switch( Event )

{

case UCX_EVENT_OBJECT_CREATE:


UCXSetIntegerProperty (CP, Object, "PORT", 389);

UCXSetPointerProperty (CP, Object,"LDAPHANDLE", NULL);

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, TRUE,FN);


break;

case UCX_EVENT_OBJECT_DESTROY:


ld = (LDAP *)UCXGetPointerProperty (CP, Object, "LDAPHANDLE");

if (ld != NULL){


ldap_unbind_s( ld ); 

}


break;
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case UCX_EVENT_CONSTANT:

return LDAPScopeConstants;


case UCX_EVENT_PROPERTY_GET:

break;


case UCX_EVENT_PROPERTY_SET:

if ((stricmp((char const *)FN,"LOGINNAME") == 0)){


UCXSetErrorText(CP, -300, FN, "Property is Readonly");

return NULL;

}


break;


case UCX_EVENT_EXEC:

index = UCXMethodIndex(CP, ClassLink->Class, FN);

if( index == -1 ) /* didn't find the function */


break;

switch(index)

{

case LDAP_LOGIN:


return Login(CP,FN,params,Object);

case LDAP_LOGOUT:


ld = (LDAP *)UCXGetPointerProperty (CP, Object,

"LDAPHANDLE");


if (ld != NULL){

ldap_unbind_s( ld ); 

UCXSetPointerProperty (CP, Object,"LDAPHANDLE", NULL);


}

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP,TRUE,FN);


case LDAP_SEARCH:

return Search(CP,FN,params,Object);


}

}


// Dispatch Events that are not used

return(UCXDispatchEvent(CP, params, FN, Event, ClassLink, Object));


}


Retrieving Arguments and Creating Return Values 

Arguments for the methods or the assignment values to the properties can be 
extracted using the UCXGet<Type>Param functions. For example 
UCXGetStringParam can be used to retrieve the string argument. Component 
return values have to be of UCX data types, and can be created using the UCX 
create functions. 

For example, UCXCreateBoolean can be used for creation of a boolean type. The 
following code sample shows all of these. 

UCX_API Login(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, void *Params, void * Object)

{

char *pszName=NULL, *pszPassword="", *pszHost=NULL;

int ldapPort=389,version,rc=0;
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LDAP *ld=NULL;


pszName = UCXGetStringParam(CP, Params,1);

pszPassword = UCXGetStringParam(CP, Params,2);

pszHost = UCXGetStringProperty (CP, Object, "SERVER");

UCXGetIntegerProperty (CP, Object, "PORT", &ldapPort);


/* Set LDAP version to 3 */

version = LDAP_VERSION3;

ldap_set_option( NULL, LDAP_OPT_PROTOCOL_VERSION, &version);


/* Initialize the LDAP session */

if (( ld = ldap_init( pszHost, ldapPort )) == NULL)

{


UCXSetErrorText(CP, -1, FN, "LDAP Initialization Failed");

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP,FALSE,FN);


}


/* Bind to the server */

rc = ldap_simple_bind_s( ld, pszName, pszPassword );

if (rc != LDAP_SUCCESS ){


UCXSetErrorText(CP, rc, FN, ldap_err2string(rc));

ldap_unbind_s ( ld );

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP,FALSE,FN);


}

UCXSetPointerProperty (CP, Object,"LDAPHANDLE", ld);

UCXSetStringProperty (CP, Object,"LOGINNAME", pszName);

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP,TRUE,FN);


}


Error Handing 

The general convention is to set the run time error in a global error object. It is up 
to the script to either stop the script execution for the runtime errors or to resume 
the script execution, ignoring the error. The error information can be set using the 
UCXSetErrorText function. 

To complete the component development, include the library procedures for all 
the classes. The following includes the remaining code required for the 
completion of the LDAP component. 

UCX_API Search(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, void *Params, void * Object)

{

char *pszFilter=NULL, *pszBase=NULL;

int searchScope=0, rc=0;

LDAP *ld=NULL;

LDAPMessage *searchResult=NULL;

void *subObj=NULL;

void *pEntriesParams=NULL;

char *attrs[]={ LDAP_NO_ATTRS, NULL };

PUCXENTRIES pEntries=NULL;


pszFilter = UCXGetStringParam(CP, Params,1);

pszBase = UCXGetStringParam(CP, Params,2);

searchScope = UCXGetIntegerParam(CP, Params,3);

ld = (LDAP *)UCXGetPointerProperty (CP, Object, "LDAPHANDLE");
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/* Search the directory */

rc = ldap_search_ext_s


(	 ld, 

pszBase, 

searchScope, 

pszFilter, 

attrs, 

0,

NULL, 

NULL, 


/* LDAP session handle */

/* container to search */


/* search scope */

/* search filter */

/* Attributes*/

/* return attributes and values */

/* server controls */

/* client controls */


LDAP_NO_LIMIT, /* time out */

LDAP_NO_LIMIT, /* no size limit */

&searchResult ); /* returned results */


if ( rc != LDAP_SUCCESS ){

UCXSetErrorText(CP, -3, FN, ldap_err2string( rc ));

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP,FALSE,FN);


} 

pEntries = (PUCXENTRIES)malloc (sizeof (UCXENTRIES));

if (pEntries){


pEntries->ld = ld;

pEntries->searchResult = searchResult;


}

else{


UCXSetErrorText(CP, ERR_OUT_OF_MEMORY, FN, "Server out of 

memory");


return NULL;

}

pEntriesParams = UCXCreateParam (CP, FN, UCX_LONG_TYPE, pEntries, 


NULL,NULL);

if( (subObj = UCXInstantiateObject(CP, "UCX:LDAP.LDAPEntries", FN,


pEntriesParams )) == NULL )

UCXSetErrorText(CP, ERR_INSTANTIATION, FN, "Error


Instantiating Entries collection");


UCXDestroyParam(CP,pEntriesParams);

return subObj;


}

static void Reset(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, PUCXENTRIES pEntries);

static UCX_API Next(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, PUCXENTRIES pEntries);

static UCX_API HasMoreElements(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, PUCXENTRIES pEntries);


UCX_API UCXLDAPEntriesLibProc(void *CP, void *params, CHAR_PTR FN, uint32 Event, 

UCXClassLink *ClassLink, void *Object)

{

PUCXENTRIES pEntries=NULL;

int index=0;


switch( Event )

{


case UCX_EVENT_OBJECT_CREATE:

{

unsigned long entryCount=0;

pEntries=(PUCXENTRIES)UCXGetLongParam (CP,params,1);

if (pEntries == NULL)


return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, FALSE, FN);


pEntries->lastEntry = NULL;

pEntries->nextEntry = NULL;

UCXSetPointerProperty (CP, Object,"SEARCHHANDLE", pEntries);

entryCount = ldap_count_entries( pEntries->ld,
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pEntries->searchResult );

UCXSetLongProperty(CP,Object, "COUNT", entryCount);

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, TRUE, FN);

}


case UCX_EVENT_OBJECT_DESTROY:

if( (pEntries = (PUCXENTRIES) UCXGetPointerProperty(CP, Object,


"SEARCHHANDLE")) != NULL ){

ldap_msgfree( pEntries->searchResult);

free (pEntries);


}

break;


case UCX_EVENT_PROPERTY_GET:

break;


case UCX_EVENT_PROPERTY_SET:

if (stricmp((char const *)FN,"COUNT") == 0)


return NULL;

break;


case UCX_EVENT_EXEC: // function dispatch from lib

index = UCXMethodIndex(CP, ClassLink->Class, FN);

if( index == -1 ) /* didn't find the function */


break;


if( (pEntries = (PUCXENTRIES) UCXGetPointerProperty(CP, Object,

"SEARCHHANDLE")) == NULL )


return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, FALSE, FN);

switch (index)

{

case ENTRIES_HASMORELEMENTS:


return HasMoreElements (CP,FN,pEntries);

case ENTRIES_NEXT:


return Next (CP,FN,pEntries);

case ENTRIES_RESET:


Reset (CP,FN,pEntries);

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, TRUE, FN);


}

}

// Dispatch Events that are not used

return(UCXDispatchEvent(CP, params, FN, Event, ClassLink, Object));


}


void Reset(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, PUCXENTRIESpEntries)

{


pEntries->lastEntry = NULL;

pEntries->nextEntry = NULL;

return;


}


UCX_API Next(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, PUCXENTRIES pEntries)

{


char *pszObjectName = NULL;

void *subObj = NULL;


if ( pEntries->nextEntry == NULL){

if (pEntries->lastEntry == NULL)


pEntries->lastEntry = ldap_first_entry( pEntries->ld,

pEntries->searchResult );
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else

pEntries->lastEntry = ldap_next_entry( pEntries->ld,


pEntries->lastEntry);

}

else{


pEntries->lastEntry = pEntries->nextEntry;

pEntries->nextEntry = NULL;


}


if (pEntries->lastEntry == NULL){

UCXSetErrorText(CP, -100, FN, "No more entries");

Return NULL;


}

else{


if( (subObj = UCXInstantiateObject(CP, "UCX:LDAP.LDAPENTRY", FN, NULL ))

== NULL )


UCXSetErrorText(CP, ERR_INSTANTIATION, FN, "Error

Instantiating LDAPENTRY");


else{

pszObjectName = ldap_get_dn( pEntries->ld,


pEntries->lastEntry );

if (pszObjectName){


UCXSetStringProperty (CP, subObj,

"FULLNAME",pszObjectName);


ldap_memfree( pszObjectName );

}


}

return subObj;


}

}


UCX_API HasMoreElements(void *CP, CHAR_PTR FN, PUCXENTRIES

pEntries)


{

if (pEntries->lastEntry == NULL)


pEntries->nextEntry = ldap_first_entry( pEntries->ld,

pEntries->searchResult );


else

pEntries->nextEntry = ldap_next_entry( pEntries->ld, 


pEntries->lastEntry);


if (pEntries->nextEntry)

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, TRUE, FN);


else

return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, FALSE, FN);


}


UCX_API UCXLDAPEntryLibProc(void *CP, void *params, CHAR_PTR FN, uint32 Event, 

UCXClassLink *ClassLink, void *Object)

{


switch( Event )

{

case UCX_EVENT_OBJECT_CREATE:


return UCXCreateBoolean(CP, TRUE, FN);


case UCX_EVENT_PROPERTY_SET:

if ( (stricmp((char const *)FN,"FULLNAME") == 0)){


UCXSetErrorText(CP, -300, FN, "Property is Readonly");

return NULL;


}
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break;

}

// Dispatch Events that are not used

return(UCXDispatchEvent(CP, params, FN, Event, ClassLink, Object));


}


The Final Steps 

Compile the source code and link it with relevant libraries to build an NLM. 

Copy the NLM to the NetWare server and edit the SYS:UCS\UCX.INI file to set 
the path for the NLM. For example, UCX:LDAP=SYS:UCS\UCX\LDAP.NLM. 

Component Usage 

The following NSN script demonstrates the usage of this component to list the 
entries from an LDAP directory. 

‘Create an LDAP object, set the address and search for all the objects

‘

Set ldap=createobject("UCX:LDAP")

container="ou=msrivathsa,ou=user,o=novell"

ldap.server="nldap.com"

ldap.port=389

ldap.login ("cn=admin,ou=msrivathsa,ou=user,o=novell", "novell")

Set entries=ldap.search("(objectclass=*)", container, 1)

Print “Total Entries Found: “ &CStr(entries.count)

For Each entry In entries


Print entry.fullname

Next

ldap.logout


Conclusion 

The scripting infrastructure on NetWare helps in easy application development. It 
can be extended by developing UCX components for various services. UCX 
component is an encapsulated and abstracted unit of functionality, which exposes 
services in the form of properties, methods, and events. UCX components can be 
created using UCX SDK which is part of Novell Script for NetWare. 
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A Look at the File Caching SET 
Parameters from the NetWare 
Remote Management Utility 

Edward A. Liebing 
Senior Editor 
Novell AppNotes 

In the last Beyond the Basics column, we looked 
at the Error Handling SET parameters for both 
NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6. So this month, we’ll 
continue by looking at the File Caching SET 
parameters for NetWare 5.1 and 6. 

The NetWare Remote Manager utility has been 
updated in the latest NetWare 5.1 Support Packs 
to include the functionality that you see in the 
utility as it comes with NetWare 6.0. However, 

Figure 1: The NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6 File Caching SET 

50%, this can cause problems, so you may want to add 
more memory to the server. 

NetWare 5.1 and 6 File Caching SET 
Parameters 
Below is a table that displays the File Caching SET 
parameters in both NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6. For 
NetWare 6, these SET parameters were moved under 
the Traditional File System category, along with about 
34 other SET parameters that are located under the 
Error Handling, Directory Caching, Locks, and 
Transaction Tracking SET categories in NetWare 5.1. 

only those SET parameters indigenous to 
NetWare 5.1 will appear in its own SET parameters. 

parameter categories (to state the obvious). 

Overall Server Memory and Performance 
Overall server memory is important for NetWare to 
function at its peak efficiency. Since memory is used 
for all of NetWare’s services first, it’s important to 
keep user data file and application access (including 
printing) in mind when ensuring the server has enough 
memory for optimal server performance. 

Check to see if the server is actually low on cache 
memory for user functions. To do this, click on the 
View Memory Config option in the NetWare Remote 
Manager and divide the Current Cache Memory entry 
by the Original Cache Memory statistics entry. Current 
Cache Memory shows how much memory the server 
has left after the kernel NLM programs, other services, 
and virtual server memory allocations. 

You will also see File System Memory entry, which 
shows you how much memory is currently in use by 
the directory cache buffers in the traditional NetWare 
file system. 

Novell recommends that the result of dividing the 
Original and Current Cache Memory be between 60% 
and 70%; ideally, above 70%. If the number is below 

The information shown in the following table shows 
the SET parameter name, followed by the parameter’s 
default setting and the range of values that each 
parameter can be set to. After the table, you will see a 
brief explanation of each SET parameter found in the 
File Caching category. The table shows the File 
Caching SET parameters for both NetWare 5.1 and 
NetWare 6. 

Command Default Range 

Read Ahead Enabled ON ON/OFF 

Read Ahead LRU 
Sitting Time 
Threshold 

10 
Seconds 

0 Seconds 
to 1 Hour 

Minimum File Cache 
Buffers 

20 20 to 2000 

Minimum File Cache 
Report Threshold 

20 20 to 2000 

Maximum Concurrent 
Disk Cache Writes 

750 10 to 4000 
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Command Default Range 

Dirty Disk Cache 
Delay Time 

3.3 
Seconds 

0.1 Seconds 
to 10 
Seconds 

Read Ahead Enabled=ON. This SET parameter 
allows NetWare to track file access. Since version 
3.12, NetWare has had the ability to watch how files 
are accessed. For instance, if you access a database file 
randomly, NetWare will perform no read-ahead when 
bringing its data into the server’s memory. Random 
reads are brought into cache blocks to fulfill the read or 
write request 

When enabled (the default), this SET parameter allows 
the server to perform background block reads on large 
files that are being read in sequential order. Initial 
sequential access assumes that you will continue the 
sequential file access, so once the first half of a file’s 
data block loads into cache, NetWare requests the next 
disk block. Thus by allowing background reads to 
occur, the large files can be read into cache and are 
then made available as the next blocks are requested. 

This action can greatly speed up file access to large 
files that are accessed in sequential order, such as 
certain database access or music or movie files. The 
default is ON, thereby enabling such read-ahead 
capabilities. 

This SET parameter is “owned” by FILESYS.NLM 
and the setting can be changed at any time. Changes 
are saved to the NetWare Configuration Database 
Engine (CDBE) and will therefore be used the next 
time the server is rebooted. 

Read Ahead LRU Sitting Time Threshold=10 
seconds. NetWare uses a Least Recently Used (LRU) 
algorithm to select the next server cache buffer that 
will be used to help fulfill the next read or write 
request that NetWare is servicing. NetWare first looks 
in its server’s memory to see if it can fulfill data 
requests from cache before going to the hard disk. 

If a request can be fulfilled from data already in cache, 
NetWare services the next read or write request from 
cache. Otherwise, it looks for another free cache block 
and copies the requested data into that block. 

There comes a point where all available cache buffers 
are full. To determine which cache buffer to use next, 
NetWare looks at the cache buffer time stamps of when 
each cache block has been last accessed and selects the 
least-recently-used block. If the LRU cache block 
contains data that needs to be written to disk (another 

cache algorithm that when a cache block is partially 
written to, it waits 3.3 seconds to see if other parts of 
the block will also be written to), that data is first 
written to disk and the cache block is then flushed so it 
can receive the currently requested data. 

If the cache block is big enough to fill the request, 
NetWare then services the request; otherwise, 
NetWare looks for another free cache block, and if it 
doesn’t find one, it uses the LRU algorithm again to 
free up another cache block. 

This particular parameter sets how long a cache file 
block must be able to “sit” before it is again called into 
service with read-ahead capabilities enabled. The 
default is 10 seconds and the range is from 0 seconds 
to one hour. If the file cache block cannot sit in an 
LRU state for that length of time set here, then the 
read-ahead capabilities of NetWare are temporarily 
disabled until the threshold criteria are met. 

You can check and see how your server is doing by 
viewing the Long Term Cache Hits and the LRU 
Sitting Time statistics that are available in the 
MONITOR utility and here in the NetWare Remote 
Manager utility. First, you should monitor the server 
performance for a short period of time after the next 
reboot. Then for a few days, look at your Free Cache 
Buffers (% Free) and the LRU sitting time to see if the 
LRU Sitting Time is lower than 30 minutes. If it is, 
then according to some TIDs dealing with server 
performance, you may want to think about adding 
more server memory. 

This SET parameter is “owned” by FILESYS.NLM 
and can be changed at any time. Changes are saved to 
the NetWare Configuration Database Engine (CDBE) 
and will therefore be used the next time the server is 
rebooted. 

Minimum File Cache Buffers=20. This SET 
parameter shows how many file cache buffers have 
been set aside so they cannot be used by any other 
server processes. All memory that is not used by the 
myriad of server processes is lastly allocated for file 
and directory cache buffers. Then as server processes 
need more memory for a new or expanded service, 
cache buffers are taken away and may be later 
reallocated, depending on how the service uses 
memory. 

The range of minimum file cache buffers goes from 20 
(the default) to 2000. You will have better performance 
by upping this number to at least 200, depending on 
how many users are accessing the server and what 
types of data/programs they are accessing. However, 
setting this parameter too high could be dangerous if 

NetWare uses a Least 
Recently Used (LRU) 
algorithm to select the 
next server cache buffer 
that will be used to help 
fulfill the next read or 
write request that Net-
Ware is servicing. 
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you are running critical server applications that need 
additional memory resources and can’t get them. 
Again, check the Original and Current Cache Memory 
settings to ensure you have enough RAM for your 
server’s activities, including user needs. 

This SET parameter is “owned” by FILESYS.NLM 
and the setting can be changed at any time. Changes 
are saved to the NetWare Configuration Database 
Engine (CDBE) and will therefore be used the next 
time the server is rebooted. 

Minimum File Cache Report Threshold=20. You 
can use this parameter to warn you when you have too 
few cache buffers for your users accessing the files and 
programs that are stored on the server. You will 
probably hear complaints long before this point about 
how slow the network server has become if NLMs or 
other service processes have taken all of the allocated 
memory. 

The default setting here is 20 and if the Minimum File 
Cache Buffers is also set to 20, then when the server 
reaches 40 cache buffers, you will receive this 
warning. 

WARNING: Cache memory allocator exceeded mini-
mum cache buffer left limit. 

But according to documentation, the operating system 
will issue this warning when it reaches the minimum 
number of cache buffers. “This error occurs when 
other areas of the server attempt to allocate more 
memory and only the minimum number of cache 
buffers is left. System performance may be degraded. 
The subsystem that requested additional memory will 
not be able to perform the requested action because the 
required memory was not available.” 

So you could see this error message if there are only 20 
file cache buffers left for users accessing file resources. 
But like I said, you will hear complaints from your 
users long before this point. 

This SET parameter is “owned” by FILESYS.NLM 
and can the setting be changed at any time. Changes 
are saved to the NetWare Configuration Database 
Engine (CDBE) and will therefore be used the next 
time the server is rebooted. 

Maximum Concurrent Disk Cache Writes=750. 
This SET parameter allows you to specify the number 
of write requests for changed file data (known as 
“dirty” cache buffers, or cache buffers with changed 
data in them) that can be put in the elevator before the 
disk head begins a sweep across the disk. 

Elevator seeking is a tried and true method of putting 
data in sequence so as to speed up disk writes. Data is 
then written out in sequence to the disk, cutting down 
on “disk thrashing” where the disk heads have to jump 
around to different parts of the disk and then back 
again to write to disk. 

This number matches the suggested disk cache writes 
if you are running BorderManager on your server. 
However, according to TID #10018669, “if you notice 
that the Dirty Cache Buffers statistic in Monitor climbs 
and does not decrease itself quickly to a value 
proportional to the Current Disk Requests statistic, try 
increasing this value.” A number given by another TID 
when dealing with performance tuning was 2,000. 

As an interesting note, according to TID #2948636, 
“after a new NetWare 5 install or an upgrade to 
NetWare 5, the client observed that the settings for the 
Maximum Concurrent Disk Cache Writes was set to 
4000 instead of the default of 750. The occurs because 
of parameter setting in a temporary AUTOEXEC.NCF 
that Novell uses during all NetWare 5 installs/upgrades 
(found in \INSTALL\INSTAUTO.NCF). It is there this 
SET parameter is being set to 4000.” 

Since it is a “persistent” parameter (written to the 
NetWare Configuration Database Engine), the new 
setting will therefore be used the next time the server is 
rebooted. The fix is to “manually adjust the setting 
back to 750, or use the EPFIGS (the international) 
install CD.” However, since TID #2948636 was 
written in March 1999, this problem may have been 
resolved since then. 

Dirty Disk Cache Delay Time=3.3 seconds. This 
SET parameter shows the minimum amount of time 
that NetWare waits before writing to disk a partial dirty 
cache buffer. Cache buffers that contain updated data 
not yet written to disk are marked as “dirty.” These are 
written to disk either as soon as all sectors in the cache 
buffer have been updated, or after 3.3 seconds have 
passed in accordance to this SET parameter. 

According to NetWare 6 documentation, “decreasing 
the time can reduce performance by increasing the 
number of disk writes.” Shorter times can increase the 
load on disk channels with more partial writes to disk, 
which could have become one full write if given 
sufficient time. Documentation also points out “that 
increasing time makes disk writing more efficient if 
your users make many small write requests.” 

But there are some TIDs showing that smaller numbers 
have increased performance. For NetWare 5.1 servers, 
TID #10062389 points out the following. “When 
accessing compressed files there is a delay, which is 
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When you make any 
changes to the server’s 
SET parameter options, 
the changes you have 
just made are written to 
the CDBE settings in 
memory. 

equal to the setting of the ‘Dirty Disk Cache Delay 
Time’ parameter. This causes visible delays when 
accessing compressed files, and causes very slow 
performance when installing Service Packs to 
compressed SYS volumes. 

“The fix set the Dirty Disk Cache Delay Time 
parameter to 0.1 seconds. For more information see 
TID #10012765 entitled ‘Performance, Tuning and 
Optimization.’” Also, the number specified by TID 
#10021574 that was dealing with performance 
problems with BRTRIEVE applications set this SET 
parameter to .5 seconds. 

This SET parameter is “owned” by FILESYS.NLM 
and can the setting be changed at any time. Changes 
are saved to the NetWare Configuration Database 
Engine (CDBE) and will therefore be used the next 
time the server is rebooted. 

After Making SET Parameter Changes 
When you make any changes to the server’s SET 
parameter options, the changes you have just made are 
written to the CDBE settings in memory. These 
changes are only written (flushed) to disk when the 
server is “gracefully” DOWNed. 

If you make changes and for some reason the server is 
not shut down gracefully (using the DOWN command 
at the server prompt), the settings will not be saved. So 
after you make any SET parameter changes, type the 
command 

FLUSH CDBE <Enter>


at the console prompt of every NetWare 5.x or 6 server 
to force the changes to be written out to the registry 
file. You can type the FLUSH CDBE command after 
any SET parameter changes. 

For more information on server performance details, 
see http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/ 
2001/december/01/a0112014.htm. 

Next month, we’ll begin looking into the File System 
SET parameters. 

Overview of the ConsoleOne 
Utility 

Kevin Burnett

Senior Research Engineer

Novell AppNotes


This month’s column (as well as the next several 
months) are going to cover Novell’s ConsoleOne 
utility. This month will cover the ConsoleOne shell, 
which is the heart of the program. In the ensuing 
months, we will cover the administration of various 
snap-ins, which give ConsoleOne much of its 
versatility and power. 

A Brief History of ConsoleOne 
When Novell first introduced NetWare back in the 
early 1980s, a utility called SYSCON shipped with the 
new network operating system (OS). This text-based 
utility worked on DOS-based workstations and 
provided a way to manage users, groups, directory, and 
application access on the NetWare OS. With the 
introduction and improvement of Microsoft Windows, 
Novell introduced a GUI administration tool called 
NWAdmin. NWAdmin held its own for a few years, 
but then limitations were realized as the size of 
directories and networks continued to skyrocket. 

ConsoleOne was introduced and it utilized the, new 
Java programming language. Although a little slow to 
begin with, ConsoleOne has evolved with the Java 
programming language into a quick administration tool 
for NetWare. Novell eventually stopped enhancing 
NWAdmin, leaving ConsoleOne as the administration 
tool of choice. 

What Is ConsoleOne? 
ConsoleOne is a Java-based tool for managing your 
network and its resources. Some of its core 
functionality includes managing Novell eDirectory 
objects, schema, partitions, and replicas. In addition, 
complete NetWare server management is readily 
available, such as managing users, groups, printing, 
directory and application access, as well as accessing 
other NetWare services. 
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With the additions of snap-ins, several other Novell 
products can also be managed including DirXML, 
NDS Authentication Services, NFS, Native File 
Access, Novell Cluster Services, NSS, GroupWise 
Server, OnDemand, ZENworks, iChain, and many 

The ConsoleOne Shell 
Typically if you are running the Novell Client on your 
workstation and you are a network administrator, you 

more. Starting next month, we’ll look at some of these 
snap-ins. 

ConsoleOne Requirements 
In order to run ConsoleOne, you will need to meet the 
following requirements: 

Windows desktop. You will soon see the ConsoleOne 
shell, as displayed in Figure 1. 

Software and Hardware Requirements 

Operating System • Windows 95 with Novell Client v3.1 Service Pack 2 minimum 
• Windows NT with Novell Client v4.6 Service Pack 2 minimum 
• NetWare 5 server with Support Pack 3 minimum 

RAM • Minimum: 64MB 
• Recommended: 128MB (Adding more RAM will improve performance, 

especially on large networks.) 

Processor 200MHz or faster 

Disk Space Requirements 37MB 

Screen Resolution Minimum: 800 x 600 

The ConsoleOne shell is 
made up of several com-
ponents that give it an 
uncluttered appearance. probably have a 

ConsoleOne icon on 
your Windows 
desktop already. The 
reason is that when 
you install the Novell 
Client from the 
shipping CD-ROM, 
you are given the 
option to install the 
ConsoleOne utility. 
Optionally, you can 
go to the following 
URL 
http://download.novel 
l.com/sdMain.jsp and 
download the latest 

Program Bar Drop-down Menu 

Task Bar 

Tree View 

View Title 

Container View 

Total Object Count 

version of Figure 1: ConsoleOne Shell. 

ConsoleOne. The ConsoleOne shell is made up of several 
components that give it an uncluttered appearance. 

Make sure you are connected to your NetWare network Let’s look at each of these features. 
and double-click the ConsoleOne icon on your 
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ConsoleOne Drop-Down Menu Bar. The ConsoleOne Drop-Down Menu contains typical options that you 
would find in most Windows-based programs. The following table explains these options: 

Option Description Functionality 

File Menu The File menu contains 
commands that are global to all 
objects of the selected 
namespace, such as New, 
Delete, Move and Rename. 
Commands that are global to all 
namespaces, such as Print and 
Exit are located here also. 

The New option allows the creations of new objects. 
The Print option allows you to print the current screen. 
The Exit option quits ConsoleOne. 
Other options may be available, depending on which 
snap-ins you have loaded. 

Edit Menu The Edit menu contains general 
purpose editing commands 
typically used to manipulate 
data and objects using the 
clipboard. 

The Undo option reverses the last action. 
The Cut option moves selected data to the clipboard, 
removing the data from the current window. 
The Copy option copies selected data to the clipboard. 
The Paste option inserts data into the current control or 
window from the clipboard. 
Other options may be available, or some of the above 
options may be disabled, depending on which snap-ins you 
have loaded. 

View Menu The View menu provides the 
ability to enable or disable 
interface components of the 
shell, change the active view for 
the selected namespace, or 
change the way information is 
presented in the current 
window. 

The View menu can be tailored very specifically through 
the use of snap-ins. When you have the default directory 
browser window open, the following options are 
available: 
• Console View—indicates the current window that is 

open. 
• Set As Root, Go Up One Level and Show My World—aids 

in traversing your directory tree. 
• Show View Title—opens a menu bar to display the 

name of the current screen’s title. 
• Refresh—updates the information on the current 

screen. 

Tools Menu The Tools menu provides the 
ability to activate or launch 
tools or utilities from the shell. 

On a stock installation of ConsoleOne, the Tools menu will 
be inactive, hence it will appear grayed out. If you have 
any utility-type snap-ins, like Remote Debugger, they will 
be listed here. 

Help Menu This menu provides access to the 
ConsoleOne help system. 

The Help menu is somewhat typical of other Windows 
help menus. The ConsoleOne Help menu contains the 
following: 
• Contents—contains the actual ConsoleOne help 

program. 
• Novell on the Web—contains Web links to Novell 

Documentation, Support and Home Web sites. 
• About Snap-ins—lists the registered snap-ins you 

currently have loaded. Clicking on any of these listings 
brings up that snap-ins’ copyright and version 
information. 

• About ConsoleOne—displays ConsoleOne version, 
copyright and URL information. 

ConsoleOne Task Bar. The ConsoleOne Task Bar makes executing common tasks a one-click operation. 
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Icon Functionality 

Exit ConsoleOne Terminates your current session with 
ConsoleOne. 

Find This is currently grayed out and will be 
discussed later. 

Set As Root Sets your current location in the Novell 
eDirectory Tree as the root of the 
ConsoleOne tree view. (You can press 
the up arrow to return the root to the 
true Novell eDirectory tree root 
whenever you wish.) 

Show My World This is currently grayed out and will be 
discussed later. 

Stop This is currently grayed out and will be 
discussed later. 

Refresh Updates the current screen. 

Help Contents Takes you to the ConsoleOne Help 
Program. 

Upon executing ConsoleOne, the Task Bar contains 
seven icons. They are as follows, from left to right: 

ConsoleOne Program Bar. The program bar 
displays the name of the Windows program that you 
are running. In this case, it is Novell ConsoleOne. 

ConsoleOne View Title. 

Note: The containers in the DNU_TREE are shown in 
the ConsoleOne Tree View window. In the Tree View 
Window, the Accounting container in the VerySmall-
Company Organizational Unit (OU) is highlighted, thus 
showing all of the objects in the Accounting container 
as seen in the ConsoleOne Container View window. 

ConsoleOne Container View. The ConsoleOne 
Container View shows all of the objects that are stored 
in the associated container and are highlighted in the 
ConsoleOne Tree View window. 

ConsoleOne Total Object Count. Locate directly 
under the ConsoleOne Container View window, the 
ConsoleOne Total Object Count displays the total 
number of objects that are displayed in the ConsoleOne 
Container View window. 

Conclusion 
This concludes a basic introduction to the Novell 
ConsoleOne Shell. Next month we’ll look at how to 
complete common administration tasks in 
ConsoleOne. (Information for this article has been 
provided by the Novell ConsoleOne Development 
Team, as well as information from the Novell 
Documentation Team.) 

This provides you with the 
current screen’s name. In 
this case, it is Console View. 

ConsoleOne Tree View. 
This window shows the 
current Novell eDirectory 
Trees that your workstation 
can see. To the left of the 
tree names is a “+” sign, 
which allows you to click 
and expand the tree. In this 
example, clicking on NDS 
expands into two sub-trees 
called NOVELL_INC and 
DNU_TREE. Expanding 
DNU_TREE causes the 
following icons to appear, as Figure 2: ConsoleOne Tree View Expanded. 

shown in Figure 2. 
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Making a Much Improved 
eDirectory with Transitive 
Synchronization 

Kevin Burnett

Senior Research Engineer

Novell AppNotes


In last month’s Directory Primer, we discussed the 
Transitive Vector, what it is, and how it is used. With 
this information under our belts, we are ready to move 
on to Transitive Synchronization. 

In NDS versions prior to NetWare 5, the original 
synchronization scheme required all servers in a 
replica list to be able to synchronize with each server in 
the replica list. This required implicit communication 
with each server on the list by checking the current 
synchronization status and sending updates if a given 
server is not synchronized. 

This communication produced quite a lot of network 
traffic, which has gradually increased as networks have 
grown. With the versions of NDS that shipped at the 
introduction of NetWare 5, the synchronization 
process was radically changed–enter Transitive 
Synchronization. 

Transitive Synchronization Briefly Defined 
Let’s say that you have two servers, a source server 
and a destination server. With Transitive 
Synchronization the source server looks at the replica 
list on the target server’s Transitive Vector. If the 
source server’s Transitive Vector is more recent than 
the target server’s vector, the source server needs to 
synchronize with the target server. 

This action prevents a lot of network traffic, since only 
the servers whose replicas need updating are actually 
updated. Transitive Synchronization provides the 
following benefits: 

•	 Network traffic is reduced, since it only sends the 
needed changes. 

•	 Larger replica lists are easily handled because of 
reduced synchronization traffic. 

Server Contains Replica 

Server A Replica A 

Server B Replica B 

Server C Replica C 

•	 Supports IP directly, whereas previous 
synchronization strategies had to support IP 
through intermediary servers. 

How Transitive Synchronization Works 
The following steps describe the Transitive 
Synchronization process and how it works. 

1.	 The Replica Synchronization Process is 
scheduled. This occurs any time a NDS object or 
object property is modified. 

2. The Transitive Synchronization Process 
determines which servers hold replicas that need 
to be synchronized. Each time the Replica 
Synchronization Process begins its scheduled run, 
it first checks the entries in the Transitive Vector 
to determine which other servers hold replicas that 
need to be synchronized. 

Note: The synchronization process determines which 
servers need to be synchronized by comparing the 
timestamps between the Transitive Vectors of the 
source server that received the update and the desti-
nation server. If the timestamp is greater for the 
source server, the replica updates are transferred. The 
source server does not request the target server’s 
timestamps, since they are already present in the 
Transitive Vector that is stored on the source server. 

3.	 Data updates are transferred from the source 
server to the target server. This occurs after 
determining which servers hold replicas that need 
to be synchronized. 

4.	 The Transitive Vector is sent from the source 
server to the target server. After all the replica 
updates are sent, the source server sends its 
Transitive Vector information, which is then 
merged into those of the target server. 

Examples 
The remainder of this discussion will feature two 
examples that show how Transitive Synchronization 
works. For the first example, let’s say you have three 
servers: server A, server B, and server C. Let’s also say 
that the following is true: 

The network is setup as illustrated in Figure 1. 
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SERVER A/ 
Replica A 

SERVER B/ 
Replica B 

SERVER C/ 
Replica C 

Replica 
Ring 

(IP) (IP) 

(IP) 

Figure 1: Three server/three replica network. 

Each server is able to communicate with the other two 
servers and all three servers are using the IP protocol 
(same-protocol network). Remember from our 

Server A’s Transitive Vector at Time=time(10) 

Server B’s Transitive Vector at Time=time(10) 

Server C’s Transitive Vector at Time=time(10) 

When Time = time(11), server A synchronizes the 
changes to Server B. It sends a copy of its Transitive 
Vector to server B. Server B copies Server A’s time 
vector. Server A then changes it’s own vector to reflect 

discussion last month about Transitive Vectors, each 
server in the replica ring holds a Transitive Vector with 
timestamps showing when the last updates were made 
on all of the replicas. 

The following tables represent the Transitive Vectors 
on each server. To make this easier to understand, the 
timestamps are abbreviated as Time(n), where (n) 
represents so many second in time. Also, note that all 
replicas are starting out at Time(0). In this example, a 
change is made to replica 1 on server A, which 
schedules the replica synchronization process. The 
Transitive Synchronization process then determines 
which replicas need to be updated. 

When Time = Time(10), since an update to the replica 
has occurred, file server A will update the timestamp 
of its replica (replica A) in the server A time vector. 
These changes are shown in bold below. 

Note: The only timestamp values a server changes are 
those in its own time vector. It will never change the 
values of the other replicas time vectors. 

that Replica A is at time(10). Lastly, Server A updates 
its timestamp of Replica B to show that the last 
changes were made at time(11). 

The only timestamp val-
ues a server changes 
are those in its own time 
vector. It will never 
change the values of the 
other replicas time vec-
tors. 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(10) Server A Time(10) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(0) Server A Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(0) Server A Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 
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Server A’s Transitive Vector at Time = time(11) 

Server B’s Transitive Vector at Time = time(11) 

Server C’s Transitive Vector at Time = time(11) 

When time = time(12), Server B synchronizes the 
changes to Server C. Server B sends its versions of 
time vectors for Server A and Server B, since they are 
newer than those on Server C. Server C copies those 
time vectors exactly as they were sent. Then it updates 
the timestamps in its own time vector with the most 
recent information from time vectors for Server A and 

Server A’s Transitive Vector at Time = time(12) 

Server B’s Transitive Vector Time = time(12) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(10) Server A Time(10) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(0) Server A Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(0) Server A Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Server B. Lastly, it updates its own timestamp of 
Server C to show the latest changes where made at 
time(12). It would have been possible for Server A to 
have sent these changes to Server C. With Transitive 
Synchronization, it really doesn’t matter which server 
sends the changes. 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(10) Server A Time(10) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(0) Server A Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 
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Server C’s Transitive Vector Time = time(12) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(10) Server A Time(10) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(11) Server B Time(10) Time(11) Time(0) 

Time(12) Server C Time(10) Time(11) Time(12) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(13) Server A Time(13) Time(11) Time(12) 

Time(11) Server B Time(10) Time(11) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(10) Time(11) Time(12) 

at time(10), and Server A is current as of time(10). 
Server A receives the updates from Server C. It then 
copies the Time Vectors for Server B and Server C and 
then updates its own Time Vector with the most 
current information. 

In pre-NetWare 5 versions of NDS, any changes to a 
replica had to be sent from that server to all of the other 
server’s in the replica ring. Hence Transitive 
Synchronization adds the ability for synchronization to 
occur in rings where every server is not able to 
communicate directly with every other server. 

Let’s look at a situation where a server that supports 
only IP is not able to communicate with a server that 
supports only IPX. However, if a server in the replica 
ring speaks both IPX and IP, that server can act as a 

When time = time(13), Server C gets ready to 
synchronize with Server A. It compares the timestamps 
in its own Time Vector with the values of the other 
time vectors. It sends the Time Vectors for Server B 
and Server C because the copy Server A has is older 
than Server C. The Time Vector for Server A is not 
sent because the most recent changes Server C has are 

Server A’s Transitive Vector Time = time(13) 

Server B’s Transitive Vector Time = time(13) 

Server C’s Transitive Vector Time = time(13) 

The previous example shows how one update would be 
propagated through a replica ring. It has been 
simplified to show only one change at a time. In 
reality, many updates will typically occur at the same 
time. 

For the second example, let’s assume we have a 
mixed-protocol network. In the previous example, it 
would be good to note that it didn’t matter who sent the 
updates. When Server B received an update from 
Server A, Server B sent the same update to Server C. 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(0) Server A Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server B Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(0) Server C Time(0) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time Vector Timestamp Server Replica A Replica B Replica C 

Time(10) Server A Time(10) Time(0) Time(0) 

Time(11) Server B Time(10) Time(11) Time(0) 

Time(12) Server C Time(10) Time(11) Time(12) 
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mediator. The only requirement in a mixed IP and IPX 
network is that one server in the replica list support 
both protocols. Figure 2 illustrates the process of 
synchronizing through a mediator. 

SERVER A 
(IPX) 

SERVER B 
(IPX and IP) 

SERVER C 
(IP) 

Replica 
Ring 

X 
Figure 2: Synchronizing through a mediator. 

In Figure 2, Server A is unable to synchronize directly 
with Server C because of the different protocols. But, 
both Server A and Server C can synchronize with 
Server B, since Server B supports both protocols. In 
this case, Server B is called the mediator. 

For example, Server A sends its updates to Server B. 
Server B sends these updates to Server C and then 
updates its own Transitive Vector to indicate that 
Server C has received the updates from Server A. The 
next time that Server A and server B synchronize, 
Server A checks Server B’s Transitive Vector and then 
updates its own Transitive Vector to indicate that 
Server C has been synchronized. In this way, Server C 
receives updates from Server A without ever talking 
directly with Server A. 

How to See TCP/IP Statistics 
on the Console 

Ahmad Sadeghpour 
Novell, Inc. 
Düsseldorf, Germany 

At the NetWare 6 server console, you can type one of 
the following commands to see TCP/IP statistics. To 
see TCP statistics (see Figure 1), type the following: 

_TCP 

To see IP statistics (see Figure 2), type the following: 

_IP 

You can then toggle through these screens to see the 
statistics you want. Among other things, you can look 
for information about used and free small ECBs (Event 
Control Blocks) as well as used and free PCBs (Packet 
Control Blocks). 

The default value of pre-allocated PCB is 1024, which 
could be a cause for the “not responding machine” 
message in a highly accessed SMP environment. You 
can change this setting by using the Monitor utility 
with the bang H command, such as 

monitor !h <Enter> 

The “bang H” parameter displays all of the hidden SET 
parameters, which you can also do through the 
NetWare Remote Manager utility. Once there, select 

One side-effect of this type of 
replica ring is that Server A will 
attempt to talk directly to Server C. 
Server A will receive “Unable to 
communicate with Server C” errors. 
This does not indicate a problem 
with NDS, it just shows that NDS 
has detected a situation that is really 
not a problem. 

I would like to credit the eDirectory 
Core Development Team and 
Novell Education Group for 
providing critical information for 
the success of this column. Figure 1: The TCP Statistics screen. 
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NetWare Remote Manager utility, 
these changes are made to the 
CDBE settings in memory, but the 
changes are only written to disk 
when the server is “gracefully” 
DOWNed. You can force changes 
SET parameter settings to write to 
disk (called flushing) by using the 
following command at the server 
console prompt: 

flush cdbe <Enter> 

Figure 2: The IP Statistics screen. 

the Communications SET parameters category. The 
SET parameter is called “TCP Number Of Preallocated 
PCBs=1024” (you can also see this parameter in the 
NetWare Remote Manager utility if you have Hidden 
parameters turned to On in the Config screen). 

Furthermore, you can see statistics that relate to Load 
Balancing/Fault Tolerance (LB/FT). When the 
TCPSTAS.NLM is loaded, you can see the same 
statistics under the Protocol Information option in the 
NetWare Remote Manager utility in NetWare 6. You 
can then choose the specific protocol information you 
wish to view. 

Note: You might also be able to see the TPC and IP sta-
tistics screen on NetWare 5.x if you load their latest 
Support Pack on the server. 

Persistent vs. Non-Persistent 
SET Parameters in NetWare 5 
and 6 

Taken From Technical 
Information Document 
#2946850 

NetWare 5 and 6 servers keep their SET parameters in 
a database using the NetWare Configuration Database 
Engine (CDBE). This has similar functionality to the 
registry used by Windows systems (3.x, 95, 98, NT, 
etc.). The CDBE stores changes and settings in the 
SERVCFG.000 file that is located on the server boot 
directory (normally in the C:\NWSERVER directory). 

When you make any changes to the SET parameters 
through either the MONITOR utility or through the 

This will write the changes to the 
SERVCFG.000 file located on 
C:\NWSERVER (or wherever the 

server boot directory is located). 

Note: When the NetWare 5 Service Pack 1 is installed, 
the settings in the SERVCFG.000 will be lost. Part of 
the NetWare 5 Service Pack 1 contains fixes to prevent 
this from happening in the future, but for this patch, 
all server SET parameters that are modified from their 
default settings will need to be redone. 

All SET parameters must register with the SETPARM 
engine and when a SET parameter registers with the 
engine, it declares itself with a “persistent” or 
“non-persistent” attribute. Modified SET parameters 
with a persistent attribute are placed in the 
SERVCFG.000 file to be used the next time the server 
is brought up. To get a list of all of the non-persistent 
SET parameters, type the following command at the 
server console prompt: 

save notper environment filename.ext <Enter> 

This command saves non-persistent parameters to 
whatever filename plus extension that you place in the 
command. (Note that <filename.ext> does not allow 
for drive or path names to be given.) The file is created 
at the root of volume SYS. You can then view the file 
with any text editor to see which SET parameters are 
non-persistent. 

To get a list of all of the persistent SET parameters, 
type the following on the server command line: 

save per environment <filename.ext> 

If non-persistent SET parameters need to be set to a 
value other than the default and you want them to 
behave as if they are persistent, they must be set in the 
appropriate NCF file (such as the STARTUP.NCF, the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF, or a created .NCF file that is called 
through the AUTOEXEC.NCF file). 
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As many of you have 
noticed, the NetWare 
web ring has gone 
through various highs 
and lows in the past few 
years, and was even 
abandoned at one time. 
Actually, the main link, 
http://www.helpboard. 
com/nwring.htm, now 
points to a DNS specu-
lator/spamdexer, with-
out any relationship to 
Novell products. 

Other SET Parameter Console Commands 
of Interest 
To see all SET parameters and their values, type the 
following command at the server console prompt: 

display environment 

To see all of the SET parameters that are set different 
from default type, type: 

display modified environment 

To save all of the SET parameters to a file in the root 
of volume SYS, type: 

save environment filename.ext 

To save all of the SET parameters that have been 
changed to a file in the root of volume SYS, type: 

save modified environment filename.ext 

To save Non-Persistent SET parameters that have been 
changed to a file in the root of volume SYS, type: 

save notper environment filename.txt 

To save Persistent SET parameters that have been 
changed to a file in the root of volume SYS, type: 

save per environment filename.txt 

To force a save of Persistent SET parameters to the 
SERVCFG.000 file, type: 

flush CDBE 

All of the save command that you use to generate text 
files have the same format; they will include the SET 
parameters from 16 categories in NetWare 5.x (these 
categories have changed some in NetWare 6). For 
example, output from the “save modified environment 
filename.txt” command will show all sections, but only 
those SET parameters that have been modified from 
the default settings are displayed under the category 
heads. 

Get Around Networking Sites 
with the NetWare Web Ring 

Frederic G. Marand 
Novell, Inc. 

As many of you have noticed, the NetWare web ring 
has gone through various highs and lows in the past 
few years, and was even abandoned at one time. 
Actually, the main link, http://www.helpboard.com/ 
nwring.htm, now points to a DNS speculator/ 
spamdexer, without any relationship to Novell 
products. 

The good news, however, is that since late 2001, the 
ring is being managed again, the old dust has been 
removed, new sites have appeared, and sites have been 
updated in the new web ring, independent again after 
its time within Yahoo!. 

The current ring hub page can be found at 
http://www.webring.com/hub?ring=netware 

I think it’s appropriate to mention this positive news so 
as to curtail user disappointment when they find 
broken links on Novell’s site. 

Creating Filter Exceptions for 
RCONSOLE 

Paul Thompson 
Novell, Inc. 

Here’s how to define exceptions that will allow a 
workstation to access the RCONSOLE utility through 
BorderManager to a server on a remote segment. 

Filter Exceptions 
Load the FILTCFG utility, then select the Configure 
IPX Filters option. 

1.	 To allow Service Type SERVER (0004) > 
Outgoing SAP Filters > and fill in as follows: 

•	 Service Name: file_server_name or * for all server 
names 

• Service Type: 0004 

• Destination Type: Interface 

•	 Destination: All Interfaces or the Interface on 
which the File Server SAP will be sent out 
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2.	 To Allow Service Type RCONSOLE (0107) > 
Outgoing SAP Filters > and fill in as follows: 

•	 Service Name: file_server_name or * for all 
names 

• Service Type: 0107 

• Destination Type: Interface 

•	 Destination: All Interfaces or the Interface on 
which File Server SAP will be sent out 

3.	 To Allow Network Number to be sent out > 
Outgoing RIP Filters > and fill in as follows: 

•	 Network Number: Network number that the RIP 
will be sent out (This is frame-type specific) 

• Network Mask: FFFFFFFF(For an exact match) 

• Destination Type: Interface 

•	 Destination Interface: All Interfaces or the 
Interface that desired RIP packet should be sent 
out 

4.	 Packet Forwarding Filters to Allow SPX Request 
to be forwarded to Server RCONSOLEing to 
Source > NetBIOS and Packet Forwarding Filters 
> Exceptions (List of Packets Always Permitted) 
> Press <Ins> and fill in as follows: 

• Source Interface Type: Interface 

•	 Source Interface: Interface through which the 
client is RCONSOLEing 

• Destination Interface Type: Interface 

• Destination Interface: All Interfaces 

Packet Description 
Under the Packet Description option, press <Enter> to 
view Packet Description, then <Ins> to create a Packet 
Description. Fill in the values as follows: 

• Name: SPX Request 

• Packet Type: 5 

• Desination Socket: 8104 

• Comment: 

• Source Socket: FFFF 

• Packet Category: Other 

Now press <Escape>, <Enter>, <Escape>, then 
<Enter> to save these changes. 

5.	 Packet Forwarding Filters to Allow SPX 
Response to be forwarded to Client > NetBIOS 
and Packet Forwarding Filters > Exceptions (List 
of Packets Always Permitted) > Press <Ins> and 
fill in as follows: 

• Source Interface Type: Interface 

•	 Source Interface: Interface through which the 
server responds to the RCONSOLEing client. 

• Destination Interface Type: Interface 

• Destination Interface: All Interfaces 

At the Packet Description option, press <Enter> to 
view Packet Description, then <Ins> to create to Packet 
Description: 

• Name: SPX Response 

• Packet Type: 5 

• Desination Socket: FFFF 

• Comment: 

• Source Socket: 8104 

• Packet Category: Other 

Press <Escape >, <Enter >, <Escape > then <Enter> to 
save these changes. 

How to Auto Close the NLM 
Screen 

Paul Hardwick 
Novell, Inc. 

When creating an NLM with CodeWarrior, you will be 
opening a default screen. All “printf” statements will 
output to this default screen. When the NLM finishes 
and exits, you will be presented with a “<Press any key 
to close screen >” message. 

If you do not want this and want the NLM to terminate 
completely when your code is completed, then you 
need to perform the following: 

#include <nwconio.h> 

SetAutoScreenDestructionMode (TRUE); 
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A new type of network 
address has been added 
with Novell eDirectory 
Services v8.x. This new 
type extends the previ-
ous set of available 
NET_ADDRESS_TYPE 
values for NDS 
attributes with the 
SYN_NET_ADDRESS 
syntax. 

How a Program Gets through 
HTTP Proxy 

Paul Thompson 
Novell, Inc. 

Here’s how to determine which access rules should be 
set up to block specific services. 

1.	 Choose a user account that doesn’t have a lot of 
traffic, or is set up just for this type of test. 

2.	 Enable proxy authentication. This allows the user 
account you are testing to show up in the logs. 

3.	 Set up an Allow All URL access rule at the top of 
the rules list, with Source = the NDS user account 
you are testing with. Enable rule logging. 

4.	 Connect to the web site/or service, such as the 
Yahoo Messenger. Try to log in. 

5.	 Check the Access Rule logs for the last 30 minutes 
or so to see what was allowed, find the test user 
account, double-click on it, and look at the URLs 
the user was trying to access. 

6.	 Set up a Deny URL rule right above the Allow 
URL for the test user, enable logging on it, and 
enter a URL to deny. Wildcards are allowed. 

7.	 Test again. If the Deny rule worked, you will see 
that in the Access Rule logs. If the login worked, 
the software may have tried a second option that 
you must also deny, or your Deny rule may have 
the wrong syntax (check this). 

Also, when the access rules deny a site, you should 
see an immediate increase in the “Failed” statistic 
in the Proxy Console screen on the BorderManager 
server. 

SYN_NET_ADDRESS Enhanced 
Syntax: URLs 

Wolfgang Schreiber 
Novell, Inc. 

A new type of network address has been added with 
Novell eDirectory Services v8.x. This new type 
extends the previous set of available 
NET_ADDRESS_TYPE values for NDS attributes 
with the SYN_NET_ADDRESS syntax. 

Servers and other NDS objects may have addresses of 
type NT_URL (with the decimal value: 13); these 
addresses contain zero-terminated, double-byte strings 
with URLs. 

Examples for possible entries of type NT_URL may 
include addresses as the following: 

• “http://192.233.80.119:8008/portal” 

• “https://192.233.80.119:8009/portal” 

• “ldap://192.233.80.119:389” 

• “http://192.233.80.119:8008/nds” 

How to Restore a Deleted 
Security Container 

Paul Thompson 
Novell, Inc. 

If you delete the Security Container, you will not be 
able to create a tree certificate authority. You must 
either restore the NDS partition containing the Security 
Container, or an administrator with create rights at 
[ROOT] can run SASI.NLM, which will recreate it. Or 
you can reinstall PKI services on any server in the tree. 

Note: The most effective way to recreate the Security 
Container object is to reinstall PKI services. This is 
what initially installs the object in the first place. 
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BorderManager Filters and 
Filter Exceptions 

Taken from Technical Information 
Documents #10018659, #10013153, 
#2936463, and #10016823 

The Packet Filter Troubleshooting and 
Solutions Guide 
If you are having problems with packet filtering, go to 
the Novell Support Web site and look up TID 
#10018659. Last modified 15 May, 2001, and entitled 
“Packet Filter Troubleshooting and Solutions Guide,” 
this TID deals with packet filtering and Novell 
BorderManager 3.0. 

You may be having packet filtering problems the 
following services are failing through a firewall: 

• IP  services 

• Domain Name Services (DNS)


• POP3


• SMTP


• HTTP


• FTP 

The “Packet Filter Troubleshooting and Solutions 
Guide” document provides some debugging, 
functionality and tuning guidelines that may be used to 
address packet filtering issues within Border Manager. 
The document contains the following information: 

• Packet Filter SET commands 

• IPFLT31 debug commands 

• How to collect information for Technical Support 

• Filter Processing algorithm 

You can go directly to this TID at: 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/ 
searchtid.cgi?/10018659.htm 

How to Put BorderManager Default Filters 
Back in Place 
According to TID #10013153, the steps to resetting 
BorderManager filters back to their default settings are 
as follows: 

1.	 Unload IPFLT, IPXFLT, and FILTSRV NLMs at 
the server console. 

2.	 Disable filter support in 
INETCFG/PROTOCOLS/TCPIP and IPX. 

3. Rename the SYS:ETC/FILTERS.CFG. 

4. Reinitialize system. 

5. Load BRDCFG.NLM. 

6. Say NO to launch INETCFG.NLM. 

7. Select Set Filters on the Public interface. 

8.	 Select the PUBLIC interface and press Enter on 
Continue. 

9.	 Press ENTER when prompted to acknowledge 
both IP and IPX filter placement success. 

10. Press ESCAPE to leave the BRDCFG.NLM. The 
system will reinitialize automatically. 

This information was last modified 31 July, 2001 (as of 
this writing). 

Filter Exceptions for IPX Login Across 
BorderManager 
After applying the default filters during the 
BorderManager installation (or through the process 
described above), workstations on the private network 
may no longer be able to login to server(s) on the 
public network. However, when either IPX filtering is 
disabled or when IPXFLT.NLM is unloaded, 
workstations on the private side are now able to 
successfully login to the server(s) on the public 
network. 

The default IPX filters that are applied during 
installation of BorderManager block all RIP and SAP 
on the public interface. They also block all packets 
from being routed to or from the public interface. 

If IPX filtering is desired, then complete the following 
steps to create filter exceptions that will allow you to 
login to specific servers on the public network. These 
filters exceptions will all be created in FILTCFG. For 
more basic information about creating filters in 
FILTCFG, see what the Novell Documentation search 
on the term “filter” has to offer. Also see the “Packet 
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SAP type 0107 will only 
appear as a selection 
for a server if the 
REMOTE.NLM is cur-
rently running on that 
server. 

Filter Troubleshooting and Solutions Guide,” TID 
#10018659. 

Note: It is easiest to create SAP filter exceptions with 
filtering DISABLED. That way, you can select the SAPs 
from the server’s SAP table instead of having to 
remember the SAP type or the service name. For ease 
of explanation, it is assumed that the private and pub-
lic interfaces are named PRIVATE and PUBLIC, respec-
tively. 

For each server that will be accessed from the private 
network to the public network, create the following 
four filter exceptions: 

1. Incoming SAP Filters, Exceptions, <INS>, 
Service Name:, <INS>. A SAP list will appear 
(assuming the IPXFLT NLM is not currently 
loaded). Select the SAP with the server’s name 
and SAP type of 0004. If you also need to access 
that server through the RCONSOLE utility, also 
select SAP type 0107. 

Note: SAP type 0107 will only appear as a selection for 
a server if the REMOTE.NLM is currently running on 
that server. 

Save that filter exception. 

2.	 Incoming RIP Filters, Exceptions, <INS>. In the 
Network Number field, enter the INTERNAL IPX 
NETWORK NUMBER of the destination server. 
The internal IPX network number can be seen by 
typing CONFIG <Enter> at the system console of 
that server. 

Save that filter exception. 

3.	 At the NetBIOS and Packet Forwarding Filters, 
Exceptions, press <INS>. Fill in the fields with 
the following information: 

• Source Interface: PRIVATE 

• Destination Interface: PUBLIC 

• Packet Information: 

• Destination Address Type: NETWORK 

•	 Destination IPX Address: “internal IPX network 
number of destination server”/FFFFFFFF 

•	 Comment: Exception to allow login to 
<servername>. 

4.	 At the NetBIOS and Packet Forwarding Filters, 
Exceptions, press <Ins>. Fill in the fields with the 
following information: 

• Source Interface: PUBLIC 

• Destination Interface: PRIVATE 

• Packet Information: 

• Source Address Type: NETWORK 

•	 Source IPX Address: “internal IPX network 
number of destination server”/FFFFFFFF 

•	 Comment: Exception to allow login to 
<servername>. 

These filter exceptions have been tested for login to 
both NetWare 3.12 and NetWare 4.1x servers. 

This information was taken from TID #2936463 and 
was last modified 10 July, 2001 (as of this writing). 

Filter Exceptions for Lotus Notes 
To create filter exceptions for Lotus Notes on a server 
running BorderManager, perform the following steps: 

1.	 Load the FILTCFG utility. Select Configure 
TCPIP Filters | Packet Forwarding Filters | 
Exceptions entries, then press <Ins>. 

2.	 Source Interface = Private NIC with Destination 
Interface=Public NIC 

3.	 Select the Packet Type option, press <Enter> then 
<Ins>. Name it something like Lotus Notes-ST | 
Protocol=TCP | Source Port=1024-65535 | 
Destination Port 1352 | Enable Stateful Filters. 
Press <Esc> then Save | <Enter>. 

4.	 For Destination Address, select Network or Host 
(depending on your configuration), then put in the 
appropriate Network Address and Mask. 

5.	 Press <Esc> then Save, adding the custom filter 
exception into the filter exception list. 

6.	 Unload IPFLT, IPXFLT, FILTSRV NLMs, then 
reinitialize the server. Test to see if you have the 
results you desired. 

This information was taken from TID #10016823 and 
was last modified 10 September, 2001 (as of this 
writing). 
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TIDs of the Month 

The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from several 
categories, giving you a brief summary of the issue the 
TID addresses, along with its TID number and 
corresponding URL for your quick perusal. 

The categories for this month include Novell Directory 
Services (NDS) or eDirectory, NetWare 4, NetWare 5, 
NetWare 6, ZENworks for Desktops, Novell Client for 
Windows XP, GroupWise 6, Novell BorderManager 
3.5, and LDAP Services for NDS 3.0. 

Novell Directory Services (NDS) or 
eDirectory 
Have you had to manually remove all replicas from a 
server using the DSREPAIR -XK2 command? Would 
you like to know the correct procedure for performing 
the action correctly? Well, TID #10026822 can tell you 
how. 

Appropriately entitled “Manually Removing All 
Replicas From a Server; DSREPAIR -XK2,” this TID 
is for users of the following NetWare OS versions: 

• Novell NetWare 4.2 

• Novell NetWare 4.11 

• Novell NetWare 5.1 

• Novell NetWare 5.0 

• Novell Directory Services 

The TID comes with a number of warnings and 
cautions telling you to complete all steps outlined in 
this piece. To get all of the process, see: 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/ 
searchtid.cgi?/10026822.htm 

NetWare 4 
Suppose you are running NetWare 4 and you are 
receiving the following messages: 

•	 Stuck obituaries in DSREPAIR | Check External 
References 

• Error: -637 "Previous move in progress" 

• Servers in obituary list not notified 

• Obituary flags state=0000 

• Obituaries won’t process 

All of these problems can stem from removing a server 
from your tree or if you have communication problems 
between servers in a tree. 

So what do you do if this happens in your tree? TID 
#10013126 deals with these very issues. Entitled 
“Obituary Types, Flags, and Stages,” this TID 
launches into a pretty detailed explanation of what the 
different obituary types and flags mean in each of their 
respective stages. 

You can view TID #10013126 at http://support.novell. 
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10013126.htm 

NetWare 5 
Ever have any licensing issues with NetWare 5? Often 
licensing issues are the first symptom of other kinds of 
problems, such as Directory Service issues or 
communications issues. These issues can often be 
related to licensing. 

TID #10027731 is entitled “Troubleshooting Licensing 
Issues,” and covers what you need to know to fix any 
licensing problems you may be having. This document 
also wants you to become familiar with the NLS Errors 
messages by referring you to TID #10013723 that is 
entitled “Understanding NetWare 5 Licensing.” 

To go directly to answers to your NetWare 5.x 
licensing issues, see: http://support.novell.com/ 
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10027731.htm 

NetWare 6 
Some of you have installed a NetWare 6 server or a 
server running eDirectory 8.6 into an existing tree have 
seen the following messages: 

Ever have any licensing 
issues with NetWare 5? 
Often licensing issues 
are the first symptom of 
other kinds of prob-
lems, such as Directory 
Service issues or com-
munications issues. 
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Have you ever wanted 
to customize your ZEN-
works Desktop Manage-
ment Interface? DMI 
Inventory can be cus-
tomized to look for 
information in specific 
attributes in unique 
locations (vendor spe-
cific information). 

•	 NetWare 6 servers not being updated in Report 
Sync Status 

•	 NetWare 6 servers are behind in Report Sync 
Status by several hours 

•	 All NON eDirectory 8.6 servers in replica ring 
show as synched up to time 

•	 “All servers synchronized up to time: xx-xx-xxxx 
12:57:54 Warning” 

•	 NetWare 6 Server showing up as all *********** 
in DSREPAIR | Report Sync Status 

• All processed = YES for all partitions 

•	 Transitive Vectors are all up to date for each 
partition 

These messages have something to do with the 
NetWare 6 servers being updated. Everything is 
synchronized when you look through the DSTRACE 
utility or when you look at Transitive Vectors, but for 
some reason the Partition Status attribute is not being 
updated. 

To find out more on this anomaly and its workaround, 
take a look at TID #10065804. Entitled “NetWare 6 
Servers Not Being Updated in Report Sync Status,” 
this TID applies to NetWare 6, eDirectory 8.6, and 
iMonitor 1.5. It also points you to further information 
about server synchronization that can be found in TID 
#10065799: “The Difference Between ‘by Partition’ 
Vs ‘By Server’ Synchronization and in TID 
#10066455: eDirectory 8.6 Readme Addendum. 

To get started on this information process, go to: 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid. 
cgi?/10065804.htm 

ZENworks for Desktops 
Have you ever wanted to customize your ZENworks 
Desktop Management Interface? DMI Inventory can 
be customized to look for information in specific 
attributes in unique locations (vendor specific 
information). This is covered in TID #10067684. 

Entitled “Customizing the DMI Inventory Scanner for 
ZfD 3.x,” this TID covers the following ZENworks 
products: 

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.0 

• Novell ZENworks Workstation Inventory 

• Desktop Management Interface (DMI) 

This document points to the ASSET.INI file, which is 
available in ZfD 3.2 and ZfD 3.0 on Support Pack 1a in 
the PUBLIC\ZENWORKS directory. You can view 
TID #2957053 at: http://support.novell.com/ 
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10067684.htm 

Novell Client for Windows XP 
Do you need the latest updates to the Novell Client 
4.82 for Windows XP? If you do, you’ll want to get a 
hold of TID #2961185. Entitled “Updates for Novell 
Client 4.82 for Windows XP,” this TID contains the 
patch file nt482pt1.exe (655794 bytes). 

The nt482pt1.exe file contains all of the available 
post-4.81 updates for the included modules that have 
not already been addressed in the shipping version of 
Novell Client 4.82 for Windows XP. 

To view TID #2961185 and download the 
nt482pt1.exe file, go to: http://support.novell.com/ 
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2961185.htm 

GroupWise 6 
So you just updated your email service to GroupWise 
6, but you are having problems administering certain 
GroupWise external entities through the ConsoleOne 
utility. Your answer may lie in TID #10066082. 

Entitled “Unable To Administer Certain Groupwise 
External Entities in ConsoleOne,” this TID applies to 
the following GroupWise versions: 

• GroupWise 6 Shipping 

• GroupWise  6 

• GroupWise 6 Shipping code 

• ConsoleOne 

• GroupWise 6 Snapins to ConsoleOne 

The TID goes on to explain the steps you need to 
perform to resolve this issue. See TID #10066082 at: 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid. 
cgi?/10066082.htm 
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Novell BorderManager 3.5 
You are running Novell BorderManager 3.5 and you 
receive the following errors: 

•	 BorderManager server error Cannot complete the 
“open” operation, code = 0X20055, or 

•	 CSAUDIT-3.05-2400FD [Audit] Major Cannot 
complete the “open” operation, code = 0X20055. 
Make sure the correct options are specified when 
loading Btrieve. Server is at 98% utilization. 
Found CSAUDIT.LOG is growing very fast (10 
meg in a matter of minutes) 

According to TID #10055141, you see these error 
messages if the csaudit/btrieve database becomes 
corrupt. And according to this TID, when the database 
is corrupted, this message generates during any access 
to the database by any of the BorderManager services 
that have been enabled for “index,” such as logging in 
through the NWADMIN95 utility, or through the 
FILTCFG.NLM if logging is enabled there. 

Also, after corruption has begun, you can see this error 
message by going into the NWADMN95 utility or into 
the “tools” area for Border Manager, because these 
snap-ins will try to access the audit logs database of 
CSAUDIT, which uses Btrieve. 

But before you panic, TID #10055141 gives you a 
simple solution to this problem. See TID #10055141 
at: http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/ 
searchtid.cgi?/10055141.htm 

LDAP Services for NDS 3.0 
Do you know how to map NDS attributes to LDAP 
attributes? TID #10055021 gives you simple steps to 
perform this procedure. Entitled “How to map NDS 
attributes to LDAP attributes,” this TID describes how 
the LDAP Group Object contains an attribute map 
page that shows you what NDS attributes are used for 
using LDAP and therefore for LDIF. 

See TID #10055021 at: http://support.novell.com/ 
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10055021.htm 

You Want Some More? 
If you want to find more TIDs in these several 
categories or on any other Novell products, perform 
the following steps from your browser at 
http://support.novell.com. 

In the list of Support Links that appear either along the 
left-hand side or in the middle of the screen, click on 
the “Product-Specific Support” link. 

From the resulting list of Novell products, select the 
product of your choice. 

Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 7 
days” to see the technical documents that were created 
or have been updated in the last 7 days for the product 
you selected. You can also look at documents that have 
been created in the last 14 or 30 days. 

Choose the TIDs that apply to your circumstances. 

Editor’s Note: The January Network Troubleshooter 
entitled “Auto-Login Possible with Novell Client” 
reprinted an earlier Technical Information Document 
(TID) that explains how to perform the auto-login 
process with Windows workstation client versions, 
except for the OS asked for: Windows XP. A better 
response is Technical Information Document 
#10052847, which also includes not only the Novell 
Client for Windows NT/2000 in their many versions, 
but also for Windows XP. Special thanks to Hamish 
Speirs, a Novell Support Forums SysOp, who pointed 
out this omission. 

Do you know how to 
map NDS attributes to 
LDAP attributes? TID 
#10055021 gives you 
simple steps to perform 
this procedure. Entitled 
“How to map NDS 
attributes to LDAP 
attributes,” this TID 
describes how the 
LDAP Group Object 
contains an attribute 
map page that shows 
you what NDS attributes 
are used for using 
LDAP and therefore for 
LDIF. 
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Answers to Your Technical 
Questions 

Server License Expired 
Dear Ab-end: I tried to login to my network but I 
can’t because I’m told the license has expired! Why 
did this happen and what do I do now? 
—Expired in El Salvador 

Dear Expired: Novell has been receiving many 
reports of this. Apparently, quite a few dealers have 
been installing product from their Software Evaluation 
Library (SEL) set, which has a time-bombed license at 
customer sites, and forgetting to install the real license 
afterwards. You should have a real license at your site 
which needs to be installed. Contact your dealer. 

Problems with ZENworks for Servers 2.0 

and ConsoleOne 1.3.2

Dear Ab-end: I have installed ZENworks for Servers 

2.0 and ConsoleOne 1.3.2. Now ConsoleOne no longer 
works when I try to run it from a network drive on the 
workstation. What do I do to get compatible again? 
—Need Consoling in Connecticut 

Dear Needing: Try copying the complete ConsoleOne 
directory locally and see if it will run from there. If this 
works, you should start looking at your network, as this 
seems to indicate connection issues. ConsoleOne 
creates some heavy load during its startup phase, and 
this might trigger existing communications problems 
that you wouldn’t notice otherwise. 

NAL Refresh Problems with ZfD 3.2 
Dear Ab-end: I am using ZENworks for Desktops 
v3.2, and I have a problem whereby I get a General 
Protection Fault (GPF) whenever I refresh the NAL 
window. Any suggestions? 
—Can’t Refresh In ‘Frisco 

Dear Refresh: If you have the “Enable Folder View” 
option set to “No,” then this is a known issue with a 
solution. Get the file ZD32NL7A.EXE from the file 
finder at: http://support.novell.com/filefinder/ 

There is also a similar patch called ZD3NAL7A.EXE 
for ZENworks for Desktops 3.0. 

Adaptec 29160 Controller Getting Abend 
Messages

Dear Ab-end: I have a server with an Adaptec 29160 

controller in it that keeps abending with the message

“Multiple Abends Are Occurring, System Halted.”

How can I fix this?


—Abending in Alpine 

Dear Alpine: Use the ADPT160M.HAM driver from 
Compaq, rather than the one from Novell or Adaptec. 
That should solve your problem. 

Netscape Enterprise Web Server Loading 

Procedures

Dear Ab-end: I installed Netscape Enterprise Web

Server and created an SSL Hardware Virtual Server. 
Why does the Web server load and then unload itself 
when I type NSWEB? 
—Loading in Lansing 

Dear Loading: The default install of Netscape

Enterprise Web Server creates a Hardware Virtual 

Server on the same IP address as the Web server. If 

you create another Hardware Virtual Server on this 

address, the conflict will prevent the Web server from

loading.


NetWare and PCMCIA Cards

Dear Ab-end: I try to install NetWare on my XYZ

notebook with an ABC PCMCIA network card, but the 

NIC doesn’t get detected. Can someone point me to the

drivers for the NIC ABC?


—Detecting NICs in Detroit 

Dear Detecting: There are hardly any Netware server 
drivers for PCMCIA NICs. Even if they do exist, it is 
often a very troublesome task getting them to work 
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because they have to rely on DOS-based PCMCIA 
enablers, which often don’t work very well in modern 
notebooks. 

We strongly suggest you get a notebook with an 
integrated (non-PCMCIA) NIC, which most often 
work flawlessly right out of the box as a NetWare 
server. 

Just for your information, PCMCIA NICs for which 
NetWare server drivers exist are: 

•	 3Com 3C589 (no other 3Com PCMCIA NIC has 
drivers, so please don’t ask.) 

• Some Intel-based PCMCIA NICs 

• Some Xircom PCMCIA NICs 

Hardware Controllers Not Detected By

NetWare

Dear Ab-end: Why is my Promise or Highpoint Con-

troller not detected? Also, my configured IDE RAID 
drives are not detected. 
—Raiding in Redmond 

Dear Raiding: There are currently no NetWare drivers 
available from Highpoint or Promise. Contact the 
hardware vendor about drivers (or get yourself a “real” 
or supported controller). 

Configuring NetWare 5.1 FTP Server 
Dear Ab-end: How do I configure the NetWare 5.1 
FTP server? I try to load UNICON, but it does not 
work. 
—FTPing It in Fillmore 

Dear Fillmore: FTP in NetWare 5.1 is configured 
through two files: SYS:\etc\ftpserv.cfg and 
SYS:\etc\ftprest.txt. Both files have extensive 
documentation inside them, which is a great place to 
start. 

NetWare 4.11 and Disk Partitioning

Capabilities

Dear Ab-end: I have a server running NetWare v4.11

with Support Pack 8. The server currently has two 9GB 

drives duplexed together. We decided to put in a third 
70GB drive. This third drive is not going to be 
duplexed, volumes from the duplexed drives will not 
be spanning it, etc. 
When creating the NetWare partition, we did not 
include the entire 70GB of space, rather we created a 
50GB NetWare partition (for one volume) and left the 
other 20GB as “free space.” This free space is now 
needed for a second volume. 
What will happen if I tell NetWare to convert this “free 
space” to a NetWare partition. Will changing the 20GB 
free space section of a drive to a NetWare partition 
require me to backup/delete/reinstall the original 50GB 
NetWare partition? Or will NetWare just make the free 
space section a NetWare partition with no problem? 
—Woeing in Wisconsin 

Dear Woeing: Since you are using NetWare 4.11, you 
will run up against a limitation of NetWare 4.x, that 
being you can only have one NetWare partition per 
physical hard drive. There is no way with NetWare 4.x 
to add the extra 20GB to the existing 50GB partition 
without redoing the whole partition, which will cause 
you to lose your data in the 50GB. But there are some 
third-party utilities that can do this for you: 

Server Magic 4.0. Server Magic 4.0, from 
PowerQuest (http://www.powerquest.com) will allow 
you to resize NetWare partitions, thereby allowing you 
to use the extra disc space without hurting the data in 
the 50GB partition. 

Snapbacklive. You can go to http://www.cdp.com 
and get the free Snapbacklive demo, and extract it. Use 
the RESIZE.EXE tool from a DOS prompt, and it 
resizes IDE drives, Dell PERC’s (with the /ami or /perc 
switch, use /? to get help), and SCSI drives. 

This is a HUGE timesaver! What it means is, you can 
easily replace a small drive with a bigger one. Mirror 
the data to the new drive. (Recall that NetWare 
mirroring is partition level, not volume level, so the 
entire partition is mirrored). Then down the server, use 
RESIZE (takes about 5 seconds) and bring the server 
back up, add the free space to an existing segment. 
This works great, even on volume SYS. They even 
offer free support on this tool. 

CLIB patches and the SSL Handshake 

Status Screen

Dear Ab-end: I noticed that when I installed the latest 

CLIB patches 011210n5.exe, the SSL handshake status 
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screen is lost after a reboot. Backreving NILE.NLM 
brings the screen back again. I have relied on this 
screen to verify and troubleshoot my SSL connectivity. 
Please help. 
—Slouching in SSL 

Dear Slouching: Granted this SSL handshaking screen 
was useful for system usage and for quick 
troubleshooting, but many more Novell customers 
wanted to see the screen go away, as they deemed it 
bothersome. 

NAM v2.1, Novell DirXML v1.0/1.1 and 
Microsoft Exchange 2000 
Dear Ab-end: Would it be correct to infer that: 

•	 Novell Account Management (NAM) v2.1 for 
Windows NT has a way to create (one direction) 
mailboxes in the Exchange 5.5. 

•	 Novell DirXML v1.0 and/or NAM v2.1 for 
Microsoft Active Directory do not support 
Microsoft Exchange 2000. 

Assuming that these are correct, does Novell DirXML 
v1.1 have a driver that will create the mailboxes in 
Microsoft Exchange 2000? Is there any upgrade of 
NAM 2.1 for Active Directory on the roadmap? 
—Connection Problems in Chancy 

Dear Chancy: To answer your questions: 

1.	 NAM v2.1 for Windows NT does not offer 
support for Microsoft Exchange v5.5. 

2.	 Novell DirXML v1.0 and/or NAM v2.1 for 
Microsoft Active Directory do not offer support 
for Microsoft Exchange 2000. 

3.	 Novell DirXML v1.1 with the Microsoft Active 
Directory driver does support Microsoft Exchange 
2000. 

4.	 The next version of NAM that is on the roadmap 
will offer support for Microsoft Exchange 2000 
support. Timeframe: tentatively April 2002. 

Installing Support Pack 1 for GroupWise 6 
Dear Ab-end: I work for a major University in Austra-
lia. I am trying to get Support Pack 1 for GroupWise 6 
installed successfully. Any and all help would be 
appreciated, as installing a Support Pack should be 
very simple. 
—Stressed About a Support Pack in Sydney 

Dear Stressed: After spending a whole day myself,

wondering why I could easily install Support Pack 1 

for GroupWise 6, and you couldn’t, I was finally able

to work it out. If the Support Pack install always

returns an “Invalid Location” when you point to the

software distribution directory, or a copy of the 

GroupWise 6 CD, then you have this problem. For

some strange reason, Support Pack 1 will only install 

successfully in the Mountain Time Zone, so as an

interim fix, on the PC from which you are installing 

Support Pack 1, set the Local Time Zone to Mountain

Time (GMT - 7). 


The GroupWise teams are now aware of this issue, so 

please keep this in mind if you have customers having

problems installing Support Pack 1 for GroupWise 6.

I’m not sure what other Time Zones will not work, but 

GMT +10 (Australia) will fail.


Renaming a User in Novell iFolder

Dear Ab-end: What would I have to do if I have Nov-
ell iFolder installed and later on, I decide to rename the

Username from Administrator to Admin. (This is 

assuming that I want to keep the same Novell iFolder 

information, but would just like to rename the Win-
dows user). Would I have to uninstall and re-install 

Novell iFolder (and possibly re-download all data)?


—Needing a Change with Camacho 

Dear Needing: You can rename the Novell iFolder 
directory to Admin. If you look under the folder My 
Documents\iFolder, there is your username. Just 
rename that to the new username and you won’t have 
to synchronize any files down. However, Novell 
iFolder will do a reconciliation, where it will compare 
the files on the workstation to the server. 
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The Novell / Compaq 
Developer Alliance 

Since 1985, Compaq and Novell have been partners in 
innovation, pioneering many of the major technology 
breakthroughs. Today we’re pleased to bring you the 
Compaq-Novell GET-CONNECTED program! As a 
benefit of your Novell DeveloperNet membership, you 
are now automatically entitled to all of the great 
features of DeveloperNet and the Compaq Solutions 
Alliance developer program! 

Through Novell’s DeveloperNet Program, you can 
now take advantage of these features: 

• Novell Developer Labs 
• Novell Developer Kit 
• DeveloperNet University 
• Online or personalized developer support 
• BrainShare 
• Strategic Developers Conference 
• Novell Developer Tour 
• Yes, Tested and Approved product certification 

Now you have the opportunity to take advantage of the 
features of the Compaq Solutions Alliance developer 
program: 

•	 Receive excellent discounts on Compaq 
Development equipment from iPAQ handhelds to 
Himalaya Servers! 

•	 Interface with Compaq’s premiere Solutions 
Team 

• Technical information at your fingertips 
• Access to Compaq engineering resources 
•	 Access to Compaq systems over the web for 

porting and testing 
•	 Access the Compaq “Test Drive” program to test 

your applications 
As a CSA member, join DeveloperNet by going to 
http://developer.novell.com. 

As a DeveloperNet member join CSA by going to 
http://csa.compaq.com/. 

Don’t Overlook eDirectory: A 
Customer’s Perspective 

Brian Emmons 
bryane128@attbi.com 

There isn’t much to compare when reviewing the 
merits of Novell Inc.’s eDirectory against Microsoft 
Corp.’s Active Directory (AD). Sure, both have many 
features, and both serve as a central storage place for 
user names, passwords and other information. But 
beyond that, it’s a classic case of Microsoft’s superior 
marketing overcoming Novell’s superior technology. 

Don’t get me wrong: There’s no doubt that Microsoft 
is headed in the right direction. AD is much better than 
the old Windows NT domain model. But like all 
Microsoft products, there’s the marketing department, 
and then there’s the actual product. 

“Professional driver, closed course; your experience 
may vary.” This warning should be in every Microsoft 
ad. Has anyone spotted it yet? Unfortunately, Novell’s 
marketing efforts just don’t hold up. It’s great that it 
finally has TV commercials, but when you have to 
explain the meaning of the ad, which shows salt- and 
freshwater fish sharing the same tank, it loses its effect. 
How do you convey eDirectory in an ad? 

A Better Track Record 
Marketing notwithstanding, the fact is that Novell 
made a name for itself by making Microsoft products 
better. Novell has had a long history of doing so since 
its first redirector software back in the 1980s made 
DOS think there was a drive F: and a port in back of 
the server called LPT2. 

In 1994, the company came out with NetWare 
Directory Services (NDS), and in the late ‘90s with 
NDS for NT, which replaced a single Dynamic Link 
Library in Windows NT 4.0 domain controllers and 
completely bypassed the NT Security Accounts 
Manager (SAM). This tricked domain controllers into 
validating accounts to NDS. 

With the success of that product came the ability to 
store NDS partition information (called a replica) on 
Windows servers. Then Novell did something 
Microsoft will never do: It removed the requirement 
that NDS run on its own network operating system, 
NetWare. Once NDS could run natively on Solaris, 
Linux, True64, Windows and NetWare, Novell 
changed the name to eDirectory. It’s still the same 
product, but calling it NetWare (or even Novell) 
Directory Services just didn’t seem right anymore. 
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Who has tested AD? 
Just about everyone 
who has a home net-
work or some spare 
hardware at the office. 
Though most of the Win-
dows NT 4 people I talk 
to are amazed by AD, 
most NetWare people 
find AD better than 
domains but immature. 

Think of this for a moment: AD works only with 
Windows 2000 Server, and for the most part supports 
only Windows 2000 clients. eDirectory replicas can be 
stored on any combination of the five supported 
operating systems. You even get to choose which users 
are contained in each partition (thus which replica they 
are in), reducing synchronization traffic over wide-area 
networks. 

You can also choose which replicas are housed on 
which systems. Perhaps a remote office will have its 
own replica housed on a Linux machine. In case that 
machine fails, that same replica could be stored on a 
Solaris box at headquarters and a regional office’s 
Windows 2000 box. 

All this has been possible with eDirectory products that 
have been shipping for months, and in some cases, 
years. Novell isn’t done yet, though: IBM’s AIX will 
be the seventh platform eDirectory supports, with 
perhaps others to follow. And for those who still can’t 
do without AD, Novell offers a service that 
synchronizes eDirectory with AD. 

Question of Maturity 
Who has tested AD? Just about everyone who has a 
home network or some spare hardware at the office. 
Though most of the Windows NT 4 people I talk to are 
amazed by AD, most NetWare people find AD better 
than domains but immature. Reports of actual rollouts 
are mostly confined to Microsoft ads. I know of small 
offices that use AD, but even domains worked well in 
small offices. 

Large corporations claim to be rolling out AD, but two 
years after the product’s release, few can claim 
completion. Nor have I seen anyone who works with 
eDirectory stand up and say AD is better. Who has 
tested eDirectory? So many people that Novell’s site 
has a search engine devoted to success stories. In 
March 2000, Sun Microsystems Inc. demonstrated a 1 
billion-object eDirectory tree, hosted on a single 
quad-processor box it calls a Workgroup Server. 
What’s the record for AD objects? 

A Better Product 
It has always been clear that Novell has the superior 
directory service technology. eDirectory has been 
time-tested and proven scalable, secure and robust. 
Microsoft might eventually have something that can 
compare to eDirectory, but nothing that will span five 
platforms or run without Windows. An eDirectory with 
10 workgroup servers could scale to create user 
accounts for every person in the world. With NetWare 
6, it could support access to files from any device with 
a Web browser. You could start with five users, and 

then as your company grows, your scalability would be 
limited only by the population of the earth. 

Customers, clients and employees could log in to your 
network over the Internet, from personal digital 
assistants, Wireless Application Protocol phones, thin 
clients, PCs, Macs and anything else that has an IP 
interface, as if it were all one network. If only Novell 
would put that in an ad. 

Computerworld reader and community member Bryan 
Emmons has more than seven years of experience 
working with Microsoft, Novell, and Cisco Systems 
Inc. products. He can be reached at 
bryane128@attbi.com. 

Novell’s Partner Program 
Provides New Growth 
Opportunities for Solutions 
Providers 

Novell has announced new benefits for its solution 
provider and system integrator partners. These benefits 
are designed to both improve Novell’s go-to-market 
strategy and drive more business for partners that sell 
and service Novell products and solutions. 

The program, PartnerNet 2002, lays out the operational 
elements of Novell’s previously announced “Clear 
Channel” initiative, which clarifies the importance of 
channel partners in Novell’s go-to-market strategy and 
how Novell and its partners will reach specific 
customer segments more effectively. 

Novell has modified its partner program in three 
primary ways: 

•	 Novell is introducing the Platinum Integrator 
program, which is focused on meeting the needs 
of services-focused integrator partners. 

•	 Novell is increasing its focus on certification and 
training to ensure customers get the level of 
expertise they have come to expect. 

•	 Novell is granting additional technical support to 
partners in an effort to speed deployments and 
adoption of Novell’s eBusiness solutions and Net 
services software. 

In addition, Novell will be reducing PartnerNet 
program fees by 25-50 percent, depending on the 
partner level. 
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Addressing New Challenges 
As businesses move to leverage the Internet to help 
reduce costs and drive new revenue, they face the 
challenges of integrating their technology and business 
processes with the Net. Many companies have 
long-standing relationships with either national system 
integrator firms or with local solution providers to 
address those challenges. 

Novell has long counted on partners like these to help 
deliver Novell technology to customers. Now as 
customers increasingly buy technology and business 
solutions as a package of products and services, 
solutions providers have changed the way they interact 
with their customer base. Novell is also adapting its 
relationships with solution providers in order to help 
them better serve their customers. 

The Platinum Integrator program is designed to help 
partners capitalize on the integration opportunities that 
surround the merging of corporate intranets, extranets, 
and the Internet--what Novell calls “one Net.” Novell’s 
offerings increasingly require skilled service providers 
to deliver customized eBusiness solutions to a 
customer. 

To aid in building partners’ skill sets, Novell is adding 
new solution training, as well as free and discounted 
directory specialist training as part of the benefits that 
Platinum Integrator partners will receive. These 
partners will also receive the highest focus of 
consulting and sales co-engagement that Novell has 
ever offered. 

Certification and Technical Support 
With PartnerNet 2002, Novell is re-introducing a 
certification requirement for partners. Training and 
certification are key in delivering the best value to the 
customer. Under the new program, Novell is providing 
free and discounted training, free self-study kits, and 
deeply discounted certification testing to assist partners 
in meeting this renewed requirement. 

In support of broader use of Novell products in 
eBusiness solutions, Novell is increasing the technical 
support benefits of partnering. Both Platinum and Gold 
partners will receive a higher base-level of incident 
support in the coming program year. The accelerated 
benefits of additional incidents based on revenue 
performance remains the same and will be added to the 

newly increased base-level throughout the year as they 
are earned. 

Novell Small Business Suite 6 
Now Available Worldwide 

Novell recently announced that Novell Small Business 
Suite 6 is now available worldwide through Novell 
Authorized Resellers and solution providers. The 
Novell Small Business Suite 6 is latest version of 
Novell’s complete networking solutions suite for small 
businesses, providing top-quality, affordable software 
to network small businesses. The Suite lets customers 
seamlessly integrate their local networks with the 
Internet, creating a unified network they can manage 
more easily and cost effectively. 

Novell Small Business Suite 6 provides core 
networking and storage capabilities to small businesses 
with up to 50 users. The suite includes Novell NetWare 
6 with its “access anywhere” features such as Novell 
iFolder, iPrint and NetWare WebAccess. These 
services allow file, print, directory, e-mail and other 
core network resources to be accessed and managed 
from any desktop, from any device, in any location. 
This significantly reduces costs and management 
complexity. 

The suite also provides full-fledged services with 
Novell GroupWise 6, desktop management with 
Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.2, and network 
security through Novell BorderManager Enterprise 
Edition 3.6. Partner products Tobit FaxWare, Network 
Associates VirusScan, and NetShield, and FatPipe 
Internet Software provide additional services, security 
and broadband features. 

Novell Small Business 
Suite 6 provides core 
networking and storage 
capabilities to small 
businesses with up to 50 
users. The suite includes 
Novell NetWare 6 with 
its “access anywhere” 
features such as Novell 
iFolder, iPrint and Net-
Ware WebAccess. 
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Answers to Your Developer 
Questions 
Publisher’s Note: Most of these questions are taken 
from the Novell Worldwide Developer Support Forums, 
which are online forums where questions about Novell 
Technologies can be asked. Answers are provided by 
Novell Developer Support Engineers, Novell Develop-
ment Engineers, and volunteer third-party Sysops. 
These Sysops are experts in the forums in which they 
answer questions. 

Q. I am trying to run Tomcat on Novell NetWare 
v5.1. Installing the software is no problem—Tomcat is 
running and waiting for requests. Now I would like 
Apache Web Server to work with Tomcat. I am at the 
point where httpd.conf calls the mod_jk.conf-auto file. 
This file calls my mod_jk.nlm. Apache fails and says 
the module name is MOD_JK.NLM not 
MOD_JK.NLM. That is not a typing mistake. 

A. I had this problem a little while ago. It turned out 
that mod_jk.nlm was somehow damaged during the 
download or installation of Apache. Only a part of that 
file was corrupt, so it was still recognized and loaded 
as an NLM by the OS, but it failed, of course. 
NLMDUMP showed thousands of invalid imported 
symbols etc. Might I suggest downloading a fresh 
copy, possibly with another browser. 

Q. I am using the Apache Web Server on a NetWare 
v5.1 and NetWare v6.0 server. On the NetWare v6.0 
server I have the program Webalizer up and running. 
On the NetWare v5.1 server the program starts, but 
there is no output. When I run Webalizer, the program 
starts and ends normally, but there are no output files. 
When I look in the directory \apache\logs, there are 
just two files with 0 bytes: ACCESS_LOG and 
ERROR_LOG. I have installed Apache out of the box, 
with almost no changes in the http.conf file. 

A. What you are seeing is normal right after you 
start Apache, since the files are not flushed yet. But 
once you have accessed some pages and produced 
some log entries, you should see that at least the 
ACCESS_LOG grow. If you do not, you have 

probably specified another SERVER_ROOT (logfile 
paths are relatively to the SERVER_ROOT) or you 
have set up virtual hosts which log to their own log 
files. 

Q. I am writing an NLM application. How would I 
go about creating a second screen for my application 
that I can open at runtime, if requested, to which I can 
write debug output? Also, how can I force printf()s to 
go to the new debug screen? 

A. To create the second screen, us the call 
CreateScreen() from the NLM NDK. To close the 
screen, use the call DestroyScreen(). To make printf()s 
go the new screen, use the call SetCurrentScreen() or 
DisplayScreen(). 

Q. A recent project has required that I develop an 
NLM, a seemingly simple process, until I tried. The 
code isn’t the problem. It’s the libraries that are giving 
me issues. I quickly realized that Microsoft Visual 
C++ wasn’t going to cut it, so I found Watcom C++ 
version 11c. 

The only problem is that Watcom apparently no longer 
ships with the required libraries, and I don’t have a 
way to downgrade Watcom. So, what libraries do I 
need and in what order? I have the complete Novell 
NDK (at least I think I do!), but every time I attempt to 
compile, I get "undeclared references" and a variety of 
library-specific errors. Thanks for any direction you 
can give me. 

Is there a compiler better suited for NLM 
development? What about CodeWarrior? I would like 
to avoid any additional costs if possible. My 
Development platform is Microsoft Windows 2000, 
although if I need to I can change to another. 

A. The answer to this is vast and multi-directional. I 
would say that there is no reason not to use Watcom 
C/C++ to develop NLMs. I still do. Windows 2000 is 
my platform of choice for developing NLMs, although 
you’ll know that you need a NetWare server to test 
your work. 

In general NLM development is very easy; it’s much 
like developing DOS executables and with libraries 
like WinSock available on the server, you can actually 
develop and test some things in Windows and port 
them to NetWare with considerable ease. It starts to get 
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more difficult as you need to use NetWare-specific 
features but the documentation is extensive at the 
http://www.developer.novell.com web site. There are 
many, many, examples out there and you should also 
use the Developer Support News Groups to ask 
questions as frequently as you need to. You’ll get 
useful help from experienced NLM developers. 

If you are adventurous, you can use gcc in Linux for 
development. The following are required: 

• gcc compiler 

• ncpfs 

• nlmconv 

The first two are usually installed the first time you 
install the OS. nlmconv is available with the binutils. 
Read the main pages—it is pretty simple to use. It 
converts a .o file to an NLM. The best part is, all these 
are absolutely free. 

By the way, you can use Microsoft Visual C++ for 
NLM development, although this is not the normal 
route for NLM development. Please take a look at 
NetWare DLL Developer Components, which you can 
find at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/downloadaz. 
htm URL. 

Lastly, if Watcom is your baby, check out this link to 
some documentation written by Novell Developer 
Support entitled “Setting Up the Watcom Tools for 
NLM Development.” You can find this doc at: 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/nlmnwlib/ 
index.html?ndev_enu/data/a4rx775.html. 

Q. Is there an function in Novell’s C API that is 
similar to Microsoft’s FormatMessageText(), that 
when passed, an error code and a string buffer will 
provide the developer with the text describing the 
error? 

A. Unluckily as far as I know there is no C API for 
NLMs that will do this. However, there is a Win32 
DLL (NWErr32.dll) for that purpose, written by one of 
our Engineers in Germany. He wrote the DLL and it 
comes with full (Delphi) source which basically is 
nothing but a big string table with a case statement. 
Check the sample area at http://developer.novell.com/ 
support/sample.htm for information and to download 
the NWERRDLL. 

Q. Hello, I need some help either in source code or 
samples of using file system hooks in NetWare. Would 
you be able to get me samples of using following 
functions: 

NWDSERegisterForEvent() 
NWDSEUnRegisterForEvent() 
NWAddFSMonitorHook() 
NWRemoveFSMonitorHook() 

A. There is a very good article in AppNotes that 
covers these APIs. Go to 
http://developer.novell.com/research/devnotes/1996/ 
march/02/dpv/index.htm. 

Also you can find more information and samples for 
these functions at the URL: http://developer.novell. 
com/search/. 

Q. I am new to NLM programming. What I try to do 
is tap the NDS generated login events. So I download 
and compile the dsevents source code from the Novell 
support site using the Watcom 11 open source 
compiler. 

I got the NLM to load on to NetWare v5.1 and it seems 
to function normally. However, after I unload the 
NLM, and try to reload it again, the following 
messages appears on the console and the NLM refuses 
to load anymore. 

SS:load sys:dsevents Loading module DSEV-
ENTS.NLM dsevents.nlm 

SERVER-5.00-918: Loader cannot find public symbol: 
NWDSEGetLocalEntryName for module DSEV-
ENTS.NLM 

SERVER-5.00-918: Loader cannot find public symbol: 
NWDSERegisterForEvent for module DSEVENTS.NLM 

SERVER-5.00-918: Loader cannot find public symbol: 
NWDSEUnRegisterForEvent for module DSEV-
ENTS.NLM 

SERVER-5.00-1548: Load file referenced undefined 
public variable. Module DSEVENTS.NLM NOT loaded 
Loading module DSEVENTS.NLM dsevents.nlm 

SERVER-5.00-918: Loader cannot find public symbol: 
NWDSEGetLocalEntryName for module DSEV-
ENTS.NLM 

SERVER-5.00-918: Loader cannot find public symbol: 
NWDSERegisterForEvent for module DSEVENTS.NLM 

Is there an function in 
Novell’s C API that is 
similar to Microsoft’s 
FormatMessageText(), 
that when passed, an 
error code and a string 
buffer will provide the 
developer with the text 
describing the error? 
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Is there a way to set the 
default name space for 
all new ThreadGroups 
within an NLM in the 
same way it’s accom-
plished by using a 
"(CLIB_OPT)/NLONG" 
load line parameter? It 
seems that each new 
ThreadGroup defaults 
back to DOS naming. 

SERVER-5.00-918: Loader cannot find public symbol: 
NWDSEUnRegisterForEvent for module DSEV-
ENTS.NLM 

SERVER-5.00-1548: Load file referenced undefined 
public variable. Module DSEVENTS.NLM NOT loaded 
SS: 

Any ideas as to what I have done wrong? 

A. This is a very interesting problem. Despite its 
complex look, it has a very simple explanation: your 
NLM does not autoload DSEVENT.NLM but uses 
symbols from it. DSEVENT is marked as 
AUTOLOADable in NetWare v5.0 and above. When 
your NLM unloads, so does DSEVENT behind the 
scenes. The solution is to add DSEVENT to the 
autoload list for your NLM or just load DSEVENT 
manually before loading your NLM the second time. 

Q. Is there a way to set the default name space for 
all new ThreadGroups within an NLM in the same way 
it’s accomplished by using a "(CLIB_OPT)/NLONG" 
load line parameter? It seems that each new 
ThreadGroup defaults back to DOS naming. 

A. Russ Bateman, an engineer on our CLIB Team, 
indicated that his team could have set up new thread 
group creation (BeginThreadGroup) to inherit the 
source and target name space of the spawning parent, 
but that isn’t currently the semantic in force. Now, we 
could do that as an enhancement, but there might be 
someone counting on it to default back to the primary 
namespace. 

Moreover, we haven’t released new libraries for v5.0, 
v4.11, or v3.12 in a long time so it wouldn’t be done 
there. Doing it now would be confusing or 
bug-inducing. 

One way to work around this would be to call 
SetCurrent/TargetNameSpace at the beginning of each 
new thread group. Although I agree it would be nice to 
have a simpler solution, like setting the initial name 
space with a linker directive. 

Q. I want to know if it is possible to trap the up 
arrow and the down arrow keys. I am writing an 
application where I need to change the attributes of a 
character when the up arrow or down arrow key is 
pressed. 

Basically, the screen will wait for keyboard input. The 
program will wait in an infinite loop and scan for key 
strokes. The user will not hit the return key after any 
key stroke. The data must be available immediately. 
Hitting return or ESC will cause the screen to close. 

A. Your program can read the up and down arrows 
with getch(). Up arrow is translated to two codes, 0 and 
72, and the down arrow is translated to 0, 80. I’m 
attaching a small program that reads keys with getch() 
and displays their codes. Another possibility is to use 
NWSNUT. 

#include <nwconio.h>

#include <nwthread.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>


int main( void)

{


int key;

puts( "Press keys to see their codes,


<Esc> for exit");

while (( key = getch()) != 27)


printf( "%d\n", key);

return EXIT_SUCCESS;


}
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BrainShare 2002 Developer 
Offerings 

For 18 years, developers have been coming to 
BrainShare to find out about the latest in technology 
development trends and to be kept up-to-date on the 
traditional yet essential development process. More 
than ever, BrainShare 2002 will offer developers more 
opportunities to leverage Novell’s developer offerings. 

Our newest developer classes cover the hot topics of: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Metrowerks CodeWarrior 7.0 and add-on Tools 
for NetWare 

Apache/Tomcat—now available with NetWare 
6—learn how to deploy Java servlets with Tomcat 

Accessing eDirectory with LDAP 

eDirectory new features for developers 

Portal Services Development 

DirXML driver development 

A first this year will be a Developer General Session 
that is targeted specifically at developers, giving you a 
heads-up on where developer offerings at Novell 
currently are and where you might expect them to go in 
the future. Another highlight is Carleton Watkins’ 
keynote address at the Developer General Session. 

Some of the hot sessions that you won’t want to miss 
are described in more detail below. 

A first this year will be a 
Developer General Ses-
sion that is targeted spe-
cifically at developers, 
giving you a heads-up 
on where developer 
offerings at Novell cur-
rently are and where 
you might expect them 
to go in the future. 

Class Description Abstract 

DL100 Developer General Session If you do any type of development work, then you cannot 
miss this session which highlights the massive development 
opportunities surrounding one Net. Developers of all types, 
from corporate developers working on an in-house 
application, to ISVs, OEMs, device makers, web developers 
creating custom portals, or consultants will be interested 
in attending this informative session. Even if you don't 
currently develop software but are interested in the 
possibilities, you will benefit from attending this session. 

DCB110 Using Metrowerks Environment for 
NLM Development 

This hands-on session will give developers an overview of 
Metrowerks Codewarrior and many of its features. 
Codewarrior is a powerful development environment 
available to NetWare developers. Areas covered will 
include building NetWare Loadable Modules (NLM) and 
client applications using the Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) and command-line tools, as well as a 
brief look at the Metrowerks debugger. 

DCB108 Using the NetWare Remote 
Manager SDK 

The NetWare Remote Manager HTTP Stack Interface 
provides a set of APIs that enable your applications to 
interact with a remote client using HTTP. This session will 
teach developers to create stand-alone interactions. This 
session will also explain how to extend and display your 
own diagnostic information in NetWare Remote Manager. 

DCB124 Introduction to Java Servlets on 
Jakarta Tomcat 

This hands-on Java servlets session focuses on the 
architecture and application development for the Jakarta 
Tomcat servlet engine. Developers will learn about the 
servlet engine and the way it acts with the web server. 
Attendees will write a test application. 
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Following in the foot-
steps of a very success-
ful launch and early 
adoption of NetWare 6, 
Novell Education has 
released new courses 
and certification tracks 
aimed at helping you get 
the best performance 
out of this hot, new 
product. 

The Developer Den and Other Developer 
Items 
In addition to over fifty sessions targeted directly at 
developing to and with Novell technologies, we will 
provide you with many opportunities to interface with 
the folks who can help you most with your 
development questions. So don’t miss out on the 
action! 

As in the past three years, we will have our main 
developer area, The Developer Den, which is located 
in the north lobby area of the Salt Palace. This area has 
provided developer attendees with a place to relax, to 
meet with their peers or to discuss Novell development 
with members of Novell’s Developer Support team. 

The “Den” is located in the area between the developer 
session rooms and includes places to watch a movie, 
sleep (if you find the time) or even write code (we 
know you really want to!). Members of the support 
team along with others from Novell who provide tools 
and resources will be available throughout the 
conference in the Den area. 

The DeveloperNet Program will also be located within 
the One Net Solutions Lab and will be staffed by 
members of the program team, along with 
DeveloperNet University and the NDK Team. Stop by 
and find out about our incentives for registering to a 
Net Professional DeveloperNet subscription (or 
renewing your current subscription). 

DeveloperNet Sysops: Don’t forget to visit the 
DeveloperNet Sysop Room in the Developer Den! 
Check your conference guide for details on locations 
and times for all of the above activities. 

Education Offerings at BrainShare 
Following in the footsteps of a very successful launch 
and early adoption of NetWare 6, Novell Education 
has released new courses and certification tracks aimed 
at helping you get the best performance out of this hot, 
new product. While at BrainShare, make sure you visit 
the Novell Learning Zone, Certification Lounges, 
Program Tables and BrainShare Bookstore to see how 

easy it is to get the training you need to successfully 
deploy, upgrade, and support NetWare 6. 

BrainShare Is Not All Brainwork 
When you come to Novell’s BrainShare, you expect 
the best in presentations detailing new and existing 
Novell technology. Also, technology from Novell 
partners that are leading the Network revolution. But 
all learning and no play would make Johnny not have a 
memorable experience. Thankfully, BrainShare offers 
evening events to both vitalize and entertain you. The 
following events are planned: 

Sunday, March 17: Welcome Reception. We’ll 
start off BrainShare with a bang! Be sure to get all 
registered so you can relax and get ready for an intense 
week of learning! Food and drinks will be provided in 
an atmosphere of pure relaxation! 

Monday, March 18: TechNight at the Salt 
Palace. A night full of food, fun and doing all the 
things you thought you didn’t have time for! This was 
requested by you, and as a result, you can spend an 
evening schmoozing with your favorite Novell partner, 
enjoying good food, and entertainment! 

Wednesday, March 20. You’d be “Fooling 
Yourself” if you thought we didn’t have a great party 
planned. This year’s conference party is one you’ll 
never forget! You’ll howl hysterically at the comedy of 
Bill Engvall, then relive your youth as we rock out to 
the sounds of everyone’s favorite 70s/80s band, Styx! 
This year the party will be at the Salt Palace instead of 
the Delta Center, but the same sort of food, fun, and 
excitement applies! 

Thursday, March 21: Meet the Experts - 7:00 
pm, Salt Palace. Enjoy dinner and drinks while 
mingling with Novell’s top engineering, product 
management, consulting, and technical support 
experts. Novell’s experts will welcome your questions 
and feedback on Novell’s technologies. 
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Memories of BrainShares Past 

Gamal B. Herbon 
Editor-in-Chief 
Novell AppNotes 

In March 2002, I will be participating in my 14th 
BrainShare conference. I know this is not a record, but 
it does represent a good portion of Novell’s corporate 
history, and thus my history here at Novell. So with 
that in mind, I thought I would do something a little 
different and take a stroll down the BrainShare 
memory lane. Maybe this will bring back a few 
memories to you as well. 

Places 
It’s hard to believe that the first BrainShare I attended 
was a fairly small event. It was held in Salt Lake City, 
but I can’t even remember the name of the hotel 
now—was it the Red Lion? From there it was held at 
the old Salt Palace facility (the round drum arena and 
hallway outside that arena). 

As BrainShare continued to grow, it moved to the 
scenic campus of the University of Utah. I felt 
especially nostalgic attending my many BrainShares 
there, as the “U” is my alma mater. The long walks in 
the brisk March breezes, going from session to session 
across campus, grabbing snacks at the snack carts, and 
the meals in the student union building—it all made 
me feel like a college student again. 

Do you remember the Huntsman Center? Many 
referred to it as “the UFO” or the “dome.” As 
BrainShare attendance increased, that was the only 
building on campus large enough to hold us all. 

We eventually outgrew the U, which precipitated our 
move to the newly-remodeled Salt Palace Convention 
Center. There everything could be under one roof, and 
that’s been much more convenient for everyone. 

Icons and Mascot 
Do you remember the introduction of the pin-headed 
Bob and Tina figures (the BrainShare icons for many 
years), and their ultimate destruction at the hands of 
our Chief Scientist Drew Major? Or how about the 

“gumby-like” character that was the BrainShare 
mascot for a year or two? 

Main Attractions 
Can anyone ever forget the BrainShare parties—the 
entertainment, the spiffs, the food, the drinks, and the 
camaraderie? How about the sponsor night where all 
kinds of freebies and food were readily available? How 
many experts have you talked with at Meet The 
Experts nights over the years? 

Of course, the core of BrainShare is still the sessions. I 
like to think back on all the different messages and 
messengers over the years, and all the new and exciting 
technologies presented, and compare how many were 
forthcoming vs. those that just seemed to disappear. No 
matter what happened, there was never a dull moment 
at BrainShare. 

The buzz at BrainShare a few years ago was “Is Novell 
still alive, and if so for how long?” That was a strange 
experience, and I remember explaining to far too many 
people that “news of our demise had been greatly 
exaggerated.” I am glad to say once again that Novell 
is alive and well, and we’re in it for the long haul. 

AppNotes Team 
I remember the long nights our team (then known as 
Novell Research and consisting of about 20 people) 
worked trying to get various labs and demos set up. It’s 
no wonder we always looked so tired during the week 
of the actual conference! 

How about the year we promised to deliver the 
NetWare 4 Special Edition of the AppNotes? Due to 
production problems, we only received a limited 
quantity from our supplier, and this was the hottest 
item to be gotten that year. I was threatened by several 
people who wanted to rip me limb-from-limb because 
not enough copies were available. But by the end of the 
week we were able to print and clip together (that’s 
right, they had no covers and weren’t bound) for the 
crowds that converged upon us the last day. 

Finally, the thing I like most about BrainShare is the 
chance to meet and build friendships with our 
customers. This is the true value of my BrainShare 
experiences. Much of the direction the AppNotes has 
taken over the years resulted from this interaction with 
many of you at BrainShare. I hope that will continue 
into the future, and that this year I will have a chance to 
get to know even more of you! 

Until next time, you keep on reminiscing, and I’ll just 
keep rambling. . . . 

The thing I like most 
about BrainShare is the 
chance to meet and build 
friendships with our cus-
tomers. This is the true 
value of my BrainShare 
experiences. 
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viewpoints 

A Look at Computer Jargon: 
Nerds, Geeks, and Hackers 

The ubiquitous computer-industry terms “nerd,” 
“geek,” and “hacker” didn’t just spring out of 
nowhere, nor are they interchangeable. We recently 
did some research into the origins of these terms and 
the subtle differences between them, and found them 
fairly amusing. So we thought we’d share our findings 
with our readership. The definitions and etymologies 
given below are excerpted from the online hacker 
Jargon File, version 4.3.1, 29 JUN 2001. 

nerd n. 1.[mainstream slang] Pejorative applied to 
anyone with an above-average IQ and few gifts at 
small talk and ordinary social rituals. 2. [jargon] Term 
of praise applied (in conscious ironic reference to 
sense 1) to someone who knows what’s really 
important and interesting and doesn’t care to be 
distracted by trivial chatter and silly status games. 

The word itself appears to derive from the lines “And 
then, just to show them, I’ll sail to Ka-Troo / And bring 
back an It-Kutch, a Preep and a Proo, / A Nerkle, a 
Nerd, and a Seersucker, too!” in the Dr. Seuss book If I 
Ran the Zoo (1950). How it developed its mainstream 
meaning is unclear, but sense 1 seems to have entered 
mass culture in the early 1970s (there are reports that in 
the mid-1960s it meant roughly “annoying misfit” 
without the connotation of intelligence). 

An IEEE Spectrum article (4/95, page 16) once derived 
“nerd” in its variant form “knurd” from the word 
“drunk” backwards, but this bears all the hallmarks of 
a bogus folk etymology. 

Hackers developed sense 2 in self-defense perhaps ten 
years later, and some actually wear “Nerd Pride” 
buttons, only half as a joke. At MIT one can find not 
only buttons but (what else?) pocket protectors bearing 
the slogan and the MIT seal. 

geek n. A person who has chosen concentration rather 
than conformity; one who pursues skill (especially 
technical skill) and imagination, not mainstream social 
acceptance. 

Most geeks are adept with computers and treat 
“hacker” as a term of respect, but not all are hackers 
themselves—and some who are in fact hackers 
normally call themselves geeks anyway, because they 
(quite properly) regard “hacker” as a label that should 
be bestowed by others rather than self-assumed. 

One description accurately if a little breathlessly 
enumerates “gamers, ravers, science fiction fans, 
punks, perverts, programmers, nerds, subgenii, and 
trekkies. These are people who did not go to their high 
school proms, and many would be offended by the 
suggestion that they should have even wanted to.” 

Originally, a “geek” was a carnival performer who bit 
the heads off chickens. Before about 1990, usage of 
this term was rather negative. Earlier versions of this 
lexicon defined a “computer geek” as “one who eats 
(computer) bugs for a living—an a-social, malodorous, 
pasty-faced monomaniac with all the personality of a 
cheese grater.” 

hacker n. [originally, someone who makes furniture 
with an axe] 1. A person who enjoys exploring the 
details of programmable systems and how to stretch 
their capabilities, as opposed to most users, who prefer 
to learn only the minimum necessary. 2. One who 
programs enthusiastically (even obsessively) or who 
enjoys programming rather than just theorizing about 
programming. 3. A person capable of appreciating 
hack value. 4. A person who is good at programming 
quickly. 5. An expert at a particular program, or one 
who frequently does work using it or on it; as in “a 
Unix hacker.” (Definitions 1 through 5 are correlated, 
and people who fit them congregate.) 6. An expert or 
enthusiast of any kind. One might be an astronomy 
hacker, for example. 7. One who enjoys the intellectual 
challenge of creatively overcoming or circumventing 
limitations. 8. [deprecated] A malicious meddler who 
tries to discover sensitive information by poking 
around. Hence “password hacker,” “network hacker.” 
The correct term for this sense is cracker. 

Things Hackers Detest and Avoid 

IBM mainframes; all the works of Microsoft; Smurfs, 
Ewoks, and other forms of offensive cuteness; 
bureaucracies; stupid people; easy listening music; 
television (with occasional exceptions for cartoons, 
movies, and good SF like Star Trek classic or Babylon 
5); business suits; dishonesty; incompetence; boredom; 
COBOL; BASIC; character-based menu interfaces. 

Disclaimer: Lightweight Access brings you humorous 
observations and refreshing diversions to give you a break 
from the daily grind. Opinions expressed here do not 
reflect Novell’s official position on anything. 
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Order Form 

Use this form to order subscriptions to Novell AppNotes (now including Novell Developer Notes), and back issues of 
AppNotes and Developer Notes (subject to availability). Please type or print. 

Name 

Title 

Company 
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City State Postal Code 

Country E-mail Address 

Phone Fax 

APPNOTES SUBSCRIPTION 
Qty Description Unit Price Total Price 

One-year subscription to  Novell AppNotes (now includes Developer Notes) US$99.00* 

BACK ISSUES 
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All prices are subject to change without notice. TOTAL 

Payment All orders must be prepaid. 

*Shipping and taxes are included in subscription price. Check or money enclosed.


**Back Issue Prices Bill credit card number: Expiration date ________________


1–9 copies US$15.00 each plus shipping & handling 

10–49 copies US$ 9.00 each plus shipping & handling 

50–99 copies US$ 7.00 each plus shipping & handling 

100+ copies US$ 5.00 each plus shipping & handling 

Mail or fax this completed form to: 

Novell AppNotes Order Desk Fax Number: 
1601 Park Avenue West (303) 294-0930 
Denver, CO  80216-5199 

VISA MasterCard  American Express 

Cardholder signature ______________________________________ 

Cardholder name (printed) _________________________________ 

or call: 

(800) 377-4136 (U.S. & Canada)

(303) 297-2725 (other locations)

Please have your order and credit card information ready.
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Novell AppNotes Feedback Form March 2002 

To help us give you the kind of information you need to better design, configure, install, and maintain your network, 
please take a moment to answer a few questions about the Novell AppNotes. Fax the completed form to 801-861-4123. 
Thanks—we value your feedback. 

1. How useful is each article in this issue? 

Article Title Indispensable Very useful Some whatuseful Not at all useful 

Novell iChain 2.0 Installation and Configuration Quick Start 

What’s New in Novell BorderManager 3.7? 

Link Level Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance in NetWare 6 

Creating Applets for Novell GroupWise with Advansys Formativ 

How to Uninstall Novell Account Management 2.1 for Windows NT 

How to Extend the NetWare Scripting Environment by Creating UCX 
Components 

Net Management (Beyond the Basics, Network Novice, Directory 
Primer, Tips & Tricks) 

Net Support (Network Troubleshooter, TIDbits, Dear Ab-end) 

Code Break (Developer Scene, Developer Q&A, DeveloperNet News) 

Viewpoints (Ramblings, Lightweight Access) 

2. I would like to see more articles on: 

Network design and optimization Network management Other____________________________

Novell product implementation  NetWare theory and internals

Third-party product integration  NetWare programming


3. The type of article that is most useful to me is: 

Theory/conceptual  Tutorial  Troubleshooting/support  Technical case study 

4. My affiliation with Novell is: 

CNE/ECNE/MCNE  Programmer  Systems Integrator  MIS

CNI  Reseller Systems Engineer  Network Supervisor

CNA  Consultant  Technical Support  Other ____________________________


5. I use the following Novell-related products: 

NetWare 6  ZENworks for Desktops  Novell eDirectory  ManageWise

NetWare 5 ZENworks for Servers  DirXML  Novell Portal Services

NetWare 4  GroupWise  NetWare for SAA  iChain

NetWare 3 or 2  BorderManager  NetWare NFS  Developer Tools

Other_______________________________________________________________________________________


6. General comments about the Novell AppNotes: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Quick Guide to Novell Information


Resource URL 

Novell 
For the latest news, solutions, and success stories on Novell 
net services software. 

http://www.novell.com/ 

Novell DeveloperNet 
Your direct connection to everything you need to deliver 
secure, scalable business-to-business (B2B) and e-commerce 
solutions—or any directory-enabled solution you have in 
mind—quickly and economically. 

http://developer.novell.com 

Novell Support 
To open an electronic incident, download the latest patches, 
and find additional technical resources. 

http://support.novell.com 

Novell Cool Solutions 
Provides helpful articles, downloads, manuals, programs, 
demos, and answers to your questions. 

http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/ 

Novell Product Documentation 
For documentation about all Novell’s net services software. http://www.novell.com/documentation/ 

Novell Connection 
Published monthly by NetWare Users International (NUI), the 
independent professional society for NetWare user groups 
worldwide. 

http://www.novell.com/nwc/ 

Novell Consulting 
Need help putting it all together? See our Web site for more 
information on bringing in Novell experts to make your 
technology work as one net. 

http://www.novell.com/programs/ncs/ 

Novell Solutions Search 
Find Novell and "Yes, Tested and Approved" Partner product 
solutions. 

http://developer.novell.com/nss/ 

Novell Education 
Up-to-the-minute training on Novell products in whatever 
format meets your needs: Instructor-led training, computer-
based training, on-line training, Advanced Technical Training, 
and customized training. 

http://www.novell.com/education/ 
http://www.novell.com/education/locator 
http://www.novell.com/registernow 

Novell PartnerNet 
Programs to support Novell’s resellers, OEMs, distributors, 
and partners. Find valuable tools such as Novell 
advertisements, sales presentations, video presentations, 
and other resources. 

http://partner.novell.com/servlet/partners/ 

Novell Press 
Need a little more information or don’t have time for a class? 
See all the hot new Novell Press titles on Shop Novell. 

http://www.novell.com/shopnovell 

Novell Advantage 
This is the place to go for Novell competitive information: 
head-to-head product comparisons, reality checks, and 
positioning of Novell products against those from other 
vendors. 

http://www.novell.com/advantage 
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